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Voted World’s Best more than any other cruise line.

Destinations. Service. Space. Quality. These are just a few of the reasons we’ve been voted World’s Best by the readers of
Condé Nast Traveler and Travel + Leisure more than any other cruise line, hotel or resort in history. To honor our World’s Best
award we’re offering special gifts for you: 2-For-1 Fares; $2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credits; and free air.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.
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Incredible Destinations, Unbelievable Values.

Exotic Places, Extraordinary Savings.

This fall and winter are the perfect seasons for exploring New England & Canada or the Panama Canal, Mexican Riviera and Hawaiian Islands. The
timing is even more perfect when you help celebrate Crystal’s 20th Anniversary with special values such as free air on select sailings and 2-For-1 Fares.

Book a Grand Exotic Voyage by September 30, 2010 and receive 20% off a future 2011 or 2012 cruise with our “Save Now. Save Later.” promotion.
Also enjoy free air on every voyage. Come experience the fascinating destinations of the world, with the World’s Best cruise line.

Sail with Crystal and enjoy shipboard credits and more.

Voyage

0224
0225
0226
0227
0228
0229
0230
0231

Days

11
11
19
7
7
7
10
14

Date

Destination

Itinerary

Theme

Oct 11
Oct 22
Nov 2
Nov 21
Nov 28
Dec 5
Dec 12
Dec 22

New Eng. & Canada
New Eng. & Canada
Panama Canal
Mexican Riviera
Mexican Riviera
Mexican Riviera
Mexican Riviera
Hawaiian Islands

New York to Montréal		
Montréal to New York
G
New York to Los Angeles
CS
Round-trip Los Angeles
H
Round-trip Los Angeles
ST
Round-trip Los Angeles
MBS
Round-trip Los Angeles
WF
Round-trip Los Angeles
H

Ship

Crystal Symphony
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Symphony

Enjoy special values such as free air and 20% off a future cruise.

“As You Wish”
Credit Per Couple

Brochure
Fare

Special
2-For-1 Fare

$1,000
$1,000
$2,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

$8,980
$8,550
$9,860
$4,330
$4,330
$4,330
$5,980
$12,790

$4,490
$4,275
$4,930
$2,165
$2,165
$2,165
$2,990
$6,395

Step aboard a horse-drawn carriage for an exploration Old Québec. Relax over afternoon tea at the Citadel in Halifax. Join a guided walk through
Costa Rica’s rainforest. Take a private swim with dolphins in Acapulco. Witness views of black limestone cliffs as you soar over Grand Cayman in
a helicopter. Or, use your “As You Wish” credits and let us create a Crystal Private Adventure® just for you.
Experiences of Discovery®: CL+ - Comprehensive Creative Learning Institute CS- Crystal Society Reunion EA- Emerging Artists FS- Fashion & Style G- Golf
H- Holiday MBS- Mind, Body & Spirit ST- Science & Technology WF- Crystal Wine & Food Festival

Fares listed are per person, in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy for category E on Crystal Symphony and category C on Crystal Serenity, subject to availability, capacity-controlled and do not include port, security and handling charges (airfare not
included on Panama Canal, Hawaii and Mexican Riviera sailings). 2-For-1 cruise fares are per person, based on 50% of brochure fares. Brochure fares may not have resulted in actual sales and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. The up to
$2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credit (based on double occupancy, up to $1,000 per person) applies to the first two full-fare guests only, is non-transferable, cannot be used in the casino or for bingo, redeemed for cash or credit and cannot
be applied as a deposit toward a future cruise. Free Economy Air promotion applies to all categories on Europe and New England & Canada sailings and both promotions are available on select routes and carriers for first two full-fare guests. Round-trip
flights must be booked through Crystal Cruises’ Air Department from select gateway cities. Flight itineraries are booked at Crystal Cruises’ discretion and are subject to flight and class availability at the time of booking. All promotions are capacity-controlled,
subject to change without notice and may be withdrawn at any time. Individual Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum
number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Adviser for more details. All fares, itineraries and shore excursions are subject to change. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers.
©2010 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas
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Voyage

1302
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308

Days

13
12
16
15
14
19
21

Date

Destination

Itinerary

Theme

Ship

Jan 17
Jan 30
Feb 12
Feb 28
Mar 15
Mar 29
Apr 17

South Pacific
South Pacific/NZ
NZ/Australia
Australia/S.E. Asia
S.E. Asia/India
India/Africa
Africa/W. Europe

Los Angeles to Papeete
Papeete to Auckland
Auckland to Sydney
Sydney to Singapore
Singapore to Mumbai
Mumbai to Cape Town
Cape Town to London

CL+
CL+
CL+
CL+
CL+
CL+
CL+

Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity

“As You Wish” Brochure
Special
Credit Per Couple
Fare 2-For-1 Fare

$2,000
$2,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$2,000

$13,000
$13,820
$22,420
$18,370
$17,330
$26,090
$19,850

$6,500
$6,910
$11,210
$9,185
$8,665
$13,045
$9,925

Meet a village chief with a visit to a Fijian village. See the dinosaur-like lizards of Komodo Island in Indonesia. Enjoy unparalleled wildlife
sightseeing opportunities in the Mala Mala Private Game Reserve from Durban, South Africa. And if you have a dream excursion in mind, why
not use your “As You Wish” credits and let us create a Crystal Private Adventure just for you?
Every voyage includes up to $2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” shipboard credits to spend as you wish — in the spa, on fine wines, on
Crystal Adventures Shore Excursions, shopping in our boutiques or a one-of-a-kind Vintage Room experience, just to name a few. Book with
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and you will also receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on select sailings, including:*
• Competitive cruise fares
• Pre-paid onboard gratuities
• Personable onboard host

• Onboard welcome reception
• Full day shore event or credit for customized options or shipboard credit
• Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for customized options

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.
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Incredible Destinations, Unbelievable Values.

Exotic Places, Extraordinary Savings.

This fall and winter are the perfect seasons for exploring New England & Canada or the Panama Canal, Mexican Riviera and Hawaiian Islands. The
timing is even more perfect when you help celebrate Crystal’s 20th Anniversary with special values such as free air on select sailings and 2-For-1 Fares.

Book a Grand Exotic Voyage by September 30, 2010 and receive 20% off a future 2011 or 2012 cruise with our “Save Now. Save Later.” promotion.
Also enjoy free air on every voyage. Come experience the fascinating destinations of the world, with the World’s Best cruise line.

Sail with Crystal and enjoy shipboard credits and more.
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Enjoy special values such as free air and 20% off a future cruise.
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Fare
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2-For-1 Fare

$1,000
$1,000
$2,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

$8,980
$8,550
$9,860
$4,330
$4,330
$4,330
$5,980
$12,790

$4,490
$4,275
$4,930
$2,165
$2,165
$2,165
$2,990
$6,395

Step aboard a horse-drawn carriage for an exploration Old Québec. Relax over afternoon tea at the Citadel in Halifax. Join a guided walk through
Costa Rica’s rainforest. Take a private swim with dolphins in Acapulco. Witness views of black limestone cliffs as you soar over Grand Cayman in
a helicopter. Or, use your “As You Wish” credits and let us create a Crystal Private Adventure® just for you.
Experiences of Discovery®: CL+ - Comprehensive Creative Learning Institute CS- Crystal Society Reunion EA- Emerging Artists FS- Fashion & Style G- Golf
H- Holiday MBS- Mind, Body & Spirit ST- Science & Technology WF- Crystal Wine & Food Festival

Fares listed are per person, in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy for category E on Crystal Symphony and category C on Crystal Serenity, subject to availability, capacity-controlled and do not include port, security and handling charges (airfare not
included on Panama Canal, Hawaii and Mexican Riviera sailings). 2-For-1 cruise fares are per person, based on 50% of brochure fares. Brochure fares may not have resulted in actual sales and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. The up to
$2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credit (based on double occupancy, up to $1,000 per person) applies to the first two full-fare guests only, is non-transferable, cannot be used in the casino or for bingo, redeemed for cash or credit and cannot
be applied as a deposit toward a future cruise. Free Economy Air promotion applies to all categories on Europe and New England & Canada sailings and both promotions are available on select routes and carriers for first two full-fare guests. Round-trip
flights must be booked through Crystal Cruises’ Air Department from select gateway cities. Flight itineraries are booked at Crystal Cruises’ discretion and are subject to flight and class availability at the time of booking. All promotions are capacity-controlled,
subject to change without notice and may be withdrawn at any time. Individual Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum
number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Adviser for more details. All fares, itineraries and shore excursions are subject to change. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers.
©2010 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas
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True luxury draws from its
surroundings, elevating the finest
achievements of local culture to
grand new heights, creating a
world of vivid color and memory.
The Luxury Collection offers more
than 70 remarkable hotels and
resorts from which to explore this
world of enriching experience.
Experiences, made all the more
rewarding through Virtuoso.

LIFE IS A COLLECTION OF EXPERIENCES. LET US BE YOUR GUIDE
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to begin your journey at these Virtuoso-preferred properties:
Arion Resort & Spa Blue Palace Resort & Spa Convento do Espinheiro Hotel & Spa Grand Hotel Grosvenor House Hacienda Temozon Hotel Bristol
Hotel Cala di Volpe Hotel Goldener Hirsch Hotel Grande Bretagne Hotel Gritti Palace Hotel Imperial Hotel Pitrizza Hotel Pulitzer Hotel Romazzino
Marques de Riscal Mystique San Cristobal Tower Santa Marina Resort & Villas Schloss Fuschl Resort & Spa
SLS Hotel at Beverly Hills The Ballantyne
The Canyon Suites at The Phoenician The Equinox Golf Resort & Spa The Joule the Nines The Phoenician The Royal Hawaiian Turnberry Resort
THE US GRANT Vedema Resort

©2010 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The Luxurious Travel Experience
of Your Dreams
Come away with Silversea. Away from predictable resort holidays and today’s mega ship crowds.
Venture far away from the everyday aboard intimate ships that make you feel right at home.
Discover an experience beyond the boundaries of traditional and expected, where every morning
reveals a new world vista, a fresh perspective and limitless wonders.
Aboard Silversea’s intimate and elegant ships, all accommodations are spacious ocean-views suites
— all with personalised butler service, and most with private verandas. An enticing variety of openseating restaurants feature special menus inspired by the Grands Chefs Relais & Châteaux, and allinclusive fares cover onboard gratuities as well as a remarkable selection of complimentary wines,
champagne and spirits.

Plus Free Air* & Transfers
Book Now — Limited Availability on these 2010 Sailings
DATE

FROM/TO

SHIP

VOYAGE

SAVINGS

FARES FROM

Sep 18

7

Barcelona to Lisbon

Silver Spirit

5031

55%

$4,632

Sep 25

7

Lisbon to Nice

Silver Spirit

5032

60%

$4,118

Oct 2

7

Nice to Rome

Silver Spirit

5033

55%

$4,632

7

Rome to Barcelona

Silver Spirit

5034

60%

$4,118

Rome to Nice

Silver Wind

2032A

60%

$4,678

Oct 9

DAYS

Oct 10

10

Oct 10

9

Shanghai to Hong Kong

Silver Shadow

3028

50%

$6,147

Oct 16

7

Barcelona to Lisbon

Silver Spirit

5035

60%

$4,118

Oct 29

8

Bangkok to Singapore

Silver Shadow

3030

55%

$4,857

Nov 25

7

Dubai Roundtrip

Silver Wind

2036

60%

$4,238

Nov 26

10

Hong Kong to Singapore

Silver Shadow

3033

60%

$5,358

Dec 2

9

Dubai to Mumbai

Silver Wind

2037

60%

$3,918

Dec 11

9

Mumbai to Dubai

Silver Wind

2038

60%

$3,918

Silversea Experience,® a complimentary shoreside event

Venetian Society guests enjoy an additional 5% savings

Culinary Arts Voyage

Let Silversea and Virtuoso whisk you away on an
ocean journey unlike any other. Call your Virtuoso
Travel Advisor for reservations.
Terms and Conditions: Fares shown are cruise-only, per guest, in US Dollars based on double occupancy in a Vista Suite and include any applicable Silver Savings of up to 60%. Savings
are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn at any time. Port charges, government fees and taxes are additional. Fares shown are capacity controlled and do not guarantee suite
availability. Additional restrictions may apply. Visit Silversea.com for complete Terms and Conditions. Ships’ registry: Bahamas
*Free Air & Transfers Offer: Offered from select gateways for a limited time only. Includes roundtrip Economy Class air plus transfers on day of embark/debark, except when travelling
one way, deviating, and unless other otherwise specified. Complimentary transfers apply only when booked in conjunction with flights booked/ticketed by Silversea Cruises. Silversea
reserves the right to select the air carrier, routing and departure airport from each gateway city. Available only to the first and second full-fare guests in a suite. For additional details,
visit Silversea.com/SpecialOffers.
SA1238
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Insider’s Italy
An advisor-planned trip reveals the benefits of working with an expert
who’s on a first-name basis with guides, general managers, and gatekeepers of all stripes. By Skip Hollandsworth

99

Ticket to Ride
Seven space tourists prepare for liftoff.

By David Hochman

110

Out of the Mist
Unforgettable people, a wrenching past, and majestic mountain gorillas:
Rwanda leaves a powerful impression. By Kim Brown Seely

The view from up there: That window seat
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The church of Madonna di San Biagio,
Montepulciano, Tuscany.

COLIN DUTTON
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Galeries lafayette
the department store capital of fashion
WELCOME DESK • TOURIST TAX REFUND • FASHION SHOWS
PRIVILEGED WELCOME & VIP SERVICE • GOURMET STORE & RESTAURANTS

VIP SHOPPING KIT
Ask your Virtuoso
Travel Advisor

40, BD HAUSSMANN 75 009 PARIS. METRO CHAUSSÉE D’ANT IN-LA FAYETTE. TEL.: 01 42 82 36 40
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY FROM 9.30 AM TO 8 PM. LATE N IGHT OPENING EVERY THURSDAY UNTIL 9 PM.

galerieslafayette.com
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A fr ica
A l ask a
Asia & Pacific
Austr a lia
New Zea la nd
Ca nada
New Engla nd
Car ibbea n
Ber muda
Europe
H awaii
M ex ico
Pa na m a Ca na l
South A mer ica
Wor ld Voyage

Luminous

We invite you to discover. To be charmed witness to time-honored traditions
and storied cultures, suddenly before you. To match the revelations of explorers;
to learn the sound of a 200-foot waterfall; to have a moose hold you in light regard.
We invite you to turn the unfamiliar into precious memories, using our
mid-sized ships as your guide. We invite you, and we are at your service.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands
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Favorite Things
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If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed with
bleed on all sides for balance when imported.

If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
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There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.
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Located just 23 miles from
the San Francisco airport,
experience horseback riding
on the beach, wine tastings,
a world-class spa and
savory coastal cuisine.

TAG IT
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´The tag here (and
elsewhere in this issue)
accesses dynamic content
via Web-enabled smartphones. To experience
it, download Microsoft’s
free Tag Reader on your
phone at www.gettag.
mobi; launch the application; then scan the tag.
The tag at left opens a
video that showcases
what Virtuoso does best.
If you are viewing this
issue electronically‚ click
to see the video.
here
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arrange your transportation
give you a choice of hotels
include sightseeing with VIP access
provide expert Local Hosts to guide you
travel Europe effortlessly

Monograms gives you the power to travel the way you want. By bundling all vacation elements, we
simplify your travel experience so you can focus on personalizing your vacation. Travel is a choice.
Choose Monograms when you want a simple way to travel.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to help you bring your dreams of traveling to life.
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Brazil

South America’s pulse beats in Brazil. World-class resorts and hotels welcome
even the most discriminating travelers. With our dazzling landscapes and
welcoming people, let this be your destination to relax and rediscover yourself.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel advisor to arrange a custom itinerary at one of our many
distinguished hotels or resorts properties in Brazil.

www.braziltour.com

CONTRIBUTORS

When we offered writer SKIP HOLLANDSWORTH the chance to have a Virtuoso travel advisor plan his and his wife’s trip to Italy (“Insider’s
Italy,” page 90), he shrugged and described himself
as “the typical middle-aged know-it-all male,” who
wondered if an advisor would do anything that he
couldn’t do himself. “My opinions about travel advisors changed the minute I walked through customs
in Rome,” he says. “And I really began to love having
an advisor when volcanic ash stranded me in Italy.”
Hollandsworth is executive editor at Texas Monthly.

AD XXXXX
If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed with
bleed on all sides for balance when imported.
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in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

“In the summer, Hyde Park
is like a Londoner’s backyard,” says AMY LAUGHINGHOUSE, who relocated
there three years ago from
Atlanta (“My Fair London,”
page 50). “I’ve seen men in
three-piece suits sitting on
the grass at lunchtime, bridal
parties posing for photos,
even women who spontaneously stripped off to their
skivvies to work on their
tans. When the sun comes
out in this city, anything goes.”
Laughinghouse has written
for The Toronto Star, The Irish
Times, and The Scotsman,
among other publications.

There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

“I’d never been to Africa,”
says contributing editor
KIM BROWN SEELY (“Out
of the Mist,” page 110), pictured with a gorilla-trekking
guide. “Rwanda and Uganda
were big places to start. I
loved both countries – the
gorillas were remarkable,
but the people made
the deepest impression.”
Seely has traveled to India,
Argentina, Fiji, Greece, and
Antarctica for Virtuoso Life.
She has also written for
Town & Country and National
Geographic Adventure.

“I was born in Melbourne and lived in Sydney before moving to New
York with my husband in 2004,” says writer EMMA SLOLEY (“Melbourne Melting Pot,” page 60). “Although I live in one of the best neighborhoods in the world for eating out, it’s still a thrill to visit my hometown
and find such gratifying global flavors being tweaked and reimagined by
the country’s talented chefs. Every globe-trotting gourmand worth their
salt should put Melbourne on their dream list.” Look for Sloley’s work in
Travel + Leisure, New York Magazine, and Harper’s Bazaar (Australia).
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Seattle-based photographer ANNIE MARIE MUSSELMAN turned her lens on
her hometown for this issue
(“Essential Seattle,” page 72).
A world traveler whose job
has taken her from French
Polynesia and Costa Rica to
Borneo and Syria, Musselman deeply appreciates the
Emerald City. “It’s a beautiful
rainy forest that is somehow
inhabited by 4 million people
and filled with great artists
and quiet hidden gems,” she
says. Musselman’s work has
appeared in Travel + Leisure,
Outside, The New York Times,
and more.

ANTARCTICA
EXPLORE IT WITH THE MOST EXPERIENCED ICE TEAM

Rely on our 40+ years of experience for
safety, and travel with the best: more
Naturalists than any
BOOK NOW
other company, Penguin
SAVE UP TO
Researchers, Undersea
$2,000 PP
Specialist and cool tools
Offer valid on new bookings on
select departure dates only
for exploration. Plus
and subject to availability.
National Geographic
Photographers for field advice &
instruction. See, do & learn more with
Lindblad and National Geographic.
JUST STARTING TO CONSIDER ANTARCTICA?
Ask your Virtuoso advisor for a complimentary copy of
Antarctica: 6 Questions to Ask before Choosing Your
Travel Company

TM

» Contact your Virtuoso travel
advisor for more details.

EXCLUSIVES

High Five

Hot deals, trips, and hotel stays available only through your Virtuoso travel advisor.

THE LURE

THE DETAILS

THE BOTTOM LINE

1

Seasonal color and
Telluride’s celebrated
festivals from a midmountain perch, the 32room Inn at Lost Creek.

Reserve Friday and Saturday during summer festivals (jazz,
August 5 through 8; film, September 3 through 6; or blues,
September 17 through 20) and stay Sunday night free.
Additional perks include a festival gift bag, complimentary
breakfast, and a $100 resort credit.

Suites from $379.

Up to a $629 value.

2

Abercrombie & Kent
Great Britain and
Ireland’s seven-day
privately chauffeured
drive through Ireland.

Virtuoso travelers get six nights’ accommodation for the price of
four (three nights at Cork’s 87-room Hayfield Manor and three
more at the 200-room Ritz-Carlton Powerscourt – a 1,000-acre
resort just outside Dublin). Exclusive benefits include breakfast
daily, flowers and chocolates, a bottle of wine, one dinner, and 15
percent off spa treatments at Hayfield Manor; breakfast daily, one
dinner, and a $150 resort credit at The Ritz-Carlton Powerscourt.

Departures:
Any day through
2010; from
$8,735 for two.

A $1,235 value,
plus savings on
spa services.

3

Regent Seven Seas
Cruises’ 19-day sailing
from Seward, Alaska,
to Beijing on the
490-passenger Seven
Seas Navigator.

Enjoy a night out in Tokyo with Boutique JTB tour company. Part
of Voyager Club’s 20th-anniversary celebration of exclusive, complimentary parties and events for Virtuoso cruisers, the evening
includes a traditional kaiseki dinner with a geisha performance.

Departure:
A $375 value.
September 15,
2010; from $8,775.

4

Caribbean sun
and sybaritic days
at Hôtel Le Toiny.

Book five nights at Saint Bart’s 15-bungalow retreat and get a
convertible Smart car to tour the island on your own throughout
your stay, along with round-trip airport transfers, breakfast daily,
one dinner, a $60 lunch credit, laundry service, and a bottle of
Champagne – all gratis.

Through
December 19,
2010; doubles
from $4,546
for five nights.

A $1,134 value.

5

Southern World’s tenday stay in Australia –
the top destination in
our 2010 Travel Dreams
Survey (for full results,
turn to page 79).

Stay four nights at the 40-suite Qualia on the Great Barrier Reef,
two nights at Kangaroo Island’s sleek 21-suite Southern Ocean
Lodge, and three more at the 158-room Park Hyatt Sydney, and
get a four-hour cruise around Sydney Harbour, complete with
barbecue lunch and drinks. Virtuoso travelers also enjoy breakfast daily, spa credits, a sunset cruise in the Whitsunday Islands,
and more exclusive perks at the hotels.

Departures:
Any day
September 1,
2010, through
March 31, 2011;
from $4,695.

A $1,130 value.

Hayfield Manor’s Irish charm.
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The Seven Seas Navigator in Alaska.

Telluride’s Inn
at Lost Creek.

experience the difference between
a hotel and a hyatt.
Whether you’re seeking the bright lights of a city location or escaping to the serenity of a resort destination, you’ll find
distinctive design, extraordinary service, world-class amenities and award-winning cuisine at our 28 participating Virtuoso
Hyatt Hotels & Resorts® worldwide. It’s all part of our commitment to make you feel more welcome at our properties than
anywhere else in the world. For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
Park Hyatt Beaver Creek Resort & Spa

Park Hyatt Melbourne

Park Hyatt Shanghai

Grand Hyatt Santiago

Park Hyatt Beijing

Park Hyatt Mendoza
Hotel, Casino & Spa

Park Hyatt Sydney

Grand Hyatt Shanghai

Park Hyatt Tokyo

Hyatt Grand Champions Resort, Villas & Spa

Park Hyatt Toronto

Hyatt Regency Hakone Resort & Spa

Park Hyatt Washington D.C.

Hyatt Regency Kyoto

Park Hyatt Zurich

Hyatt Regency Lake Tahoe Resort, Spa & Casino

Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort & Spa

Hyatt Regency Tamaya Resort & Spa

Palacio Duhau Park Hyatt Buenos Aires
Park Hyatt Chicago
Park Hyatt Dubai
Park Hyatt Goa Resort & Spa
Park Hyatt Istanbul

Park Hyatt Milan
Ararat Park Hyatt Moscow
Park Hyatt Paris–Vendôme
Park Hyatt Saigon
Park Hyatt Seoul

Hyatt Hotels & Resorts® encompasses hotels managed, franchised or leased by subsidiaries and affiliates of Hyatt Corporation. HYATT, Hyatt Hotels & Resorts,® Park Hyatt,® Grand Hyatt,® Hyatt Regency,® names, designs and related marks are
trademarks of Hyatt Corporation. ©2010 Hyatt Corporation. All rights reserved.

VIRTUOSO NEWS
Bright lights, big label: Louis
Vuitton’s flagship store.

Newsworthy event: President of Mexico Felipe Calderón (above) spoke to 450 attendees at Virtuoso’s Symposium
in Mexico City, a particularly special occasion for the Mexican travel advisors in the audience. Top left: Virtuoso CEO
Matthew Upchurch displays news coverage of the president’s visit. Bottom left: Gala entertainment at week’s end.

Meet You in Mexico City
Executives with Virtuoso’s top agencies and travel companies headed south of the border
in style to discuss industry trends and discover what Mexico City has to offer.

W

HeN the president of Mexico personally invites you to

his country, how could you say no?
That’s only part of the reason that Virtuoso held its annual Symposium in Mexico City last spring. Indeed, President Felipe Calderón himself invited Virtuoso to his country to conduct the forum of 450 global
leaders in luxury travel, and then personally welcomed attendees at the opening
session. His appearance – during which he spoke of Mexico’s tourism highlights as
well as its challenges, followed by a surprise question-and-answer session – was an
unforgettable start to an eventful week.
There were other reasons a meeting in Mexico made sense. Calderón has identified tourism as a key industry, and Virtuoso CEO Matthew Upchurch, who was born
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Discover a world of luxury
you deserVe tHe Very Best

Caribbean
Throw on your sandals and enjoy the beautiful beaches and luxury resorts
that define a Caribbean vacation. Classic Vacations and your Virtuoso Travel
Advisor can help you with your Caribbean travel plans by offering you the
best Caribbean vacation packages and special offers available.

The Cove ATlAnTis
Stylish, all-suite luxury resort on Paradise Island
• Daily Continental breakfast for two in Mosaic
• $100 Food & Beverage Credit per room per stay
• Automatic upgrade at time of booking if available
• from Ocean Suite to Deluxe Ocean Suite
2 Nights from $609 per person based on double occupancy
Book by 12/14/2010 travel completed by 12/16/2010

Call your
V i r t u o s o t r aV e l a d V i s o r

C L A S S I C V A C AT I O N S
Valid on new bookings of at least five (5) consecutive nights at a participating property. Each credit is per booking, not per traveler. Each traveler must purchase a travel protection plan. Combinable with select Hawaiian promotional offers.
Valid for bookings from 5/1/10 through 12/15/10 for travel by 12/18/10. Additional restrictions and blackout dates may apply. Offers are subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued at any time without
notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, minimum stay requirements on air, seasonal surcharges, resort fees (if any), and other restrictions may also apply. Some booking and travel dates may vary. Other promotions and departure
dates available which may result in a different rate and/or hotel inclusion. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on the free night offers. Classic Vacations CST# 2079429-20. 332-0809.
226-0510
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They’re with the band. Posing with musicians, from left: Virtuoso’s Jessica and
Matthew Upchurch, Kristi Jones, Scott Ahlsmith, and David Hansen (kneeling).

A moving performance by the National Folkloric Ballet of Mexico at the gala event
held at the National Museum of Anthropology.

Advisors, all: Tim Costigan, TTI; Ilana Valo, The Travel Network; Jay Johnson, Coastline Travel Advisors;
and Stephanie Anevich, Vision 2000 Travel Group.

Gloria Guevara of the Mexico Tourism Board is
flanked by Jennifer Wilson-Buttigieg and Kimberly
Wilson Wetty of Valerie Wilson Travel.

there, wanted to support a country in need.
“Virtuoso strives to help improve global
tourism through thoughtful and responsible actions,” he says. By inviting advisors to
experience the destination firsthand, they
can provide clients with in-the-know, accurate information.
Attendees, who stayed at the Four Seasons or St. Regis, spent mornings at working
sessions and afternoons exploring the city.
Highlights included visits to the Templo
Mayor (the famed archaeological dig site in
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Courtyard by candlelight: An evening event at Vizcaínas, a stunning historic venue.

Jean Pickard, Explorations, a Travel Agency; Ferran Rojo,
Hotel Casa Fuster; and Andrea Grisdale, IC Bellagio.

The relationship revolution
One of the speakers at the
meeting was Larry Hochman,
who discussed customer loyalty. In his latest business tome,
The Relationship Revolution
(Wiley), Hochman implores
companies to identify their
unique value – “the holy grail”
– in order to resonate with

consumers. He examines the
successes – and failures – of
such companies as Apple, British Airways, and Google. His
final case study? Virtuoso. “The
company’s mission personifies
the importance of one-to-one
relationships,” he says. “In this
post-recession era, consumers

are asking, ‘Who can I trust?’
That’s why a trusted advisor is
more important than ever.”

(B00K) IRIDIO SEATTLE

Participants spent afternoons exploring city highlights, such as the Templo Mayor archaeological site.

028_symposium:Virtuoso_full page 6/7/10 2:09 PM Page 1
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Ralph Aruzza (left) and Gerard Sclafani, both with
Rosewood Hotels & Resorts, flank Anne Morgan
Scully, McCabe World Travel; and Nancy Strong,
Strong Travel Services.
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Cheers: Jon and Kathleen Sutter, Landings Travel;
Chris Kilgore, The Travel Door; and Jeanne Underwood, Crystal Cruises.

Karin Salinas, One&Only Palmilla; Paul Jones, One&
Only Resorts; Betty Jo Currie, Currie & Co.; and
George Sotelo, One&Only Palmilla. One&Only hosted
several advisors on a pre-Symposium trip.

NATURAL DISASTER? NO PROBLEM.
In the midst of the weeklong
meeting in April, both advisors
and travel companies continued to tend to business back
in the office: namely, helping
clients whose travel plans were

affected by ash cloud from the
erupting volcano in Iceland. Air
traffic in more than 20 European countries was impacted,
and nearly 100,000 flights
were canceled that week alone.

Virtuoso clients didn’t have to
worry: Their advisors worked
around the clock to make
alternative arrangements. Just
another reason to leave your
travel plans to the experts.  

Independent Travel in Italy –
from Lake Como to Palermo
Experience Italy with Travel Bound. Travel at your own pace, and leave the crowds behind.
Choose hotels to fit your lifestyle and taste, then add private transfers and sightseeing.
A small sample of cities & hotel prices:



City
Bologna
Florence
Naples
Portofino
Rome
Siena
Taormina, Sicily
Venice
Verona

Hotel
Grand Baglioni
Westin Excelsior
Romeo Hotel
Hotel Splendido
D’Inghilterra
Grand hotel Continental Siena
San Dominico Palace
Westin Europa & Regina
Due Torrie Baglioni

From Rate*
$229 Standard, $310 Deluxe
$372 Standard
$172 Harbor Room
$545 Standard
$367 Superior, $416 Deluxe, $486 Jr. Suite
$291 Standard, $455 Jr Suite
$265 Standard, $447 Deluxe
$267 Standard, $404 Jr Suite
$219 Standard

Book private transfers too, plus sightseeing & activities to suit any interest.

Call your Virtuoso travel specialist for reservations.

*Prices are per person based on double occupancy, at the lowest price during the travel validity period, and may be modified or changed at any time. Hotel subject to availability at time of booking.
Hotel price shown includes hotel taxes , service charges, and breakfast. Prices are subject to holiday surcharges, blackout dates and currency fluctuation. Valid for travel through December 31, 2010.
Final price dependent upon actual travel dates, room category and number of travelers. Alternate travel dates, hotels and/or room categories are available at both higher and lower rates.

THE AVALON DIFFERENCE BEGINS WITH THE NEWEST FLEET.
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*Book a select 2011 Avalon Waterways Europe River Cruise to receive the $500 (air-inclusive) or $250 (land/cruise) off per person offer. Book a 2011 Avalon A Taste of the Danube, Egypt, China or Galapagos Cruise air-inclusive vacation to receive the $300 off per person offer.
A Taste of the Danube, Egypt, China or Galapagos cruise/land-only bookings are eligible for the $150 off per person offer. Booking must be made, under deposit, and discount applied between March 24 and August 31, 2010 for travel through December 31, 2011. Offers not valid
with one-another or any other offer other than Journeys Club member coupon. Applies to new 2011 bookings only, and offer will not be applied to pre-existing bookings. Offer reliant on space availability. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply.
**Book a select 2011 Europe Avalon Waterways River Cruise vacation to receive $750 (air-inclusive) or $500 (land/cruise) off per person. Offer available on select dates of select cruises. Jr. Suites excluded. Booking must be made, under deposit, and discount applied between
March 24 and August 31, 2010 for travel at select times in 2011. Applies to new 2011 bookings only, and offer will not be applied to pre-existing bookings. Offer reliant on space availability and may be withdrawn at any time. Not combinable with any other offer other than Journeys
Club coupons. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply. See Web site for applicable departures.
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YOU’VE TRAVELED WELL WHEN
YOUR MOST VALUABLE SOUVENIRS ARE THE STORIES YOU CAN’ T WAIT TO SHARE.


Intimate yachts that sail to ports larger ships cannot visit. Staff who customize everything from your
in-suite amenities to your excursions ashore. Adventures and experiences so personal, so in-depth, they
become part of you. Aboard The Yachts of Seabourn, you’re not just traveling, you’re traveling well.
Begin your journey on the World’s Best Small-Ship Cruise Line* by contacting your Virtuoso travel specialist.

Save up to 65%
CHINA JOURNEY II
Seabourn Pride – Beijing to Hong Kong
12 DAYS ■ OCT 27, 2010
FROM $3,499
Includes two nights pre-cruise Seabourn Journey

AEGEAN ODYSSEY
Seabourn Odyssey – Istanbul to Athens
7 DAYS ■ OCT 23, 2010
FROM $2,999
GREECE & DALMATIAN ISLES
Seabourn Odyssey – Athens to Venice
7 DAYS ■ OCT 30, 2010
FROM $2,999
MAIDEN MEDITERRANEAN
Seabourn Sojourn – Lisbon to Rome
14 DAYS ■ OCT 11, 2010
FROM $5,999

*According to readers of both Travel + Leisure and Condé Nast Traveler and the over 6,000
travel advisors of Virtuoso Travel Network.
All fares are in U.S. dollars, cruise-only, for new bookings only, per guest, double occupancy,
subject to availability, and valid only for residents of the Americas. Some suite categories
may not be available. Government fees of $53.06 to $146.86 per person are not included.
Fares are not combinable with any other offer, may vary by sailing date, are capacity
controlled, and are subject to change without prior notice. Seabourn reserves the right to
charge a fuel supplement for all guests, without prior notice, if the NYMEX oil price exceeds
$70.00 per barrel, and may collect such a supplement even if the cruise fare has been paid
in full. Certain restrictions apply. Information herein is accurate at time of printing.
Seabourn reserves the right to correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. © 2010 Seabourn.
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dESTINATIONS, TRENDS, CULTURE, AND STYLE

Limited Engagement

Travelers in the North Atlantic this summer may witness one of the art world’s most unusual
venues: an iceberg. In March, Dutch artist Ap Verheggen installed two 16-by-40-foot iron
sculptures resembling a dogsled and a driver on an ice-bound berg near Uummannaq, Greenland. The spring thaw freed the mass to tour with the currents in an exhibition designed to
draw world attention to global warming’s impact on thinning Arctic ice. Follow the installation
online to see if it will intersect with your journeys. www.coolemotion.org.

by Elaine Glusac

Hessel Waalewijn

Sculptures awaiting the spring
thaw, and (below) the artwork
in the making.
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PASSPORT
PLANE TALK

In It for the Long Haul

Air New Zealand’s Skycouch.

Air New Zealand introduces lie-flat seats to economy with its new Skycouch. Cushions hidden
beneath the bench-style seating flip up, while armrests retract to allow two adult fliers to lie side by
side. One catch: The bench seats three across, requiring couples traveling together to purchase the
extra seat, which the airline offers at roughly half price. The new coach comfort zone debuts on the
Los Angeles-to-Auckland route in November.
South America-bound travelers in San Francisco can now fly direct for the first time: On July 1,
LAN Peru begins service to Lima four times a week, trimming roughly four hours from the trip.

Virtuoso Life Exclusive

Phone Home

Examples of Per-Minute Savings
CALLING
FROM

WIRELESS TRAVELER
INCOMING*

AT&T STANDARD RATES

OUTGOING*

INCOMING

% SAVINGS

OUTGOING

INCOMING

OUTGOING

Australia

Free

$0.87

$1.69

$1.69

100%

50%

Italy

Free

$0.65

$1.29

$1.29

100%

50%

New Zealand

$0.50

$1.24

$2.29

$2.29

80%

45%

South Africa

Free

$0.87

$2.49

$2.49

100%

65%

Greece

Free

$0.65

$1.29

$1.29

100%

50%

* Call connection charge of $.40 per call for outgoing and incoming calls.
Additional $0.25 per minute for incoming calls on U.S. telephone number.

Carry-On

Wash and Go

Travel Tools

Carried
Away

To help combat
escalating bag
fees, Luggage
Free introduces
a new domestic
option, Luggage
Free Economy,
in addition to its
popular nextday service.
Couriers pick up
bags three days
prior to travelers’
arrival at their
hotel for $50 per
piece weighing
50 pounds or
less – just $5
more than Spirit
Airlines’ new fee
for carry-ons.

New e-merchant 3floz.com stocks designer toiletries in quantities that meet the TSA’s
three-ounce carry-on limit for liquids and gels. Beyond basics such as shampoos and serums,
the shop carries Phyto hydrating masks, Jack Black shaving cream, and complete travel kits
from Dr. Hauschka and Air Repair. $3 to $110 at www.3floz.com.
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Staying connected isn’t always about recounting the latest great meal or experience to those back
home. Volcanoes happen. When Iceland’s blew its top, phone companies made a killing off roaming
and international calling fees. Wireless Traveler’s global phones help vacationers keep their cool – and
save a bundle – while on hold with airlines and hotels, offering free local calls in Europe and drastically
reduced international rates worldwide. There are no contracts and no monthly fees, and, through 2010,
Virtuoso travelers get $15 off any phone. Put your travel advisor on speed dial, then ring up friends
and let the stories begin. Here’s how much you’d save in our Travel Dreams Survey’s top five destinations
(for survey results, turn to page 79).
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the options are endless.

PASSPORT

FOOD FILES

Big Apple Bites
The lush displays and worldly fare of Harrods and
other famed London food halls inspired the new
Plaza Food Hall by Todd English in New
York’s 282-room Plaza hotel. The subterranean
5,400-square-foot market caters to global palates
with nearly every popular dining concept imaginable:
a pizza oven, seafood grill, cheese and charcuterie
station, and wine, sushi, burger, noodle, and dumpling bars. From open kitchens to cooking demos and
cookware sales, this souped-up food court is a feast
for the eyes too. Fifth Avenue at Central Park South;
888/240-7775.

Tasteful concept:
The Plaza’s new
food hall.

Family fun

Bring
the Kids

Visiting wineries doesn’t have to be a 21-and-up affair: On
July 4, Sonoma’s Francis Ford Coppola Winery debuts its
day resort with Coppola family recipes in the restaurant,
pool cabanas, boccie courts, and kid-friendly bands and
performances at the Godfather II-replica pavilion.

TaSteful Trend

Sweet Treat

Macaroons are the new cupcakes. Enjoying
renewed attention, the old-fashioned French confection – two egg-white-and-ground-almond cookies sandwiching a creamy ganache – has reemerged
in fancy restaurants and bakeries in a range of new
styles. Chef Alain Ducasse’s Adour restaurants at St.
Regis hotels in New York (2 E. 55th Street; 212/710-2277) and
Washington, D.C. (923 16th and K streets; 202/509-8000),
serve them for dessert or takeaway. San Francisco’s new
Paulette Macarons (437 Hayes Street; 415/864-2400) offers
a dozen classic flavors such as salted caramel, plus seasonal
treats like lychee. And Pix
Pâtisserie in Portland, Oregon (3901 N. Williams Avenue; 503/282-6539), serves 30
rotating flavors in unconventional combinations such as
maple bacon and lemon basil.
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Secrets of the South Pacific

15 nights from $7,150*

Blanket Bay Lodge

Milford Sound

Eichardt’s Private Hotel

From the scenic majesty of New Zealand, and the icons and unique wildlife of Australia, to the alluring islands
of the South Pacific…

Swain reveals some of the South Pacific’s most treasured experiences.
Circle South Pacific from $7,150* per person

INCLUDES:

Enjoy the ultimate New Zealand lodge retreat at Blanket Bay before
spending time in stunning Queenstown, an incredible city nestled at
the base of the Remarkable Mountains. Australia beckons next with a
stop in Sydney. Gaze across the glistening harbor towards the iconic
Sydney Opera House and you may be inclined to pinch yourself to be
sure that this breathtaking experience is real. Finally, Rarotonga in the
Cook Islands – once a massive volcano – is covered in thick tropical
jungle and is ringed by coral reef and multihued lagoons. Here, you’ll
have an entire beach to yourself and can doze off listening to the wind
tousle the trees.

• Round trip air from Los Angeles on Air New Zealand
• 3 nights Glenorchy at Blanket Bay Lodge
• 2 nights Queenstown at Eichardt’s Private Hotel
• 4 nights Sydney at Four Seasons Hotel
• 6 nights Rarotonga at Te Vakaroa Villas
• Dart River Jet Boating in Queenstown
• Private Hunter Valley ‘Winelovers’ Tour
• Spectacular Sydney Afternoon Tour
• Round trip private airport transfers
• 11 breakfasts 2 lunches 3 dinners

Stunning Sydney Harbour

For more details or to make reservations,
contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
*Prices listed are per person, twin/double share in USD and are based on travel between 7/1/10-9/30/10. Departs on Wednesday.
Please quote reference SWSP15989. Call for pricing outside these travel dates. Taxes additional. Conditions apply. CST#2012413-20

Te Vakaroa Villas

PASSPORT
Ask the advisor

Vacation Plan-Off

“Argentina and Chile
offer both urban
and wilderness experiences, and are
a much better
value than
Europe.”

“After a
horrible year in 2009,
Mexico’s Riviera Maya
is resurgent. Our clients love
Rosewood’s and Fairmont’s
Mayakoba resorts and feel totally
safe. Although the rates often exceed
$600 per night at the Rosewood
Mayakoba, the experience makes
guests feel they’re getting an
exceptional value.”

“Istanbul
is hot! It’s
stable and full of
history, and has
great shopping
and hotels.”

“Our
hottest destination now is Morocco.
It’s an amazing country
with a romantic past that
should be on everyone’s top ten
list. Big Five Tours & Expeditions has an extraordinary
Moroccan experience showcasing food, culture, shopping, and exciting
nightlife.”

“We’ve
had more
bookings to
Morocco this year
than the last three years
combined. Parents are
even taking their
kids.”

“Hawaii is back:
Hotel rates are the lowest
they’ve been in years, and the
airfares have dropped considerably. The Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort
and Spa, St. Regis Princeville
Resort, and Four Seasons Resort
Maui at Wailea have some
great packages.”

Sail Away with Savings
Mediterranean cruises rank high on your wish lists (see
page 86 for the top cruise itineraries from this year’s Travel
Dreams Survey). Thinking about booking the cruise yourself?
Then you’ll miss out on Virtuoso’s Voyager Club perks. Here’s
what simply calling your advisor will get you.

The Cruise:
Crystal Cruises’ 11-day sailing aboard the Crystal Serenity
from Rome to Barcelona. Departure: October 31, 2010.
Virtuoso
Travel Advisor

Do It
Yourself
Fare for a
deluxe stateroom with
veranda

$6,205

$6,205

Crystal
$1,000
Cruises’ As
You Wish shipboard credit
promotion

$1,000

Economy air
(or air credit)

$1,200

$1,200

Gratuities

Not included

Included ($143 value)

Not available
Voyager Club
exclusive shore
excursion

Explore architecture on a walking tour
in Valencia’s Old Quarter, where you’ll
visit the Silk Exchange (a UNESCO World
Heritage site). Then step into the twentyfirst century at the Santiago Calatravadesigned City of Arts and Sciences,
followed by a paella lunch with wine
at L’Oceanogràfic. ($250 value*)

Voyager Club
onboard
reception

Not available

Enjoy cocktails and
conversation with fellow
Virtuoso travelers.

Voyager Club
onboard host

Not available

A knowledgeable Virtuoso
host will welcome you aboard.

Advisor
expertise

Not applicable Service and experience count. An advisor
will help with cabin selection, excursions,
pre- and post-cruise hotels, transfers, airline
arrangements, and more.

* Don’t want to participate in the Voyager Club shore excursion?
Opt for a shipboard credit instead.
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Advisor tip: “The
least expensive cruise isn’t
necessarily the best value.
An advisor can direct you
to the cruise that makes the
most sense for you.”

(MOROCCO) City Image /Alamy, (HAWAII) nagelestock.com /Alamy, (ISTANBUL) SCPhotos /Alamy,
(VALENCIA) Radius Images/Corbis, (WINE glass) David Selman/Corbis, (DOLLAR) Burazin/GETTY IMAGES

What are the top destinations you’re recommending,
and why should travelers
go now?

There are some things money can’t buy. For a midnight climb to
the summit oF Kilimanjaro where you’ll watch the sunrise
From the rim oF a crater, there’s World Elite® MasterCard.®

World Elite® MasterCard ® offers access to truly unique travel experiences,
as well as airport lounge access, 24/7 concierge service and a variety
of travel benefits and rewards. Learn more at priceless.com/we
MasterCard and the MasterCard Brand Mark are registered trademarks of MasterCard International Incorporated. ©2008 MasterCard

ULTIMATE
escapes
The VeranDa resorT & resiDences

FairmonT mayakoBa

30% Off All-Inclusive Offer

Sizzling Summer Offer

Garden View Studio 4 nights from $1,836 per room

Signature Casita Room 4 nights from $1,200 per room

Turks & CaiCos • Caribbean

riviera maya • mexiCo

ID Exclusive: $100 Spa Credit
Exclusive Wine Tasting with Executive Staff
 All Meals, Beverages and Premium Cocktails Included
 Roundtrip Airport Transfers
 $100 Resort Credit per suite, per stay
Valid on new bookings and travel now through 12/17/10

Upgrade on Arrival, subject to availability
Daily Buffet Breakfast for up to Two In-room Guests
 Kids Stay Free when Sharing Room with 2 Adults (up to 2 kids)
 Kids Play Free (3 complimentary hours per day)
 Complimentary Daily Boat and Bicycle Tours
Valid on new bookings now through 9/30/10 and travel through 10/26/10






Grace Bay cluB

casa De campo

Grace Bay Stimulus Check - Stay 4, Pay 3

All-Inclusive Summer Offer

Villas Junior Suite 4 nights from $1,650 per room
5 nights from $2,200 per room
Estate Junior Residences 4 nights from $2,400 per room
5 nights from $3,200 per room

Elite Room 4 nights from $1,740 per room

Turks & CaiCos • Caribbean

DominiCan republiC • Caribbean

ID Exclusive: Guaranteed Upgrade at Time of Booking
(Luxury Room to Elite Room)
$100 Resort Credit
 One $200 Spa Credit for Spa Treatments
 Daily Full American Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner
 50% Off Connecting Second Room
 Kids Stay Free when Sharing Room with Parents (up to 2 kids)
Valid on new bookings and travel now through 12/20/10


ID Exclusive: $100 Resort Credit (on 4 night stays)
$250 Resort Credit (on 5 night stays)
 Upgrade at Time of Booking (subject to availability)
 $100 Food & Beverage Credit
 Champagne & Fruit Basket en suite upon arrival
Valid on new bookings and travel now through 10/31/10


The Authority for Luxury Travel

Island Destinations includes Enhanced Post Departure Insurance with every booking (comparable travel insurance is valued at nearly $100 per person)

For reservations
c osta r ica

•

M exico

•

B erMuda

•
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•
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•
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d uBai

•
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•

virtuoso travel specialist

M aldives

•
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•
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•

h awai ` i

•

F rench p olynesia

Rates are based on double occupancy and subject to availability. Certain restrictions may apply. Other promotions may be available year round.
© 2010 Island Destinations. All rights reserved. ® Island Destinations, The Authority for Luxury Travel, are registered trademarks.

•

F iji

•

F lorida

A Match Made for Paradise

Your Virtuoso® Affiliated Travel Advisor + Your World Elite MasterCard®
Your Virtuoso affiliated travel advisor + World Elite MasterCard together provide you with a host
of special travel benefits. Simply reserve your travel experience through your Virtuoso affiliated
travel advisor and pay in full with your World Elite MasterCard to receive:
AIR ~ Only World Elite MasterCard offers both complimentary companion airline tickets and
upgrades. Plus savings on private jet flights.
CRUISE ~ Receive a $125 per person shipboard credit, shore event, onboard reception and services
of an onboard host. Or, in place of the shipboard credit and shore event, choose an increased
$250 per person shipboard credit instead.
HOTELS & RESORTS ~ Enjoy a room upgrade (if available), daily breakfast and special amenities
at more than 800 hotels and resorts worldwide. Plus, receive extra suite amenities at more than
150 select hotels.
TOURS ~ Save $250 per person with more than 40 top tour companies worldwide.
CHAUFFEURED CAR SERVICE ~ Save up to 50% on chauffeured car service worldwide.
CAR RENTAL ~ Complimentary National® car rental loyalty program membership.
Ask your Virtuoso affiliated travel advisor or visit www.priceless.com/worldelite for full program
details and terms and conditions.

+
Complimentary companion ticket and upgrade are available for international travel on participating airlines from select cities. Benefit restrictions apply. MASTERCARD, WORLD ELITE and the MasterCard
Brand Mark are registered trademarks of MasterCard International Incorporated. VIRTUOSO, the Globe Swirl Logo and SPECIALISTS IN THE ART OF TRAVEL are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd.
Virtuoso, Ltd. has a U.S. copyright registration for the Globe Swirl Logo. ©2000. All rights reserved.

PASSPORT

Go Gear

Pocket Protector
Fingertip access: The
TungstenW wallet.

Fifties flair:
Dress by
Pierre Balmain.

Consider the new TungstenW biometric wallet a
safe for your daily essentials. The carbon-fiber case
snaps tight over cash and cards and can be unlocked
only with your fingerprint. Bluetooth compatibility
activates an alarm on your cell phone if the wallet
strays more than ten feet away. From $599 at
www.tungstenw.com.

SOUVENIR

Dressed
to Impress
Free from fabric rationing, fashion flourished in
post-World War II Europe,
ushering in the cinched
waists and full, flared skirts
that defined Christian
Dior’s look and resurrected dressmaking. The
Golden Age of Couture at
Nashville’s Frist Center for
the Visual Arts revisits the
ateliers of contemporaries
Dior, Chanel, Balenciaga,
and Givenchy with evening
gowns, suits, and photographs by masters Richard
Avedon, Cecil Beaton,
and Irving Penn. Through
September 12, 2010; www.
fristcenter.org.

Fashion
to Go

Hotels have been
known to sell beds and
bathrobes. Now the
Dorchester Collection
launches fashion accessories that would
be at home in its hotel
closets. English designer
Louise Hempleman’s black
handbag comes stuffed with
a different travel goodie based
on where it’s purchased, and
noted milliner Stephen Jones
contributes a kicky line of
hotel-inspired hats. Perfect
for Ascot races, his four hats
for the new Coworth Park
(opening in August) reference
the property’s polo fields, Berkshire countryside, woodlands, and spa. Bags from $775 and
hats from $386 (pictured Coworth Park hats from
$1,675); inquire at individual hotels.

EXHIBIT

Reign and Ruin
Speaking of lookers: The world premiere of Cleopatra: The Search for the Last Queen of Egypt
at The Franklin Institute in Philadelphia conjures her life with a cache of more than 250 artifacts,
including 16-foot statues and pieces from her royal palace. Through January 2, 2011; www.fi.edu.
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Fashion Show

Petra, a new seven wonder

Simply Authentic
To receive more information,
please contact your
Virtuoso travel advisor
www.VisitJordan.com

PHOTOS BY:

MBK Photography, mbkphotos.com

DESIGN BY:

Anas Ruhman, studioMETHOD.com

PAS SPORT BON VOYAGE

Quick Dip in the Danube

Beluga whales in Alaska.

Avalon Waterways has added a shorter option for travelers who want
to experience the Danube River but can’t commit to week-plus voyages.
Four-day routes aboard the 160-passenger Avalon Tapestry depart from
Vienna and drift through the Wachau Valley en route to Budapest, with
guided tours of Bratislava’s Saint Martin’s Cathedral and Melk’s Benedictine Abbey. Departures: August 8 and September 12, 2010; from $999.

Land Ho!

Some 55 new shore excursions await Holland
America Line’s passengers in Europe and
Alaska. Among the highlights: an afternoon in
Cognac, France, sampling the “healing drink”
and a train ride across Scotland’s 21-arch
Glenfinnan Viaduct (of Harry Potter movie
fame). In Alaska, the cruise line’s first-ever
calls in Anchorage allow for bush-pilot-led
outings such as a fishing expedition deep in
the Alaskan wilderness and bear or beluga
whale safaris.
The Avalon Tapestry in Germany.

Crystal’s great tastes.

Crystal Cruises, which first set sail in the vintage year of 1990, is marking its 20th anniversary
with rare wine tastings on board the 1,070-passenger Crystal Serenity and 922-passenger Crystal
Symphony. Throughout the year, passengers can adjourn to Vintage Room dining lounges to
sample 1990 bottles from the likes of Krug, Château Mouton Rothschild, and Angelo Gaja,
paired with special anniversary menus.

Christmas Comes Early
Cruisers can open Royal Caribbean International’s
newest gift to big-ship lovers a week early: The
5,400-passenger Allure of the Seas’ seven-night inaugural voyage to the western Caribbean now departs on
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December 5 from Fort Lauderdale, with calls in Haiti,
Cozumel, and Costa Maya. Passengers booked on the
December 12 sailing can opt for the new date. DeparBy JIM GULLO
ture: December 5, 2010; from $1,069.

(BELUGA WHALES) John Hyde/AlaskaStock.com

A Toast to 20 More

A Season Away
Abercrombie & Kent’s
Extreme Adventures
Absolute Travel
African Travel, Inc.
Alpine Adventures
American Safari Cruises
Aqua Expeditions
AuthentEscapes

Backroads
Big Five Tours & Expeditions
The Blue Train
Butterfield & Robinson
Cox & Kings
Cruise West
Epic Private Journeys
EuroPanache
explora

French Country Waterways
Great Southern Rail/
The Ghan; Indian Pacific
Greaves Tours LLC
Heritage Tours Private
Travel
Horizon & Co.
Inkaterra
International Expeditions

Th e world is VAST. Go explore.

Knightly Tours
LADATCO TOURS
Lindblad Expeditions
Metropolitan Touring
Micato Safaris
Natural Habitat Adventures
Nomads of the Seas
Orion Expedition Cruises
Premiere Sports Travel

Rocky Mountaineer
Silversea Expeditions
SWAIN
Tahiti Legends
Tauck Culturious
Triple Creek Ranch
Volcanoes Safaris
Zegrahm Expeditions

PAS SP ORT SUITE TALK

Whale Shark
on Line One

Turks and Caicos’ new draw.

Every year from June through October, manta rays
and whale sharks amass to feed on plankton in the
Maldives’ Hanifaru Bay. Divers can now sign up
for a call from the 102-room Four Seasons Resort
Maldives at Landaa Giraavaru when the phenomenon
occurs. Once there, they can hop a boat with resort
biologist and ray researcher Guy Stevens to witness
the spectacle. Doubles from $700, including breakfast
and a $100 spa credit. On-call service from $95.

Family Addition
Turks and Caicos’ Grace Bay Club on Providenciales has a new sibling: the all-inclusive Veranda Resort & Residences, which shares
12-mile-long Grace Bay Beach. The 168 family-friendly rooms range
from studios to beachfront cottages, with espresso machines for
the parents and a kids’ club and Sony PlayStations for the little ones.
Diversions include three pools, a spa with yoga classes, and a fleet of
sailboats and kayaks. Doubles from $656, including a $100 resort credit.
Called to the Maldives.

Eats by Eeyore
Meet La Residencia’s newest
porters: a trio of donkeys that
pack picnics in their panniers on a new trail above the
67-room Mallorca resort. Local cheese and sausages, as
well as Mediterranean views,
fortify hikers after a 30- to
40-minute walk through
pine forests and olive groves.
Doubles from $430, including
breakfast and a bottle of cava.
Picnics from $88 per person.
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Worth walking for:
La Residencia’s
picnic spread.

2011 Early Booking Discount
2-FOR-1 Cruise, plus International Air Discounts,
plus Complimentary Wine

X

Viking Legend suite

X

St. Basil’s Cathedral, Moscow

X

Travel with the world’s best

Call for details on our current 2011 offer.

X

Viking Legend, Europe’s premier river cruise ship

Explore the World in Comfort with Viking
River cruising is the only way to travel through many of the world’s most fascinating places. You unpack once, enjoy
breathtaking scenery from anywhere on the ship and walk right into the heart of your destination.
•

Viking owns and operates the world’s largest and
best river cruise fleet with all river-view staterooms,
hotel-style beds and luxurious suites.

•

Europe—Viking Legend—State-of-the-art design
with hybrid engines that produce 20% fewer
emissions, deluxe staterooms, French balconies
and the largest suites in Europe. For 2011,
Viking Schumann will be completely renovated to
provide the ultimate experience on the Elbe River.

•

•

Russia— We offer the very best ships on Russia’s
waterways. Viking Surkov and Viking Kirov have
been completely renovated in 2008/2009. For
2011, Viking Pakhomov will follow. These vessels
set the standard in Russia.
China— For 2011, Viking Emerald will make her
debut as the Yangtze’s most elegant and newest
ship —with the largest suites in river cruising and
a balcony in every stateroom.

•

Great service, guaranteed —
Over 99% guest satisfaction

•

Cultural enrichment with included daily shore
excursions, Old World Highlights® and Culture
CurriculumSM lectures, demonstrations and
workshops.

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
THE WORLD’S LEADING RIVER CRUISE LINE...BY FAR®
Note: 2-for-1 cruise, international air discounts and complimentary wine are considered a single offer. Single stateroom pricing is 50% off brochure fare. Complimentary wine (with dinner on board) is included with cruise purchase;
international air does not have to be purchased to get cruise offer. Must request offer EBD at time of booking and pay in full by current offer expiration date; call for details. Offer valid on new bookings only as of 7/1/10, subject to availability,
may not be combinable with any other offers except Past Guest Travel Credit and Referral Rewards Credit, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn at any time without prior notice. Air promotion applies to economy, roundtrip flights
only from select Viking River Cruises U.S. and Canadian gateways and includes airport-to-ship or hotel transfers, air taxes and air fuel surcharges. Viking reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees
and surcharges at any time. Additional terms and conditions may apply. For Passenger Ticket Contract and offer restrictions, visit our website. CST# 2052644-40

PAS SP ORT SUITE TALK

Preview

NEW
Just in time for the Caribbean’s prime season, the 139In Utah’s Wasatch Mountains, the 174-room Montage
HOTELS
room St. Regis Bahia Beach Resort opens in October
Deer Valley will open at the eponymous ski resort in
near Puerto Rico’s marquee natural attraction, El Yunque
December with ski-in/out access to the slopes. Après-ski
National Forest. Fittingly, Audubon International certified
gets equal attention with a 35,000-square-foot spa and an outthe 483-acre property and its beachfront Robert Trent Jones
door pool bracketed by fire pits, as well as at the basement pub
Jr. golf course for environmental sensitivity. Butler-serviced
featuring a Wii lounge, bowling lanes, and billiards. Rooms
rooms in plantation-style buildings feature Pratesi linens, Bose
offer cozy fireplaces and glass-walled showers, but the focus
sound systems, and iPod docking stations. At Fern Restaurant,
remains firmly on outdoor experiences, with personal touches
celebrity chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten promises to
such as custom-built fly reels and mountain bikes for
marry his Asian-French repertoire with local ingredients such
guests’ use (which they can purchase as well). Doubles from
as yucca and coconut. Doubles from $465, including breakfast.
$845, including breakfast and a room upgrade.

Puerto Rico’s St. Regis Bahia Beach Resort.

Curtains Up

New York City’s Chatwal hotel opens in
July in the Theater District. A summary:

Theater District
debut: The Chatwal.
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The lobby at Montage Deer Valley.

88 – Total number of guest rooms.

Number of guest rooms with
outdoor terraces – 14.
Suites designated official landmarks – 1, The Stanford White
Studio, restored to the beaux-arts
architect’s original design, with
oak-paneled walls and beams, and
a working fireplace.
44 (as in “The Chatwal No. 44”) –
The hotel’s signature scented
candles, designed by French
perfumer Krigler.
6 months – Lead time for
custom perfumes, created after an
in-room consultation with a Krigler
representative, who arrives with a
trunk of 48 fragrances.

Drink Up,
Feel Better
Revelers bound for the
Big Easy’s Tales of the
Cocktail, the July 21-25
festival devoted to spirits,
may find The RitzCarlton, New Orleans’
new “recovery concierge”
useful. The staffer at the
527-room hotel dispenses
hangover remedies (from
aspirin to hair-of-the-dog
kir royales) to the overindulgent the morning
after. Doubles from $199,
including breakfast, a $50
lunch credit, and complimentary Wi-Fi.
By ELAINE GLUSAC

PAS SPORTTKTKTKTKTKT
VANITY CASE
TKTKKTT

Out of
Africa
Safari-inspired pieces that
are equally at home on the
savanna or in Savannah.

1

Sa f
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PRODUCED BY
JASON OLIVER NIXON
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHIN OHIRA
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3
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1. J.Crew women’s twill bomber jacket, $128, www.jcrew.com. 2. Diane
von Furstenberg Africa Sugar viscose-linen gauze scarf, $165, www.
saksfifthavenue.com. 3. Filson twill medium field bag, $220, www.
filson.com. 4. Nine West Captivate leather sandal, $69, www.ninewest.
com. 5. Kenneth Jay Lane wooden link necklace in brown, $125, www.
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bergdorfgoodman.com. 6. J. Peterman “19th-Century” calf leather British
Dhobi kit, $250, www.jpeterman.com. 7. Clarks suede desert boot, $95,
www.zappos.com. 8. Ralph Lauren Collection hair calf buckle belt,
$475, at select Ralph Lauren stores. 9. Barton Perreira Breedlove aviators,
$475, www.bergdorfgoodman.com.

moodboard/Corbis

5

®

Escape Completely to the
South Pacific with Princess.
®

EXCLUSIVE OFFER:

Receive up to
RD
$75 ONBOA
CREDIT†
PLUS Complimentary
Bottle of wine.^

balcony fares from

10-Day South Pacific Cruise
®

Royal Princess | Roundtrip Papeete – 02/21/11

$2,195*
balcony fares from

12-Day Australia & New Zealand
*
®

Diamond Princess | Sydney to Auckland – 01/15/11

$2,245
balcony fares from

12-Day South Pacific & Hawaii
®

Royal Princess | Papeete to Honolulu – 03/13/1 1

$2,645*
balcony fares from

23-Day Asia & Australia Cruise
*
®

Diamond Princess | Sydney to Beijing – 02/08/1 1

$3,695

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
to plan your vacation today!
*Fares in USD, per person, based on double occupancy, cruise only, subject to availability, and capacity controlled. $2245 fare is based on category BC, Diamond Princess, 1/15/11, $3695 fare is based on category BC Diamond
Princess 2/8/11, $2195 fare is based on category BC Royal Princess 2/21/11, $2645 fare is based on category BC Royal Princess 3/13/11. Government fees and taxes of up to $129.07 per person are additional. Princess reserves
the right to impose a fuel supplement of up to $9 per person per day on all passengers if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70 per barrel, even if the fare has already been paid in full. †$75 onboard credit is per stateroom,
based on double occupancy. Onboard credit may be used on a single voyage only, expires at the end of that voyage and is not redeemable for cash. Offer is not transferable, may not be combinable with other select offers
or other onboard credits and applies to legal residents of the 50 United States, Puerto Rico, Mexico or Canada who are 21 years or older. Onboard credit is quoted in U.S. dollars. Void where prohibited by law. ^Wine is one
bottle per stateroom. See applicable Princess brochure for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all bookings. Other restrictions may apply. ©2010 Princess Cruises. Ships of Bermudan registry.

PAS SPORT VANITY CASE

Sail
Away

1
Pri va t
#4 t ri e y a c h t i n g :
Y
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Strike out on a
summer adventure
with these chic
nautical looks.

2

10
9
8
3

6
4

7

1. Tory Burch jersey Magnus jacket, $325, www.saksfifthavenue.com.
2. Ralph Lauren Collection Finley jute-covered platform wedge, $375,
www.zappos.com. 3. SteamLine Luggage Producer Series briefcase, $188,
www.steamlineluggage.com. 4. Kiln Design Studio glass enamel Othello
chain necklace, $396, www.nestdallas.com. 5. Brooks Brothers silk twill
nautical-stripe scarf, $128, www.brooksbrothers.com. 6. Sperry Top-Sider
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men’s leather Authentic Original Seasonal boat shoe, $85, www.sperrytopsider.
com. 7. Vineyard Vines microfiber Bonefish Distress Chappy trunks, $80,
www.vineyardvines.com. 8. Bell’Invito Nautical Collection “Ship” stationery,
$68 for 12 cards, www.bellinvito.com. 9. Coach Pierre Le-Tan Print limitededition canvas tote with leather trim, $598, www.coach.com. 10. Brooks
Brothers ribbon-on-canvas nautical belt, $68, www.brooksbrothers.com.

Peter Chigmaroff/Wave/Corbis

5

WHERE
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
FINDS THE
VERY BEST
Explore our world-renowned
collection of 250 boutiques,
30 restaurants and 4 performing arts
venues for an experience you will find
only at South Coast Plaza.

BALENCIAGA
BOTTEGA VENETA
BVLGARI
CARTIER
CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN
ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA
FENDI
GUCCI
HARRY WINSTON
HENRI BENDEL
LOUIS VUITTON
MIU MIU
OSCAR DE LA RENTA
PRADA
RALPH LAUREN
TIFFANY & CO.
TORY BURCH
VERSACE
Partial Listing

BLOOMINGDALE’S, NORDSTROM
SAKS FIFTH AVENUE, MACY’S

For more information, contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
SAN DIEGO FWY (405) AT BRISTOL ST., COSTA MESA, CA
800.782.8888 traveler.southcoastplaza.com

PAS SP ORT CITY TO GO

DRINK At Sketch (9 Con-

My Fair London
Warm weather makes exploring Mayfair
all the finer. By AMY LAUGHINGHOUSE

Go FOR Summer in Hyde

Park. After a dreary winter and
rain-lashed spring, Londoners
flock to this sprawling green oasis
abutting Mayfair, picnicking on the
grass, sunbathing among swans,
and swimming in the Serpentine.

Pints and pounds (clockwise from top): Classic
pub The Audley, The Fumoir at Claridge’s, Hyde
Park, and The Wolseley’s patisserie cart.

THE

T
D
SURVEY

London rates high for a monumental good time – it’s #10 on
your list of top cities for architecture this year.
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EAT

A full English breakfast
at The Wolseley (60 Piccadilly;
44-20/7499-6996), a study in
black-and-white marble accented

duit Street; 44-20/7659-4500),
the circular, white-domed bar
exudes spaceship chic, serving
cocktails such as the Black Star
(Grey Goose vodka, vanilla, olive
oil, and fruit juices). Go retro at The
Pigalle Club (215-217 Piccadilly;
44-20/7734-8142), a 1940sstyle supper club and lounge with
acts ranging from Shirley Bassey
to comedy and cabaret. With its
polished paneling and crystal chandeliers, The Audley (41-43 Mount
Street; 44-20/7499-1843) is a
classic – and classy – British pub.

SHOP

Join a roster of patrons
that includes Queen Elizabeth,
the Sultan of Brunei, and the late
Gianni Versace by commissioning
custom china from Thomas Goode
(19 S. Audley Street; 44-20/74992823). At Turnbull & Asser (71 and
72 Jermyn Street; 44-20/78083000), browse brightly patterned

ties and colorful cashmere sweaters or pony up for made-to-measure shirts (starting around $280).
For the ultimate break-the-bank experience, stroll New Bond Street,
which is flanked by Cartier, Armani,
and Asprey (167 New Bond Street;
44-20/7493-6767), a warren of
Georgian town houses stuffed with
glittering gems, leather goods,
rare books, and royal relics. Many
bespoke items are crafted on-site.

STAY

This year, The Connaught put the finishing touches
on a $107 million, year-plus-long
renovation, bringing the number
of rooms to 121. Recent additions
include the Apartment, with silverscreen touches such as a fainting
couch and blue velvet sofas, and
the new west wing capped by the
Terrace Penthouse Suite, with a
950-square-foot terrace. Thanks
to the Michelin-starred Hélène
Darroze restaurant and two of
the buzziest bars in London, it’s
one hot address. Doubles from
$510, including a bottle of Champagne on arrival and breakfast daily.
Claridge’s is renowned for its art
deco styling, afternoon tea, and
Gordon Ramsay restaurant, but
this summer’s launch of Diane von
Furstenberg’s designer accommodations (about 20 rooms in all)
lends the 203-room hotel even
more cachet. Doubles from $500,
including Champagne and canapés
on arrival, and breakfast daily.
(AUDLEY) Andrew Holt/Alamy, (Hyde Park) John Harper/Corbis

with red chinoiserie panels, should
carry you through until tea at The
Ritz London (150 Piccadilly), where
you can nibble on fresh scones,
pastries, and delicate sandwiches
while ensconced in the gilded glory
of the Palm Court. Bring a hearty
appetite to Corrigan’s Mayfair
(28 Upper Grosvenor Street;
44-20/7499-9943), AA London
Restaurant of the Year 2010, where
game and fresh seafood inspire the
decor as well as the menu.

Networking
A product of Lufthansa.

With over 400 destinations worldwide,
you’re always well connected.
Wherever your business takes you, we’ll fly you there with seamless
connections and punctual performance. So your business network
can be as extensive as ours. For more information, please contact
your Virtuoso travel advisor.

SM

SM

SM

enjoy ...
IT’S ALL INCLUDED.
Enjoy the most all-inclusive luxury cruise experience ever. This is cruising as it was meant to be — a world
where everything is included, without exception and without compromise. Personal service soars into
the sublime aboard Seven Seas Mariner, liberating you to follow your heart, fulfill your desires and
explore the Mediterranean’s beloved ports in complete and absolute comfort. Expect gratifying luxuries.
Indulge in a world-class cuisine. Trust that your voyage will be enlightening in ways you never imagined.
Regent Seven Seas Cruises promises an extraordinary experience. So enjoy ... it’s all included.

ALL-INCLUSIVE FARES

SEVEN SEAS MARINER DISTINCTIONS

 2-for-1 Fares plus additional bonus
savings of up to $2,000 per person

 Mid-sized ship with maximum capacity
for only 700 guests

 FREE Roundtrip Air

 All-suite accommodations,
all with private balconies

 FREE Ground Transfers between airport
and ship
 FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions
 FREE Business Class Air in Penthouse
Suites and higher
 FREE beverages including fine wines,
beer and premium spirits, soft drinks,
bottled water, specialty coffees and
tea served throughout the ship

 Four gourmet restaurants including
the iconic new Prime 7 and Signatures,
featuring Le Cordon Bleu®-inspired cuisine,
Compass Rose, La Veranda, plus the
al fresco Pool Grill
 Butler service in Penthouse Suites and
higher, including complimentary in-suite
mini-bar setup and iPod® docking station
 Canyon Ranch SpaClub®

 FREE 24-hour room service and no
additional charge for specialty restaurants

 Wireless Internet access throughout
the ship

 FREE Pre-Paid Gratuities

 Interactive flat screen television in each
suite with extensive media library and
complimentary movies-on-demand

 Elegant casual dress code

2011 MEDITERRANEAN ESCAPES

DATE

NIGHTS

FROM/TO

2-FOR-1 FARE
PER PERSON
INCLUDING
ADDITIONAL SAVINGS
(CATEGORY H)

MORE INCLUDED AMENITITES
FOR YOU TO ENJOY:

5,799
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$
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$
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VENICE TO MONTE CARLO

$
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A SAMPLING OF
FREE UNLIMITED
SHORE EXCURSIONS:
MONTE CARLO, MONACO
Monte Carlo by Night
Originally $139 .................. now FREE

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
FLORENCE/PISA (LIVORNO), ITALY
Florence on your own
Originally $129 .................. now FREE
@6=23A5@3313
Rhodes’ Culinary Delights
Originally $149 ................. now FREE
/567=A<79=:/=A1@3B3
Windmills & Lassithi Plateau
Originally $129 .................. now FREE

Offers expire September 30, 2010. Discounts and amenities are per person based on double occupancy. Fares listed are cruise only in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply. The Cruise Ship
Fuel Surcharge, if applicable, is additional revenue to Regent Seven Seas Cruises. All fares and offers are for new bookings only, subject to availability, may not be combinable with other offers, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn
at any time without prior notice. 2-for-1 Fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares; all fares are cruise only, and do not include Prepaid Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees, and personal charges, as defined in the Terms and
Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract which may be viewed at www.RSSC.com. Full Brochure Fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. Promotional fares may
remain in effect after the expiration date. FREE Air promotion applies to economy, Roundtrip flights only from select U.S. & Canadian gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, IAD, ORD, DFW, DEN, IAH, LAX, MIA, MSP, EWR, JFK, LGA, MCO, PHL, PHX, SAN,
SFO, SEA, TPA, YUL, YYZ and YVR. Advertised fare includes all surcharges, airline fees and government taxes. Airline imposed baggage charges may apply. Air add-ons apply for other gateways and for additional guests in the suite. Air routing,
scheduling and air carrier are at the discretion of RSSC. Business Class Air upgrades where offered apply to international flights and may not apply to U.S. domestic or intra-continental flights within North America, Europe, South America, Asia or
Africa. FREE Unlimited Shore Excursion Reservations are accepted on a first come, first served basis and subject to availability. Supplement will apply on Regent Choice excursions and excludes Private Arrangements and all Adventures Ashore
programs. Restrictions apply and penalties apply 36 hours prior to shore excursion start date. Kids sail from promotion available on select voyages is per person cruise only, as 3rd and/or 4th guest in a suite when accompanied by an adult, 21
years of age or older, and will be entitled to FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions and subject to all terms and conditions contained herein. FREE Air and Air Upgrade Offers are not combinable with 3rd and/or 4th guests in a suite. Regent Seven Seas
Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, and surcharges at any time. Additional terms and conditions may apply. Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract.
Ships’ Registry: Bermuda and Bahamas. ©2010 Regent Seven Seas Cruises.
MK_MD_10314
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DINING, DRINKING, AND LIVING WELL

Summer Sipper
Fire up the grill and gather the friends.
Classic sangria demands a good time.
BY JEFF KOEHLER

S

photography by MANNY RODRIGUEZ styling by HEIDI ADAMs

ummer in Spain means sangria, the

Honeydew, berries, and your most
impressive strip of orange: Three
keys to a sublime white sangria.
54
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PHOTO CREDIT

country’s most iconic drink, traditionally
made with red wine, chopped fresh fruit,
and a shot or two of liqueur, then chilled
and served with ice. Spaniards sip it at casual summer meals with friends, at open-air barbecues,
and, especially, on beach terraces along the coast.
Refreshing and fruity, sure, but, above all, festive.

Freestyle Europe.

A dozen ways to say freedom.
A hundred ways to experience it.
It’s Europe the way you want to experience it. Take in the beauty of the blue sky of Mykonos, Greece. Or wander the streets of Bruges,
Belgium, a medieval city nearly untouched by time. And speaking of time, you can relax when it comes to yours. Because
with Freestyle Cruising® on Norwegian Cruise Line, you can visit the Louvre or simply enjoy a view of the French coast
from the comfort of your private Garden Villa, with up to 6,600 square feet. You’ll enjoy your own butler and concierge
service, 24-hour room service, not to mention a complimentary bottle of champagne. So you’ll always have an
amazing view of Europe, even if you decide to stay in. When you can see the best of Europe on your terms, that’s
Freestyle Cruising. Book a Penthouse Suite or higher and receive up to $300* to spend on board. Call your Virtuoso
travel adviser for details.

Freestyle Cruising

*Offer valid for reservations made nine months or greater prior to sailing and is shown in U.S. dollars. Offer applies to select sailing(s). Fares are cruise only, per person, based on double occupancy. Offer is for new FIT reservations
and new group delegates (booking with names within a group block), booked within the booking window. Qualifying FIT reservations can be included into existing group and count towards Tour Conductor Credits. Promotion
can not be held as group block. Onboard credit may be spent for ANY onboard purchases. Onboard credit amount is per stateroom, based on cruise length booked and will be applied to the 1st and 2nd guest in the stateroom.
Mini-Suites are excluded. Onboard credit has no cash value and is not transferable. Singles paying 200% of the rate are eligible to per stateroom onboard credit amount available on GDS booking source. Offer combinable with
Latitudes, Residents, Seniors and Union & Military programs. Standard air add-ons are available. Onboard service charges are additional and will be automatically added to onboard account. Guests who cancel and rebook,
must accept this promotion’s Terms and Conditions. Cancellation fees for cruise, air, land and other charges will follow Norwegian Cruise Line schedule listed in the brochure, website and it includes different schedules for Suites
and Villas. Cancellation fees also apply based on the booking/sailing date; therefore, Norwegian strongly recommends the purchase of Travel Protection on all bookings. Government taxes and fees are additional. IMPORTANT
NOTICE: Effective immediately, Norwegian is suspending the company’s fuel supplement for all voyages at this time. The company reserves the right to re-instate the fuel supplement for all guests should the price of light sweet crude
oil according to the NYMEX (New York Mercantile Exchange Index) increase above $65 per barrel. Norwegian may collect any fuel supplement charge in effect at the time of sailing, even if the cruise fare has been paid in full.
Ask your travel agent or go to ncl.com for further information. Offers are based on availability, are capacity controlled, and combinability with other offers is subject to change or cancellation at any time per Norwegian Cruise Line
discretion. Other restrictions may apply. Promotion valid in U.S. and Canada, can be made through travel professionals in South America, Central America, Mexico, Caribbean Islands (including Puerto Rico), Bermuda, Asia/Pacific.
Promotion ends December 31, 2010 at 11:59 p.m., Eastern Time Norwegian is not responsible for typographical errors or omissions.

©2010 NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE CORPORATION LTD. SHIPS’ REGISTRY: BAHAMAS AND UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

WANDERLUST TASTING NOTES

With fried squid,
steamed octopus
doused in olive oil and
paprika, or spicy potatoes, we ordered
sangria in liter-size
terra-cotta jarras with
pinched spouts to keep
the fruit and ice from
sloshing out and a
wooden spoon to give
it a final, vigorous stir.

Red sangria,
Spain’s most
popular version,
was introduced
to the U.S. at the
1964 World’s Fair
in New York.

My introduction to sangria came 15 years
ago after moving to Barcelona. That first
summer, I spent hot weekend evenings
prowling the tasty but inexpensive tapas
bars in the city’s dense medieval quarter
with the woman I had followed to Spain and
her friends. With fried squid, steamed octopus doused in olive oil and paprika, or spicy
potatoes, we ordered sangria in liter-size
terra-cotta jarras with pinched spouts to
keep the fruit and ice from sloshing out and
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a wooden spoon to give it a final, vigorous
stir before pouring.
People typically have good memories of
drinking sangria, but less so of the drink
itself. Too many places add sugar and water it down with a carbonated beverage –
overly sweet, headache-inducing versions
that most adults can do without. Recently,
though, I sampled a delicious one – complex,
sophisticated, and naturally sweetened –
that reawakened my interest.

The key to good sangria begins with the
choice of wine, I learned from Antoni Cot at
his Barcelona wine store, Bouquet d’Aromes.
“It should be as young as possible and fruity,”
he said when asked for advice, then he poured
two glasses of a plummy Rioja. “You smell
that? Touches of strawberries, raspberries,
red forest fruits …”
For liqueur, Cointreau, distilled from
sweet and bitter orange peels; Grand Marnier’s vanilla sibling, Navan; and Licor 43, a
brilliant-yellow Spanish liqueur hinting of
citrus and fruit juices, vanilla, and herbs,
make perfect pairings. Finally, add the best
ripe, sweet fresh fruit you can find – such as
peaches, apricots, pears, certain apples, and
fresh berries. That’s it.
As with many things in life, what you
leave out is just as important as what you
include: no chunks of citrus fruits or orange
juice (you don’t want pulp), and no fizzy
water, sugar, or pitchers full of ice. Sangria
needs to be chilled, but not below 50 degrees or so, which would begin to stifle the
wine’s aromas and flavors.
Armed with the recipe, we began serving
sangria to friends at dinner – much to their
surprise and pleasure – using only young
wines, sweet fruits, and aromatic liqueurs.
Recently I made a white-wine sangria with
melon, fresh berries, and long, curling orange
and lemon peels. Light, lovely, and fruity,
it was elegant and miles away from those
sticky-sweet bar versions – the second act of
a classic drink.
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NON BLEED, make
NON-BLEED
make it fit and centered
centered
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GRA
AY
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BOX.
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There are
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BACKUP
BA
CKU P P
PLAN
LAN
Medjet is a world leader iin
n medical
evacuation membership programs.
Medjet members hospitalized
lized more
th 150 miles
than150
il from
f
h e will
home
ill have
h
medical
m
edical transportation aarranged
rranged
theirr choice.
to the hospital of thei
choice.
Memberships start at $250
0 annually.
annuallyy.
Make sure you have a plan if a
medical emergency interrupts
pts your trip.

Call your V
Virtuoso
irtuoso T
Travel
ravel
Advisor to enroll.
enroll.

RECIPES
RECIPES
Traditional
Traditional Red
Re d
Wine
Wine Sangria
S a ng ria
1 ripe peach
1 ripe pear
2 ripe apricots
apricots
1 or
orange
ange
1 lemon
1 (7
(750
50 ml) bottle young,
young,
fruity
fruity red
red wine such as
Torres
Toro
Torres Sangre
Sangre de T
Tor
oro or
Marqués
Marqués de Vitoria
Vitoria Ecco
Ecco
¼ cup Licor
Licor 43 or Navan
Navan
Peel,
pear,,
Peel, pit or core,
core, and chop the peach,
h, pear
and
Carefully
orange
a apricots.
apricots. Car
efully peel the or
ange and
lemon
lemon in
in single,
single, curling
curling sstrips,
trips, making
making sure
sure
to
bitter
white
to scrape
scrape off
off tthe
he b
i t te r w
hite pith.
pith. Place
Place the
the
chopped
fruit and citrus peels in a large
c
lar
arge bowl,
bowl,
pour
the wine and Licor
over
p
Licor 43 o
ver them,
theem, and
gently
Cover
gentlyy stir.
stir. C
over tightly
g y with plasticc wrap
wrap
p and
refrigerate
well
refrigerate ffor
or at least ttwo
wo hours
hours or until w
ell
chilled.
Serve
c
Serve in wineglasses
wineglasses with some
ome fruit in
each,
desired,
one
each, and,
and, if
if d
esired, o
ne or
or ttwo
wo llarge
arge iice
ce cubes.
cubes.
Serves
four.
S es two
Serv
two to
to four
fourr.
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White
Wine
W h i te W
ine Sangria
Sangria with
with Fresh
Fresh Berries
B e rrie s
12 ounces
ounces ripe honeydew
hone
oneydew melon
1 orange
orange
1 lemon
1 ½ cups mixed
fresh
blackber-mixed fr
resh berries, such as blackber
ries, raspberries,
raspberriess, strawberries,
strawberries, or red
red currants
currants
1 (750
(750 ml) bottle yyoung,
oung, fruity
fruity white
white wine such as
Torres
Viña
Esmeralda
Bodegas
Mireia
T
orres V
iña Esme
eralda or Bodeg
as Pinord
Pinord Mir
eia
¼ cup Cointreau
Cointreau or triple sec
Slice
Slice the honeydew
honeydeew into
into cubes. Carefully
Carefully peel
the orange
orange and lemon
emon in single, curling strips,
making
making sure
sure to
to sscrape
crape off
off tthe
he bitter
bitter white
white pith.
pith.
Place
P
lace the
the melon,
melon, citrus
citrus
peels, and berries in a
llarge
arge bowl,
bowl, pour
pour iin
n the
the
Cointreau,
wine and C
ointreau, and
gently
stir.. Cover
g
ently stir
Cover tightly
with
w
ith plastic
plastic wrap
wrap and
and
rrefrigerate
efrig
gerate for
for at least ttwo
wo
hours
until
h
ours or
or u
ntil well
well chilled.
chilled.
Servee in wineglas
wineglasses
Serv
ses with
some fruit in each. Serves
Serves
ttwo
wo to
to four.
ffoour. 

Discover a
world of luxury
YOU DESERVE THE VERY BEST

Hawaii
Let Classic Vacations and your travel advisor take care of every detail,
so you can relax and enjoy every moment in these magical islands.

Mauna Kea Beach hoTel
•
•
•
•

5 nights in a Mountain View
$350 Air Credit
Daily Buffet Breakfast for Two
One category upgrade at time of check in subject to
availability
• $25 Pro Shop Credit
• Complimentary Parking
5 nights from $729 per person based on double occupancy
Book now through 12/15/10. Travel now through 12/20/10

c a l l y o u R V i R T u o s o T R aV e l a d V i s o R
The Kahala hoTel & ResoRT
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 nights in a Mountain-View Room
$350 Air Credit
Every 5th Night Free
Daily Buffet Breakfast for Two
Kahala Beach Bag & Towel
Guaranteed double upgrade to partial ocean view at time of check in

5 nights from $929 per person based on double occupancy
Book now through 12/15/10. Travel now through 12/20/10

C L A S S I C V A C AT I O N S
Valid on new bookings of at least five (5) consecutive nights at a participating property. Each credit is per booking, not per traveler. Each traveler must purchase a travel protection plan. Combinable with select Hawaiian promotional offers.
Valid for bookings from 5/1/10 through 12/15/10 for travel by 12/18/10. Additional restrictions and blackout dates may apply. Offers are subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued at any time without
notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, minimum stay requirements on air, seasonal surcharges, resort fees (if any), and other restrictions may also apply. Some booking and travel dates may vary. Other promotions and departure
dates available which may result in a different rate and/or hotel inclusion. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on the free night offers. Classic Vacations CST# 2079429-20. 332-0809.
226-0510
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Delicious dare:
Padrones chili peppers.

Melbourne Melting Pot
A guide to this Australian city’s diverse restaurant scene.
BY Emma Sloley

A

ny culinary odyssey in Melbourne is bound, sooner or later,

THE

T
D
SURVEY
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Australia leaps to the top of your Dream Destinations list this year,
nudging Italy from the first-place perch it’s held for three years. Australia received three other top-ten survey nods – including the No. 9
wine region (Barossa Valley) you most want to toast.

Paul Williams/Alamy

to involve a showdown: you against the peppers. The small, unassuming
green chilies known as padrones, blistered in olive oil and salt tossed, have
taken over the city. Every restaurant with even a passing interest in European cuisine has a version on its menu. They are deeply, addictively delicious, but
they do come with a caveat, as waiters casually inform unsuspecting diners: “Oh,
about one in every ten is hot. Like, really hot.”
This simple, rustic dish is the perfect metaphor for Melbourne dining right now.
Unpretentious yet innovative; simple yet sublime; serious yet playful. Just as the city

www.germany.travel
www.creative-germany.travel

Diversity has a name – Germany’s Magic Cities

Welcome to Creative Germany

Germany is traditionally known as ‘the country of poets
and philosophers,’ as its history is rich with art and
innovations. Famous painters, writers, inventors and
architects have always called Germany home. Today,
these visionaries are followed by the next generation of
aspiring artists and innovative projects. Constructions
such as the Allianz Arena in Munich and Stuttgart’s new
Porsche Museum are shaping cityscapes throughout
the country, and districts like Kreuzberg in Berlin and the
Schanze in Hamburg have become exciting, fashionable
areas that merit a visit during any city break.
Discover the Stars of Germany!
Germany’s Magic Cities have everything your heart
could desire: a relaxing atmosphere, fascinating history

© Düsseldorf Marketing & Tourismus GmbH
© KölnTourismus GmbH / Stefanie Schöffel

© Hamburg Tourismus GmbH

© LTM / Andreas Schmidt

international festival for documentary and animated
film in Germany.

and delicious regional cuisine. Moreover, they are urban
centers of creativity with new attractions and endless
cultural highlights. The Magic Cities of Germany – Berlin,
Cologne, Dresden, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg,
Hannover, Leipzig, Munich and Stuttgart – offer a sheer
variety that is truly inspiring.
The “New Leipzig School” put the city of Leipzig on
the map of art lovers and collectors around the world.
Creativity abounds not only in the renowned galleries
and ateliers of the former cotton mill “Spinnerei”, but
also during the annual “Designers’ Open” festival that
is attended by over 10,000 enthusiasts for interior
design, fashion, industrial design and communications
design; and during the “DOK Leipzig,” the largest

In Cologne, numerous young designers established
themselves in the so-called Belgian Quarter where
offbeat clothing and accessories are sold in small
boutiques with an individual design. More than 40
museums, among them the Ludwig Museum, with the
biggest pop art collection outside the USA; and over 100
galleries with the widest variety of collections from all
eras bear witness to Cologne‘s reputation as a center for
art and culture.
Luxury and lifestyle take center stage in Düsseldorf
with its elegant Königsallee shopping boulevard, and
the spectacular MediaHarbour – a mixture of historic
industrial monuments and exciting new architecture
designed by international star architects Frank O. Gehry
and David Chipperfield. Add high-quality museums,
the charming Old Town and the many cultural events,
and you have a bustling city that offers something for
everyone.
Hamburg is brimming with a new creative scene – most
outstandingly visible in the city’s harbor and HafenCity,
Europe’s largest urban development district. Admire
innovative architecture and Hamburg’s new landmarkin-the-making, the Elbe Philharmonic Hall by world
famed architects Herzog & DeMeuron. Two new music
festivals mark Hamburg as the entertainment place
to be: the ElbJazz Festival in May and the Reeperbahnfestival in September.
Discover the buzz and excitement of the most hipand-happening districts in Germany’s major cities.
See historical centers bathed in futuristic light, skylines marked by prominent high-rises and industrial
structures that are transformed into foyers for the
arts and culture. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
for more information.
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Cult “eating house”
Cumulus Inc.

If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed with
bleed on all sides for balance when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

A\QNfaURZRYaV[T]\aV`QRR]R_aUN[RcR_
@]N[V`UV`aURPbV`V[R\SaURZ\ZR[aVa`PN`b
NY fRa ]N``V\[NaRYf S\\QVR N]]_\NPU ]R_SRPaYf
SVaaV[TaURPb__R[aSVeNaV\[dVaU`VZ]YR_b`aVP
]_R`R[aNaV\[N[QV[T_RQVR[aQ_VcR[ZR[b`
±6ZZVT_N[aP\ZZb[VaVR`YVXRaUR4_RRX`
N[Q@]N[V`UN_RWb`aORTV[[V[Ta\SYReaURV_
Zb`PYR` \[ aUR Y\PNY `PR[R² `Nf` 3_N[X
0NZ\__N aUR S\b[QR_ N[Q PURS \S :\CVQN
N[Q N PUNZ]V\[ \S P\[aRZ]\_N_f @]N[V`U
P\\XV[T±6a´`aNXR[NdUVYRObaVa´`SN[aN`aVP
a\`RRY\PNYPURS`SV[NYYfUNcV[TP\[SVQR[PR
a\`U\dPN`RaURV__RNYPbV`V[R²
AUV` _RXV[QYRQ R[aUb`VN`Z S\_ ZV[V[T
aUR _RPV]R` N[Q `a\_VR` \S :RYO\b_[R´` VZ
ZVT_N[a PbYab_R` UN` cNbYaRQ aUR PVaf V[a\
aURa\]RPURY\[`\SQV[V[TN_\b[QaURd\_YQ
6ad\bYQaNXRZ\[aU`a\]_\]R_Yf]NfU\Z
NTR a\ aUR QVcR_`Vaf \S QV`UR` NcNVYNOYR V[
aUV`ONf`VQRPVaf\SWb`ab[QR_!ZVYYV\[Oba

Tapas with a twist
at MoVida.

Artful Bar Lourinhã.
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(CUMULUS) JOHN GOLLINGS, (MOVIDA) GEOFF LUNG PHOTOGRAPHY/F8PHOTOLIBRARY.COM,
(BAR LOURINHÃ) BEN KING, (LONGRAIN) JEREMY SIMONS
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Va`RYS V` N PbYab_NY ZRYaV[T ]\a ¯ Va´` `NVQ a\
UNcR aUR YN_TR`a 4_RRX ]\]bYNaV\[ \ba`VQR
4_RRPR ¯ `\ a\\ Va` QV[V[T YN[Q`PN]R V` N
URNQfZzYN[TR\SNYYaURPbYab_R`aUNaUNcR
P\[a_VObaRQa\Va`UV`a\_f
@V[PR aUR ]\`aD\_YQ DN_ 66 VZZVT_NaV\[
O\\Z aUNa `Nd QV`]YNPRQ 2b_\]RN[ SNZVYVR`
SY\\QV[T a\ .b`a_NYVN´` `U\_R` :RYO\b_[R
UN`RZO_NPRQaUR_RPV]R`N[QPbYV[N_fa_N
QVaV\[` aUNa PNZR abPXRQ V[ `bVaPN`R` N[Q
]_R`R_cRQV[aURZRZ\_VR`\SaU\`R_bQQR_
YR`` `\bY` 6[ aUR &"` 6aNYVN[ N[Q 4_RRX
SYNc\_`ORTN[a\ZNXRaURV_dNfV[a\.b`a_N
YVN[ XVaPUR[` dUR_R aURf´cR _RZNV[RQ RcR_
`V[PR dUVYR aUR YN`a ad\ QRPNQR` UNcR `RR[
@\baURN`a .`VN[ PbV`V[R ORP\ZV[T N Q\ZV
[N[a V[SYbR[PR :RYOb_[VN[` N_R Rea_N\_QV
[N_VYf\]R[ZV[QRQdUR[VaP\ZR`a\SYNc\_`
N`P\ZS\_aNOYRdVaUYRZ\[T_N``N[QaNZN_V[Q
N`aURfN_RdVaUaNTYVNaRYYR\_ONONTUN[\b`U

Va´`RZV[R[aYf]\``VOYRdVaUNdRRXb]f\b_
`YRRcRa\TRaNaN`aR\SdUNa:RYO\b_[RV`NYY
NO\ba=bYYb]N`a\\YNaN[f\SaURS\YY\dV[T
_R`aNb_N[a`N[QQVTV[
IN ADDITION TO THOSE PADRONES, TAPAS

N[Q_NPV\[R`Na:\CVQNV[PYbQR]YbZ]PRcV
PUR`PNYY\]`PUN_T_VYYRQ`^bVQa\``RQV[Va`
\d[V[XN[Q]\aNa\P_\^bRaaR`aUNa_VSS\[
aURPYN``VPaN]N]NaNaN`O_NcN`SVYYRQdVaUN[
Re]Y\`V\[\Sa\ZNa\`NY`N9VXRZN[f\SaUR
PVaf´` PbYV[N_f `bPPR`` `a\_VR` aUR _R`aNb
_N[a´` Y\PNaV\[ V` b[]_R]\``R``V[T dVaU N[
V[Qb`a_VNYP\\YNR`aURaVPAU\bTUaUR`]NPR
V`[RdVaSRRY`YVXRVa´`ORR[UR_RS\_RcR_
9VXR :\CVQN /N_ 9\b_V[Uw ¯ N dVYQYf
]\]bYN_N[QV[S\_ZNYO\aR\[NaZ\`]UR_VP
3YV[QR_`9N[R¯`R_cR`b]`RN`\[NYYfQ_VcR[
aN]N``afYR QV`UR` dVaU N[ .b`a_NYVN[ `]V[
YVXR N PYN``VP a\_aVYYN ZNQR dVaU ]_Nd[`
_NaUR_ aUN[ ]\aNa\ \_ PN_[R P_bQN `VZVYN_
a\ aN_aN_R ZNQR dVaU DNTfb ORRS <aUR_
_R`aNb_NaRb_` YVXR PRYRO_Vaf PURS .[Q_Rd
:P0\[[RYY ]_RSR_ a\ aV[XR_ Na aUR RQTR \S
aUR 2b_\]RN[ PbYV[N_f YN[Q`PN]R a\ P_RNaR

`\ZRaUV[T aUNa SRRY` R[aV_RYf [Rd 5V` PbYa
±RNaV[T U\b`R² 0bZbYb` 6[P N Ob`aYV[T
dN_RU\b`RYVXR`]NPRUN`NZR[baUNa[\Q`
a\O\aU3_R[PUN[Q6OR_VN[a_NQVaV\[`¯O\b
QV[ [\V_ `Nb`NTR PUN_PbaR_VR N[Q `Y\d
P\\XRQ P\PU\[ `bPXYV[T ]VT NYY ZNXR N]
]RN_N[PR`¯fRaaNXR`QV[R_`Of`b_]_V`RdVaU
Re\aVPV[T_RQVR[a`YVXRS _RRêNUdURNa]VPXRQ
dUVYRT_RR[ YNO[R N:VQQYR2N`aR_[aUVPX
f\Tb_aN[Q`Z\XRQa\ZNa\6a´`NPbYV[N_f
W\b_[Rf\SQV`P\cR_fdRYYd\_aUaNXV[T
7b`a N` PURS` :P0\[[RYY N[Q 0NZ\__N
N_R ]YNfV[T dVaU 4NYYVP N[Q 6OR_VN[ a_NQV
aV\[` 4R\_TR 0NY\ZON_V` V` _RV[cR[aV[T
4_RRX PbV`V[R S\_ N [Rd TR[R_NaV\[ \S :RY
Ob_[VN[` AUV` dRYYX[\d[ SNPR ¯ N WbQTR
\[aURPbYa.b`a_NYVN[aRYRcV`V\[`U\d:N`
aR_0URS¯V`X[\d[S\_UV`TR[Vb`Na_RZVeV[T
a_NQVaV\[NY SYNc\_` N[Q _RPV]R` Na UV` _R`
aNb_N[a`AUR=_R``0YbON[Q5RYYR[VP?R
]bOYVP 6[ UV` UN[Q` N SNZVYVN_ 4_RRX `aNY
dN_aYVXR`]N[NX\]VaNV`a_N[`S\_ZRQV[a\N
`aRNZRQ Zb``RY QV`U a\]]RQ dVaU `]V[NPU
_VP\aaNN[QSRaNdUVYRaUR\SaR[Z\_VOb[Q
4_RRX `NYNQ ¯ P\Z]\`RQ \S PbPbZOR_`
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If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed with
bleed on all sides for balance when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

a\ZNa\R`SRaNN[Q\YVcR`¯V`QRP\[`a_bPaRQ
a\ ZNXR N YNfR_RQ ±P\PXaNVY² 9VXR `\ ZN[f
\aUR_ PURS` V[ aUV` a\d[ 0NY\ZON_V` V` `R
_V\b` NO\ba V[T_RQVR[a` N[Q a_NQVaV\[ fRa

Longrain
founding
chef Martin
Boetz.
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DOWN
UNDER
DIRECT
Qantas Non-Stop Flights
Seven Days a Week
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If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed with
bleed on all sides for balance when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.
The new Qantas A380 – winner of
multiple design awards – is now flying
daily non-stop between Los Angeles
and Sydney and three times weekly
between Los Angeles and Melbourne.
Connect to over 50 Australian
domestic cities.

dVYYV[Ta\SY\baP\[cR[aV\[V[NPURRXf¯N[Q
QV`aV[PaYf.b`a_NYVN[¯dNf
DUVYR .`VN[ S\\Q UN` Y\[T ORR[ N `aN]YR
\S.b`a_NYVN[PbV`V[Rb[aVY_RPR[aYfVa`Z\`a
]\]bYN_ ZN[VSR`aNaV\[ dN` ObQTRa Z\Z
N[Q]\]XVaPUR[`QV`]R[`V[TYVTUa[V[TSN`a
QVZ `bZ X[\d[ V[ .b`a_NYVN N` fbZ PUN
PURN]`aRNZV[TO\dY`\S]UâN[QTYbaV[\b`
`dRRaN[Q`\b_PUVPXR[`R_cRQNaYNZV[NaR
aNOYR` b[QR_ SYb\_R`PR[a YVTUa` AUNa `PR[R
V``aVYYaU_VcV[TOba[\aNOYRPURS`N_RORTV[
[V[Ta\aNXR.`VN[S\\Qb]`PNYRN[QV[a\]_R
cV\b`Yfb[Re]Y\_RQaR__Va\_f
9\[T_NV[ V` N ]R_SRPa PN`R V[ ]\V[a AUR
AUNV _R`aNb_N[a dN` N UbTR UVa V[ @fQ[Rf
ORS\_RO_N[PUV[TV[a\N:RYO\b_[RYN[RdNf
Y\PNaV\[V["ObaQ\d[`\baUaURXVaPU
R[´`T_RNaR`aUVa`¯NS_NT_N[aORaRYYRNSdVaU
`Z\XRQa_\baN[QPUVYV_\N`aRQTNYN[TNY(aUR
±RTT[Ra²SVYYRQdVaUNURNQfP\ZOV[NaV\[\S
]\_X ]_Nd[` ]RN[ba` N[Q ORN[ `]_\ba` ¯
N_RN`PN]aVcNaV[TN`RcR_9\[T_NV[´`PN[[f
S\b[QR_` ¯ V[PYbQV[T PURS :N_aV[ /\Rag ¯
N_R PbYV[N_f ]V\[RR_` AURf ]\]bYN_VgRQ
P\ZZb[NY QV[V[T N[Q SNZVYf`afYR ]YNaR`
V[a_\QbPRQ ON_aR[QR_` dVaU UbTR d\\QR[
`aVPX`dU\±ZbQQYRQ²S_NT_N[a.`VN[UR_O`
a\ P_RNaR P\PXaNVY` N[Q QRZ\[`a_NaRQ \[ N
YN_TR `PNYR U\d ZbYaVSNPRaRQ N[Q ZRZ\_N
OYR@\baURN`a.`VN[PbV`V[RP\bYQOR
.[\aUR_`aRYYN_R[a_fV[aURUV].`VN[PNa
RT\_fV`4V[TR_O\faURYNaR`acR[ab_RS_\Z
PURS ARNTR 2gN_Q SRaRQ S\_ UV` SV[RQV[V[T
_R`aNb_N[a 2gN_Q Na aUR .QRY]UV 5\aRY
AUV` P\gf `]NPR Ob`VYf _RV[cR[a` aUR P\[
PR]a \S UNdXR_`afYR QV`UR` S\_ :RYO\b_[R

Gingerboy’s son-in-law eggs.

And be sure to treat yourself to
Business Class to take advantage of
the A380’s fully horizontal, extra-long
Skybeds – for the best sleep you can
get at 30,000 feet.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for arrangements.
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Melburnians are
extraordinarily openminded when it comes
to flavors, as comfortable with lemongrass
and tamarind as they
are with tagliatelle or
baba ghanoush.
`\]UV`aVPNaR` dU\´Q [RcR_ Q_RNZ \S RNaV[T
S\\QS_\ZN`a_RRa`aNYY
±DR´_R cR_f YbPXf a\ UNcR `bPU N QVcR_`R
ZN_XRa aUNa N]]_RPVNaR` _RSV[RQ .`VN[ PbV
`V[R²2gN_Q`Nf`±AURZ\`aRePVaV[TaUV[T
NO\ba:RYO\b_[RQV[V[T[\dV`aURQVcR_`V
af\S\]aV\[`©aURPVafV`_VQQYRQdVaUON_`
PYbO`N[Q_R`aNb_N[a`N[QRNPU\SaURZUN`
NQV`aV[PaVcRURN_aN[Q`\bY²
6[QRSR_R[PRa\Va`SNZVYf\_VR[aRQ@\baU
RN`a .`VN[ _\\a` 4V[TR_O\f V` NYY NO\ba
`ZNYYQV`UR`a\`UN_RAUR±`\[V[YNdRTT`²
N__VcR dVaU `\YRZ[ V[`a_bPaV\[` S_\Z aUR
dNVaR_' ANXR aUR QRYVPNaR `\SaO\VYRQ aUR[
QRR]S_VRQRTT`(_\YYaURZTR[aYfV[]V^bN[a
PUVYV PN_NZRY WNZ( aUR[ ]\] aURZ V[ f\b_
Z\baU dVaU N SRd `]_VT` \S S_NT_N[a .`VN[
UR_O`<[\ORfV[Tf\b´YYOR_RdN_QRQdVaU
N ZbYaVYNfR_RQ XVPX \S `\bYSbYYf QRYVPV\b`
SYNc\_ 9VXR Z\`a \S dUNa´` \[ aUR ZR[b V[
:RYO\b_[R´` OR`a _R`aNb_N[a` Va´` d\_aU
a_NcR_`V[T\PRN[`S\_

The Press Club is set in a former
newspaper headquarters.

MELBOURNE ON THE MENU
The city’s best places to eat and sleep.
EAT Inventive tapas and raciones
(larger plates) are the stars of the perpetually crowded laneway restaurant
MoVida and its more casual sister
establishment, MoVida Next Door.
1 Hosier Lane; 61-03/9663-3038;
www.movida.com.au.

At Bar Lourinhã, an artsy crowd
rubs elbows at the cozy bar or preens
on the white sofas at the front of this
Spanish-influenced hangout, where
the ever-changing menu of small bites
perfectly complements the roster
of European wines. 37 Little Collins
Street; 61-03/9663-7890; www.
barlourinha.com.au.
A creative, farm-to-table approach
and fashionably loftlike space are
the hallmarks of Cumulus Inc., the

award-winning venture from star
chef Andrew McConnell. 45 Flinders
Lane; 61-03/9650-1445; www.
cumulusinc.com.au.
Avant-garde Greek chef George
Calombaris has elevated his native
cuisine to lofty heights at The Press
Club, an elegant restaurant set in
a former newspaper headquarters.
72 Flinders Street; 61-03/9677-9677;
www.thepressclub.com.au.
At the vanguard of the Southeast
Asian food craze that has swept
Melbourne in recent years, Longrain
serves up innovative spins on traditional (often fiery) family-style Thai
dishes in a chic, warehouselike space.
44 Little Bourke Street; 61-03/9671-3151;
www.longrain.com.au.

Gingerboy advances the cause of
hawker-style Thai cuisine through
fragrant, exquisitely presented dishes
(not to mention an exotic cocktail list
that makes liberal use of ingredients
such as coriander, chili, and tamarind).
27-29 Crossley Street; 61-03/9662-4200;
www.gingerboy.com.au.
STAY High rollers love Crown
Towers, the swanky 482-room hotel
whose Yarra River location provides
some of the city’s best views.
There’s a glittery casino just off the
marble lobby and several top-shelf
restaurants, including Neil Perry’s
Rockpool and the first Australian
outpost of Nobu. Doubles from $456,
including breakfast, access to the
Crystal Club Lounge, and a bottle
of Australian wine upon arrival.
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The Lyall Hotel and Spa, in the tony
neighborhood of South Yarra, feels like
the home of a glamorous friend: The
boutique hotel’s 40 suites exude
Zenlike minimalism, and many have
views over a tree-lined street. Doubles
from $335, including breakfast and
a 20-minute steam session for two
in the spa daily.
In the historic district near Parliament and the Gothic St. Patrick’s
Cathedral, the 240-room Park Hyatt
Melbourne places you in the heart
of the action (many of the city’s
notable sights and restaurants are
within walking distance), while providing a quiet haven near the tranquil
Fitzroy Gardens. Doubles from $277,
including breakfast daily and afternoon tea for two once during stay.

WANDERLUST DESIGN TOUR
Old-town charm:
Gamla Stan.

Stockholm floats
travelers’ boats.
By MICHAEL WEBB
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Ailing around the waterfronts of

Stockholm on a fine summer’s day is
one of life’s most civilized pleasures.
The city covers 14 islands, a tiny part of
the archipelago of 24,000 rocky outcrops that
extends from Lake Mälaren out into the Baltic.
The water acts like a giant mirror, intensifying
the cool northern light and enhancing the fanciful skyline. The islands break up the mass of the
city, giving it an intimacy and charm that belie
its size. Monuments –
Europe leads the pack of
including the landmark
destinations with design
City Hall and a forest of
draw: Nine out of the
church spires – stand out
top ten cities with architecture you admire are
boldly from streets and
on the Continent.
promenades of uniform

scale and height. Though Stockholm has an abundance of restrained modern buildings, it preserves
the rich character of earlier centuries in which architects competed to impress.
Stockholm is green, spacious, and vibrant –
making it an apt choice for the European Green
Capital in 2010. The cobbled lanes of the old city
frame views of other islands, leafy parks, and
an animated mix of ferries and sailboats. In summer, Swedes soak up the rays at outdoor cafés
late into the evening, dreaming of their annual
migration to cottages in the archipelago and
the beaches of southern Europe. Traffic ebbs,
and visitors can imagine that the city has been
left empty, like a summer rental, for their exclusive enjoyment.

Alex Holland/cultura/Corbis

On the Waterfronts

Independence

A product of Lufthansa.

With Lufthansa Private Jet, fly whenever and
wherever you want.
Experience the ultimate in freedom. Connect seamlessly from the U.S. via our hubs in
Frankfurt, Munich, Dusseldorf or Zurich to more than a thousand destinations in Europe.
For more information and reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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SWEDEN WAS ONCE A GREAT POWER,
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FRANK CHMURA/ALAMY

Literary flair: Stockholm’s
Public Library.
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!åMOUNTAINåOFåADVENTUREåAWAITS
“VIRTUOSO MOUNTAIN ADVENTURE
PACKAGE” FROM

#

PER NIGHT
INCLUDES ACCOMMODATION;
A C$100 RESORT CREDIT, PER NIGHT
AND A GUARANTEED UPGRADE.

If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered

With our exciting,
“Virtuoso
Adventure Package,” there’s never been a better time to
in thenew
LIGHT
GRAYMountain
BOX.
experience the thrill and scenery of Canada’s Western Mountain Region. Explore the mountains by
horseback, or aThere
gondola
areride
NOfeaturing
FOLIOSspectacular views. Paddle serenely around a glistening lake, or
race through whitewater
rapids.
Meander through vibrant local villages, which offer excellent shopping
for 1/2-page ad pages.
and authentic regional dining. Whatever your adventure, you’ll find every amenity and unsurpassed
service in Fairmont’s outstanding iconic properties: The Fairmont Banff Springs, The Fairmont
Chateau Lake Louise, The Fairmont Chateau Whistler and The Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge.
&ORåMOREåINFORMATION åPLEASEåCONTACTåYOURåPREFERREDå6IRTUOSOåTRAVELåSPECIALIST

* Subject to availability at time of reservation; based on double occupancy in a Fairmont Room, between May 30, 2010 to October 31, 2011. C$100 daily credit to be used for golf, spa or dining. Rate does not include taxes or gratuities. Upgrade must be made at time of booking.
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1. Public Library
2. Hallwyl Museum
3. Royal Opera
4. Royal Palace
5. House of Nobility
6. Museum of
Modern Art

7. Vasa Museum
8. Skansen
9. City Hall
10. Drottningholm
11. Woodland
Cemetery
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The Vasa Museum.
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It’s not just a rental car.
It’s a Mercedes.
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Reserve Extraordinary. Reserve a Mercedes or any of the other
unmatched vehicles from the Hertz Prestige Collection. Choose the vehicle
that’s perfect for you. Every Prestige Collection car comes equipped with NeverLost,®
Hertz’ in-car satellite navigation system, and SIRIUS XM Radio.® With over 130
channels, SIRIUS XM brings you more of what you love. For reservations call your
Virtuoso travel advisor. Let Hertz put you in the driver’s seat.®

Prestige Collection vehicles available at select major market locations in the U.S. and Canada. Not all vehicles available in all locations. SIRIUS and XM
Radio are available in over 50 Hertz locations in the U.S. Subject to availability and limited to vehicles in the contiguous United States and D.C. SIRIUS
XM Radio Inc. SIRIUS, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SIRIUS XM Radio Inc. and its subsidiaries. All rights reserved.
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STAY Nobel laureates and other VIPs gravitate
to the 368-room Grand Hôtel Stockholm for
its waterfront location in an 1874 building at
the center of the city, its attentive service, and,
more recently, the Mathias Dahlgren restaurant,
named for its inventive chef and awarded two
Michelin stars. Doubles from $644, including
breakfast daily and one lunch for two.
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The Royal Palace of
Drottningholm.
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FIRENZE — CANDELI — ITALIA
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
for reservations.

Medici villa cossets its younger guests
with special welcome gifts: child-size slippers
and robes, even milk and cookies at bed time!
During the day, they can put that youthful
energy to good use swimming,
playing tennis, cycling or exploring
the villa’s 20 lush acres.

WANDERLUST QUICK ESCAPE
Cheers to the view:
Prime seating
at Matt’s in
the Market.

Essential Seattle

Setting sail from the Emerald City this summer? Check out these
classic must-dos and new favorites before you weigh anchor.
BY MARIKA MCELROY CAin

S

PHOtography by ANNIE marie MUSSELMAN

ure signs of warm days ahead in Seattle: Cherry blossoms, blue

skies, and cruise ships docked in Elliott Bay. The jumping-off point for more
than 200 Alaska-bound sailings in 2010, Seattle expects
nearly 900,000 cruisers to filter through this year. LuckTHE
ily for them, the city, which spends the winter soaking up most of
T
D
its nearly 40 annual inches of rainfall, is at its sunny, verdant peak
SURVEY
during the summer months. As such, it’s an enticing place for a day
or two of exploration before or after an Alaskan cruise.
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Alaska is one of the top
cruising destinations this
year, claiming the #3 spot
on the survey.
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BELL STREET PIER/PIER 66
Celebrity Cruises,
Norwegian Cruise Line
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The Big Five.
Not always so big...
(On Safari with Micato)
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Alexander Calder’s Eagle at
the Olympic Sculpture Park.

Savour the joys of safari life.
( Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor can arrange it! )

Voted “World’s Best Tour Operator & Safari Outfitter”
Travel+Leisure “World’s Best Awards”
The Six-Time Winner
J U LY | A U G U S T 2 0 1 0
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Downtown Seattle.
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ISRAMWORLD & EUROPETOO

Boots and beauty
at Horseshoe.

Local bounty at the
Ballard Farmers Market.

If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

Isramworld & EuropeToo are proud
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

to offer the finest tours, custom

SUNNY SOJOURN
Where to stay when soaking up Seattle’s summertime fun.

crafted private car programs and
group planning to the client’s of
Virtuoso agents, the industry’s best.

GO Celebrity, Princess,
Holland America, Norwegian Cruise Line, and Royal
Caribbean International offer
sailings from Seattle to Alaska,
ranging from 7 to 14 days,
through the end of September.

Israel | Egypt | Jordan | Greece | Turkey | Morocco
Featuring Guaranteed Daily Departures to Israel

Central Europe | Russia | The Baltic States

Contact Your Virtuoso
Travel Specialist Today!

Grande dame of
the Seattle hotel scene, the
450-room Fairmont Olympic
Hotel is keeper of equally grand
traditions: afternoon tea in the
Georgian Room, a spot on the
National Register of Historic
Places, and service bar none.
Doubles from $499, including
breakfast, a $50 dining credit,
and complimentary parking.
STAY
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The newest high-end digs in
town, the 147-room Four Seasons Hotel Seattle puts guests
right across the street from
the Seattle Art Museum, two
blocks from Pike Place Market,
and in a position to view Elliott
Bay and the Olympic Mountains from the outdoor pool
terrace. Doubles from $365,
including breakfast, a $50 spa
credit, and a $50 dining credit.
In a town where tech is king (or
at least a high-ranking second to
coffee), 120-room Hotel 1000
has bells and whistles enough
to impress the geekiest: infrared
motion detectors in place of “Do

not disturb” door hangers, electronic privacy shades, a stateof-the-art golf simulator, and a
“virtual concierge.” Doubles from
$529, including breakfast and a
$50 dining credit.
Just outside downtown on First
Hill, the redbrick 76-room
Sorrento Hotel has been
hosting out-of-towners since
1909. Gracious and cozy, it’s a
welcome place for unwinding
after a day of exploration. Try
the clubby Fireside Room for
pre- or postdinner cocktails.
Doubles from $439, including
a bottle of Northwest wine on
arrival and breakfast.

Pooch patrol at
Ballard’s Souvenir.

@RNaaYR._a:b`RbZV``aNTV[T`R]N_NaRRe
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SMITH COVE/PIER 91

On sunny days, the
water sparkles, boats
ply Elliott Bay, and
visitors wonder what
all the fuss about rain
is, anyway.

Holland America Line, Princess Cruises,
Royal Caribbean International
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Discover
Discovery
AN AFFORDABLE LUXURY

Discover the allure of the Old World and splendor of the New. With more time in port, immerse yourself
in the vibrant beauty, culture and cuisine of more than 300 global destinations. Your Oceania Cruises’
home away from home awaits you with a reﬁned yet relaxed ambiance that ensures your absolute
comfort. Our staff warmly welcomes you as you savor the culinary creations of Master Chef
Jacques Pépin or simply relax with a massage in our Canyon Ranch SpaClub®.
Discover a world of

Value without compromise.

AFRICA • ALASKA • ASIA • CARIBBEAN • EUROPE • SOUTH AMERICA

2 FOR 1 Cruise
PLUS UP TO A

$

Fares

WITH

Free Airfare

2,000 PRICE REDUCTION
PER STATEROOM

plus VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $100 CANYON RANCH SPACLUB® CREDIT
SAMBA SERENADE • RIO DE JANEIRO TO BUENOS AIRES • 12-DAY VOYAGE
December 21, 2010*
January 2 , February 19† & March 3, 2011 onboard Insignia
†

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil overnight • Buzios, Brazil
Ilha Grande, Brazil • Parati, Brazil • São Paulo (Santos), Brazil
Porto Belo, Brazil • Rio Grande, Brazil
Punta del Este, Uruguay • Montevideo, Uruguay
Buenos Aires, Argentina overnight

8,598

$

from

FULL BROCHURE FARE

from

3,299 per guest

$

SPECIAL OFFER WITH FREE AIRFARE

ISLANDS IN THE SUN • MIAMI TO MIAMI • 10-DAY VOYAGE
January 2, 2011 onboard Regatta
Miami, Florida • Virgin Gorda, British Virgin Islands
St. John’s, Antigua • Gustavia, St. Barts
Tortola, British Virgin Islands
Cayo Levantado, Domincan Republic
Nassau, Bahamas • Miami, Florida
OCEAN VIEW STATEROOM

5,798

$

from

FULL BROCHURE FARE

OCEAN VIEW STATEROOM

1,899 per guest

$

from

SPECIAL OFFER WITH FREE AIRFARE

ASIAN WONDERS • SINGAPORE TO HONG KONG • 15-DAY VOYAGE
January 15, 2011 onboard Nautica
Singapore, Singapore • Ko Samui, Thailand
Bangkok, Thailand overnight • Sihanoukville, Cambodia
Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City), Vietnam overnight
Da Nang, Vietnam • Hanoi (Ha Long Bay), Vietnam overnight
Canton (Huangpu), China • Hong Kong, China
from

11,998

$

FULL BROCHURE FARE

from

4,999 per guest

$

SPECIAL OFFER WITH FREE AIRFARE

*Holiday surcharge applies to the 12/21/10 voyage. †Reverse itinerary. SpaClub credit offer expires August 31, 2010. Special Offer discounts and $100 Canyon Ranch SpaClub® credit are per stateroom based on double
occupancy. All fares listed are in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy and include Non-Commissionable Fares. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply. The Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge, if applicable, is additional
revenue to Oceania Cruises. All fares and Special Offers are subject to availability, may not be combinable with other offers, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn at any time without prior notice. 2 for 1 Fares are
based on published Full Brochure Fares. Full Brochure Fares do not include Prepaid Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees, and personal charges, as defined in the Terms and Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract
which may be viewed at www.OceaniaCruises.com. Full Brochure Fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. Promotional fares may remain in
effect after the expiration date. Free Airfare promotion applies to economy, round-trip flights only from select Oceania Cruises U.S. & Canadian gateways and does not include ground transfers. Free Airfare is available only
from the following Oceania Cruises Primary Air Gateways: ATL, BOS, ORD, DFW, DEN, IAH, LAX, MIA, YUL, JFK, EWR, MCO, PHL, PHX, SAN, SFO, SEA, TPA, YYZ, YVR, IAD. Special Offer Fare includes all surcharges, airline fees
and government taxes. Airline imposed baggage charges may apply. Airfare is available from all other U.S. & Canadian gateways at an additional charge. Full Brochure Fares are cruise only. Oceania Cruises reserves the
right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, and surcharges at any time. Additional terms and conditions may apply. Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract.
Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands. JUN1001
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Dream It, Do It

Nice to see you again, the nearly 11,000 ardent travelers who shared your
travel aspirations with us in this year’s survey. The results are in, and it’s clear
that you know how to relax in style – on beaches and ship decks, in safari
jeeps, and, soon, by revolutionary rocket. Grab a pen, get comfortable, and
tick through this year’s winning destinations to see where you’ve been and
where you want to head next.
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(AUSTRALIA) BOB STEFKO, (NEW ZEALAND) Michele Westmorland/ GETTY IMAGES,
(ITALY) Grant Faint/ GETTY IMAGES, (SOUTH AFRICA) DOOK, (GREECE) Jupiter images/ GETTY IMAGES

TOP

{Due to rounding, some results may total more than 100%. }
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TOP 10 Dream DestinationS
Australia edges Italy for the first time in four years.
AUSTRALIA Explore
Melbourne, Uluru and
the Olgas, Kakadu National
Park, the Reef, Sydney, and
more of the Red Continent’s
highlights on Globus’ 22-day
escorted vacation. Departures: Multiple dates September
26, 2010, through March 27,
2011; from $5,929.
 Been There  Visit Soon

2.

ITALY Sample daily life

with Tauck’s culturefocused trip in Italy, filled
with eight days of guided
museum visits and light
walks through villages and
vineyards in Tuscany and the
Cinque Terre. Departures:
Multiple dates September 20
through October 16, 2010;
from $3,490.
 Been There  Visit Soon

3.

NEW ZEALAND

Travel2 rolls out New
Zealand’s showstoppers on a
14-day escorted trip through
the North and South islands:
Waitomo’s glowworm caves
and Rotorua’s thermal
pools, Milford Sound, the
Southern Alps, and more.
Departures: Multiple dates

July 27, 2010, through March
29, 2011; from $3,850.
 Been There  Visit Soon

4.

SOUTH AFRICA Kids
ride a cable car to the
top of Table Mountain, visit a
cheetah park, and spot game
on safari during Big Five
Tours & Expeditions’ 11-day
family trip in South Africa.
Departures: Any day through
2010; from $5,615.
 Been There  Visit Soon

5.

GREECE SeaDream

Yacht Club’s two 112passenger yachts offer numerous ways to explore the Aegean
Sea. One popular route: seven
days between Athens and
Istanbul with calls at five
Grecian ports, along with
Kus,adası, Turkey. Departures:
Multiple dates July 24 through
September 25, 2010; from $3,405.
 Been There  Visit Soon

6.

FRENCH POLYNESIA

Hike, search for pearls,
and snorkel and dive some of
the Tuamotu Archipelago’s
78 atolls on Paul Gauguin
Cruises’ 11-day sailing from
Papeete. The 332-passenger

7.

Caribbean

Paul Gauguin features a
retractable water-sports
platform with Windsurfers,
sea kayaks, and Zodiac dive
boats. Departures: Multiple
dates August 14, 2010, through
October 19, 2011; from $4,195.
 Been There  Visit Soon

7.

CARIBBEAN Celebrate

the holidays in the Caribbean with Cunard’s 16-day
sailing from New York City.
The 2,620-passenger Queen
Mary 2 heads to Grand Turk
before taking an eastern tack
to Tortola, Saint Lucia, Barbados, and Grenada, among
other islands. Departure: December 19, 2010; from $2,552.
 Been There  Visit Soon

6.

French
Polynesia

Prized Trips

This year, we gave you a choice of
three grand-prize drawings for entering our survey.
Here’s A breakdown of where you want to go for free.

Galápagos Islands: Ten days aboard the National Geographic
Endeavour with Lindblad Expeditions – 43% .
Asia: Twelve-day Bangkok-to-Shanghai cruise on Seabourn’s
Seabourn Pride – 36% .
South Africa: Five nights at the One&Only Cape Town with
airfare on Virgin Atlantic Airways – 21% .
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ILLUSTRATION (MICHAEL LIVESAY-WRIGHT)

1.

FRANCE Savor one

9.

THAILAND Remote

of your top wine regions this year (see page 84
for the winning list) with
Chocolatine’s five-day trip
in Bordeaux. The privately
guided vacation includes daily
tastings in the Graves, Médoc,
and Saint-Émilion appellations and can be extended
with Paris stays or tours
of other regions.
Departures: Any day
through December 15,
2010; from $4,832 for two.
 Been There  Visit Soon

8.

France

Lands tailors specialized
vacations to travelers’ interests: adventurous (helicopter rides and elephant treks
through Chiang Rai’s mountains, a speedboat for diving in
the Similan Islands), cultural
(scholar-led visits to temples
and museums, dinner with a
Bangkok family), and more.
Departures: Any day through
2010; from $1,000 per day.
 Been There  Visit Soon

9.

5.

Thailand

Greece

2.

Italy

3.

New
Zealand

4.

South
Africa

1.

Australia

10.

Antarctica

You
Said

8.

TRAVEL IS:
• “An investment in your spirit, fellow mankind, and
the earth.”
• “Splurging on calories, walking them off in fabulous
museums, climbing hills to see the view from the top,
and savoring every moment of the adventure.”

10.

ANTARCTICA

Chinstrap penguins
and minke whales welcome
visitors on Zegrahm Expeditions’ 19-day journey to
the White Continent. The
122-passenger Clipper Adventurer sails round-trip from
Ushuaia, Argentina, with calls
at South Georgia, Elephant
Island, and the Antarctic Peninsula. Departure: January 26,
2011; from $13,980.
 Been There  Visit Soon

• “Discovering that people are basically the same no
matter where you live.”
• “A life-changing experience – sitting hand in hand
with a panda on a trip to China.”
• “One of the only things in life on which spending time
and money always makes you richer.”
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FAVORITE ISLAND ESCAPES

“On
safari in
Kenya,
my 10year-old
daughter
tried to act cool in
the balloon high
above the Mara
River, watching
lions feed and
giraffes loping
past Masai warriors, but her eyes
betrayed her –
they were wide
with wonder.
That’s the power
of travel.”

Sun-worshippers:

64%

of you look
for sand and surf in
a vacation.

15-Step Vacation Planner
Take this crib sheet to your travel advisor and let the adventure begin.

Name:

spouse/partner:

Children/ages:

1. Number of trips I’d like to
take this year (including weekend
getaways):
2. Celebration-worthy events on
the horizon:  Birthdays (year )
 Anniversaries (year
)
 Weddings  Retirements

Grandchildren/ages:
3. Trips already planned:

82
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4. Total vacation days this year:
5. Preferred length of this year’s big vacation:
 7-10 days  11-21 days  3 weeks +
6. I prefer my primary vacation this year

 with or  without my children.
If with, do they have valid passports?
 Yes  No

(TURTLE) JOEL PUGLISI, (GREEK ISLEs) Murat Taner/GETTY IMAGES, (Lei) Steve Cole/GETTY IMAGES,
(FIJI WATER) shea walsh/ap images, (FLOWER) Tim Laman/GETTY IMAGES, (HAWAII) Chris van Lennep/AGE FOTOSTOCK

Visit Soon

Fiji
 Been There 

13%

French Polynesia
 Been There  Visit Soon

Visit Soon

19%

Hawaii
 Been There 

19%

Visit Soon

22%

Greek Isles
 Been There 

Galápagos Islands
 Been There  Visit Soon

28%

You
Said

Slow and steady wins the race for Darwin’s Eden.

FUN FAMILY VACATIONS

All in the family:

For an ideal getaway with the kids, islands top your list.

68%

of you have kids.
Nearly a third of you
consider multigenerational
trips a top priority.

Oahu’s Waimea Bay.

Hawaii
 Been There
 Visit Soon

The Caribbean
 Been There
 Visit Soon

THE Galápagos
 Been There
 Visit Soon

Italy
 Been There
 Visit Soon

Ireland
 Been There
 Visit Soon

39%

18%

16%

15%

13%

10. Favorite method of travel:
 Cruise  Guided tour
 Independent travel  Rail
 Hotel stay ( resort  city)
 Villa/condo rental

8. Annual vacation budget:
 Up to $5,000
 $5,000-$10,000
 $10,000-$15,000
 $15,000+

11. Travel interests:
 Urban
 Beach  Nature/soft adventure
 Spa  Educational
Other

9. My favorite vacation so far:

12. Hobbies I’m passionate about:

13. Top three destinations I’d like to visit in
the next five years:

14. On a scale of 1 to 10, how adventurous
do you consider yourself: (circle number)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
15. One thing I always enjoy on vacation:

One thing I try to avoid on vacation:

PHOTO CREDIT

7. Best time of year to get away:
 January-March
 April-June
 July-September
 October-December
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Wining, dining, and romance

It’s a dream-date smackdown: Italy vs. France for your eternal amore.

Winning WINE REGIONs

Most ROMANtic Spots

1. Paris
 Been There  Visit Soon
2. Rome
 Been There  Visit Soon
3. Florence
 Been There  Visit Soon
4. New York
 Been There  Visit Soon
5. New Orleans
 Been There  Visit Soon
6. Barcelona
 Been There  Visit Soon
7. San Francisco
 Been There  Visit Soon
8. Milan
 Been There  Visit Soon
9. Morocco
 Been There  Visit Soon
10. Madrid
 Been There  Visit Soon

1. Tuscany
 Been There  Visit Soon
2. Bordeaux
 Been There  Visit Soon
3. Napa Valley
 Been There  Visit Soon
4. Champagne
 Been There  Visit Soon
5. Loire Valley
 Been There  Visit Soon
6. Côte-d’Or
 Been There  Visit Soon
7. Sicily
 Been There  Visit Soon
8. Cape Winelands
 Been There  Visit Soon
9. Barossa Valley
 Been There  Visit Soon
10. Marlborough
 Been There  Visit Soon

1. Paris
 Been There 
2. Venice
 Been There 
3. Santorini
 Been There 
4. Rome
 Been There 
5. Florence
 Been There 
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2010 Michelin Stars
France: 558 starred restaurants,
26 with three stars
Italy: 272 starred restaurants,
six with three stars

Average liters of wine
consumed per person Annually
France: 53
Italy: 50
(United States: 9)

Visit Soon
Visit Soon
Visit Soon
Visit Soon
Visit Soon

The
score:
Italy 8
France 6

(ILLUSTRATION) MICHAEL LIVESAY-WRIGHT, (AFRICA) DOOK, (GALáPAGOS) JOEL PUGLISI,
(ITALY) Peter Adams/GETTY IMAGES, (SAILING) Randy Lincks/CORBIS, (MACHU PICCHU) Dan Leffel/AGE FOTOSTOCK

By the
Numbers

Best Gourmet DESTINATIONs

Primed for adventure

Your top five outdoor escapes.

2. Galápagos
Islands adventure
 Done That  Go Soon

3. Walking tour
of Italy
 Done That  Go Soon

4. Sailing
the Caribbean
 Done That  Go Soon

5. Hiking
Machu Picchu
 Done That  Go Soon

1. AFRICAN SAFARI


Done That



Go Soon
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Most intriguing Cruises

Water covers 70 percent of the planet. Here are ten winning ways to explore it.



x

x


x


x

1. WORLD Cruise
 Done That  Go Soon
2. The Mediterranean
 Done That  Go Soon
3. ALASKA
 Done That  Go Soon
4. Australia/New Zealand
 Done That  Go Soon
5. The Caribbean
 Done That  Go Soon
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6. European River
 Done That  Go Soon
7. NILE RIVER
 Done That  Go Soon
8. SOUTH PACIFIC
 Done That  Go Soon
9. SOUTHEAST ASIA
 Done That  Go Soon
10. SOUTH AMERICA
 Done That  Go Soon

x





“I’ve become addicted
to cruising, where I can
unpack one time, take
advantage of the many
ports of call, and still
return to a social gathering place at the dinner table
with friends.”

(GLOBES, COMPASS, AND STORM CLOUD) Antar Dayal/GETTY IMAGES
(SHIP) CSA Images/Archive/GETTY IMAGES

x

You
Said

x


Best cities for Architecture

Build it and they will come.

1. Rome
 Been There  Visit Soon
2. Saint Petersburg, Russia
 Been There  Visit Soon
3. Barcelona
 Been There  Visit Soon
4. Prague
 Been There  Visit Soon
5. Dubai
 Been There  Visit Soon
6. Paris
 Been There  Visit Soon
7. Florence
 Been There  Visit Soon
8. ISTANBUL
 Been There  Visit Soon
9. AMSTERDAM
 Been There  Visit Soon
10. LONDON
 Been There  Visit Soon

Clockwise from top: Architectural might
in Rome, Barcelona, and Saint Petersburg.

Experiential travel
(Colosseum ) COLIN DUTTON, (SainT PETERSBURG) Tanja Giessler/ALAMY,
(BARCELONA) Jean-Pierre Lescourret/CORBIS, (COOKING SCHOOL) KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI

Cooking schools top your list of enticing enrichment vacations.
1. Cooking school
 Done That  Do Soon
2. Archaeological exploration
 Done That  Do Soon
3. Historical pilgrimage
 Done That  Do Soon
4. Photography instruction
 Done That  Do Soon
5. Foreign language immersion
 Done That  Do Soon
6. Volunteer work
 Done That  Do Soon
7. Tracing family lineage
 Done That  Do Soon

Learn what’s cooking
in Florence.

Popularity
contest:
Australia claimed
the top dream destination spot, but when
it comes to mass appeal of overseas destinations, Italy easily
takes the cannoli with
top-ten slots in
this year’s survey. The
closest contenders:
France (9), Australia
(5), and Hawaii (4).

13
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10 Trips of a Lifetime
Customize one of these dream trips with
your Virtuoso travel advisor.

NEW 7
WONDERS
OF THE WORLD
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H7
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A
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LIN

1.



Check off more than 25 countries with
Holland America Line aboard the Amsterdam. The 1,380-passenger ship sails west
from Fort Lauderdale, returning 110 days
later. Departure: January 5, 2011; from $16,999.
 Done That  Go Soon

PEA

N

VILA

RO

ANTARC TICA
11 .20. 2010
NEW
YORK
10.30
.2010

10

ents

12 .5 .20

8 .2010

7

cont
in

Cruise to Antarctica, explore the world’s top ruins (Machu
Picchu, Ephesus, Egypt’s pyramids, Angkor Wat) and wonders
(the Great Wall, the Taj Mahal), tour Sydney’s Opera House, and
take tango lessons from Tony Award winners in Buenos Aires
on a 63-day circumnavigation, custom-built by your advisor and
Abercrombie & Kent. Departure: October 30, 2010; from $56,305.
 Done That  Go Soon
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Go Soon

Sail the Mediterranean
on a private yacht

Rent a European villa

Visit all seven
continents in one trip

88

5.
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Done That

Yachtstore’s vast selection of sailing
yachts (more than 230 in the Mediterranean alone, and hundreds more
powered yachts) includes the
100-foot Dark Shadow, a sleek
six-person sloop (plus a crew
of five) with a 14-foot WallyTender for waterskiing and
excursions. Seven-day crewed
charters from $60,085 plus provisioning (estimate $30,000).
 Done That  Go Soon

Embark on a World cruise

Ro m

See all New Seven
Wonders of the world

4.

HO

S
DAY
0
11

SE

3.

Immerse yourself in Italy or France
with A Season Away, which pairs 98 of
the countries’ top villas and apartments
with hosts on call to handle any request (grocery shopping, cooking
classes, truffle hunts, and more).
One example: Chianti’s fivebedroom Working Farm villa,
a restored former monastery
surrounded by vineyards and
olive groves that you can admire
during dinner on the patio or from
the infinity-edge pool. Through
2010; from $16,150 per week.
 Done That  Go Soon

(GALáPAGOS) JOEL PUGLISI, (PYRAMID) Carolyn Clarke /Alamy, (Beach) Thomas Barwick/GETTY IMAGES
(LION) Greg du Toit
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01 0

Commune with nature in
the Galápagos Islands

Enhance your skills
with the ultimate
subject – the Great
Migration cast – on
Epic Private Journeys’
instructive photographic
safaris. Pro Greg du Toit (currently displaying work in London’s
Natural History Museum and the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C.) leads workshops on the ten-day
mobile-camp adventure in Tanzania’s Serengeti and Ruaha
national parks. Departures: August 6, 2010, and by request;
from $10,690.
 Done That  Go Soon
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Photograph
the “big five”
on an African
safari
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 Done That
 Go Soon

9.

Blast off to
suborbital space

Ready for the ride of your life?
Turn to page 99 for more info
on Virgin Galactic.
 Go Soon

CAIRO

2010

Rent a
private island

PRIVATE ISLAND

11 .30.2

010

Some 140 miles east of Fort
Lauderdale in the Bahamas’
Berry Island chain, Little
Whale Cay is a three-villa
escape with its own airstrip,
a flotilla of boats, and a staff
of 13. Island rental from $8,550
per night for up to 12 guests,
including all meals and the use
of island boats and facilities.
Minimum five-night stay.
 Done That
 Go Soon

10.

See Egypt’s
pyramids




Done That
Go Soon
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PHOTO CREDIT
Colin Dutton

Especially prepared for distinguished guest

I

Spanish Steps, Rome

Rome
Trevi Foun ta in,

n late February, I tell a friend that I
want to take my wife to Italy. She’s never been there, I say, and
she wants to see everything.
“You need to talk to my travel advisor,” he says. “His office
is five minutes from your house.”
I’ve been to Italy twice before. Though my last trip there
was 25 years ago, I can still remember lots of things to do. Plus,
there are guidebooks. There are travel magazines. There’s the
Internet. “What’s a travel advisor going to tell me that I can’t
find out for myself?”
My friend persists, so a couple of weeks later, I find myself
in a conference room with a map of the world on one wall.
And suddenly, here he comes, a big guy, 50 years old, in a polo
shirt and khakis, striding toward me confidently. Behind him,
his assistant carries files. “Jim Strong,” he says in a booming
voice as he shakes my hand. Then he walks over to the map,
points to Italy, gives me a grin, and says, “Are you ready?”
Barely taking a breath, he begins talking about his love
for Italy. He tells me he’s been there more than 50 times
since 1995. He went for Easter weekend, taking nine people
from his office for a 48-hour trip to check out ten hotels in
Rome and Florence. Three of his 14 staffers spend a total of
20 to 25 days a year in Italy, establishing relationships with
the country’s travel professionals, meeting tour operators,

hoteliers, and the top restaurateurs, even seeing the basic
tourist sights so they will be entirely knowledgeable when
talking to clients.
“Oh, I get it, you focus only on Italy,” I say.
He chuckles. “I was on the road 200 days last year, around
the world,” he says, pointing a finger, almost randomly, at the
country of Vietnam on his map of the world. “Maybe someday I’ll get you there, to Da Nang, and put you at a hotel called
Nam Hai, one of the most exquisite resorts I’ve ever seen, a
sight you cannot even imagine.” As his finger slides over to
Turkey, he starts talking about the glories of Istanbul, and he
keeps talking as his finger hits Marrakech.
He explains that plenty of travel agencies can hand me brochures and print airline tickets. But, he says, the 350 agencies
that are part of the Virtuoso network make it their business
to understand luxury travel. “We’ve not only been to all the
destinations and stayed at all the best hotels, we’ve gotten
to know just about everyone who works in luxury travel,” he
says. “We know the executives of the airlines and the cruise
lines. We know the guides who do the tours. And we call them
directly whenever we need something. You can turn on your
computer and book yourself a suite at a nice hotel. But you
can’t tell that hotel how important you are. We can.”
He gives me a look, his eyebrows raised. “You don’t
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Advisor-Planned Itinerary
understand this yet, but when you travel as a Virtuoso customer,
begins to give us a history lesson about Rome on the way to our hoother people pay attention.”
tel. The Regina Hotel Baglioni is on Via Veneto, the great, tree-lined
For the next 45 minutes, he fills my head with at least a dozen poavenue that was the center of Rome’s café society during the dolce vita
tential trips my wife and I could take through Italy. At the same time,
days. In one of our earlier conversations about hotels, I had mumbled
he peppers me with questions, wanting to find out what we’re looksomething about staying somewhere historical yet very up to date –
ing for. Some of the questions are basic – how many museums do we
the kind of place where you can get a sense of Rome’s past but not be
want to see? How much do we want to relax? – and some seem pecuirritated by creaking floors and tiny bathrooms. The Baglioni, built
liar. Do we like to eat breakfast? Do we like back roads? What do we
in the early twentieth century, has all the luster of one of those grand
think of Vespas? What time do we like to eat dinner?
European hotels, with a dramatic winding staircase, a tapestry-lined
After a few more meetings,
salon, and a glass chandelier the
we develop a detailed itinerary.
size of Rhode Island, but it’s also
ROME
Because it’s my wife’s first trip,
just undergone a major renovaDA Ys
Day one: Check into your suite at
we decide to do the basic swing
tion. Feeling the jet lag, my wife
Regina Hotel Baglioni.
through Rome and Florence, with
and I stare at our bed.
a few stops in the countryside.
Suddenly the phone rings, and
3:30 PM: No time for jet lag – your Vespa
And then we’re off. My suitcase
the concierge says, “Your Vespa
guides await to whisk you on a private tour
is full of clothes that my adviguides are here.” My advisor had
sor has recommended I wear so I
told me he was going to arrange
of Rome's highlights and hidden jewels,
won’t look like a tourist (always
a four-hour tour of Rome on the
including the city center (no cars allowed).
one of my great fears). At his recback of Vespas, drivommendation, I’ve even bought a
en by guides who
pair of black ECCO loafers that he describes as “the perfect walkknow how to careen
ing-around shoe, instead of goofy tourist sneakers.” When we exit
through the city’s
customs, a driver from IC Bellagio greets us, and, to our surprise,
madcap traffic. He
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Dinner at leisure this evening ...

Colin Dutton

7 PM: Toast your first day in Italy with
sunset cocktails and panoramic views
at the rooftop bar of Portrait Suites,
a chic boutique hotel.

When in Rome, clockwise from top
left: Regina Baglioni’s Brunello
Restaurant, alfresco dining, artful
treasure at the National Museum of
Rome, pasta perfection at Trattoria
Tritone, fashionable views at Portrait Suites hotel, and chic shopping
on Via Condotti.
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even went so far as to visit a Vespa store in Dallas and sit on one just
least 100 world-class Renaissance paintings that the public never
to make sure we would be comfortable. Initially I wasn’t too enthugets to see. We tour the monumental Italian Parliament building,
siastic about the plan, but five minutes into the tour, I recognize it
built in the seventeenth century, and talk politics with one of the
as a brilliant move. For one thing, there’s no way you can succumb
deputies near a rare portrait of Napoleon. We have a sunset drink
to jet lag and fall asleep on the back of a Vespa. But most important,
at the rooftop bar of Portrait Suites, the boutique hotel brainchild
it’s an amazing way to see Rome: Racing down medieval alleyways
of the fashionable Ferragamo family. Later, we eat a superb meal of
and cutting between cars, we see, by my count, 18 major tourist atpasta and grilled fish at a tiny restaurant in the Trastevere district,
tractions, from the Trevi Fountain to the Baths of Caracalla, from
Gensola, whose owner, a proud, boisterous Roman, keeps only a
Circus Maximus to the Spanish Steps. What’s more, we have plenty
table or two open for tourists.
of time to stop and soak up the sights. After studying the poured
concrete dome of the Pantheon, we wander over to Sant’Eustachio,
On a Sunday morning, we’re up and off to beautiful
one of the city’s best coffee bars. We linger at the Piazzale Garibaldi,
Umbria a few hours northeast of Rome, visiting the ancient walled
which has one of the loftiest and best views of Rome. We stroll the
hilltop towns with narrow, steeply sloping terraces of vines and
piazzas and out-of-the-way neighborhoods. By the time we’re back
olive trees below them. Our driver, Raffaele, takes us to a restaurant
at the hotel, I’m thrilled. Veni, vidi, Vespa! There’s no pressure to see
in the less-visited town of Porano, where the waitress admits she
what we’re supposed to see. We’ve already done it.
hasn’t seen an American tourist in six months. Because it’s Sunday
For the next two days, we experience Rome through gloriously
afternoon, everyone is inside watching soccer, and my wife and I
verbal guides who are constantly
gesturing to people who get us
UMBRIA
to the front of the line for the
DA Ys
Day four: Meet your driver for a leisurely transfer to
Colosseum, navigate us through
Umbria today, making a stop in the charming hilltop town
the endless maze of art at the
of
Orvieto.
Your driver is an expert on off-the-beaten-track places
Vatican Museums, take us into
and
will
be
sure
to include an interesting stop for lunch.
the great churches built over Roman temples, tell flabbergasting
Check into Palazzo Terranova, a magnificent seventeenthstories about what we’re seeing,
and then usher us on to the next
century villa.
location. We walk inside a private palazzo and stand alone in
Day five: Explore the town of Montefalco, where you' ll visit a
the great hall, surrounded by at
cantina to taste a selection of Umbria's finest wines and meet
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the people behind the craft.

Umbrian pleasures: The drive to
Montefalco and (right) a suite at
Palazzo Terranova.
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basically have the cobblestoned streets to ourselves.
As we drive off, Raffaele says that my advisor has checked in to
see how we’re enjoying the trip so far. When we arrive at Palazzo
Terranova, a magnificent country house built in the late seventeenth century that overlooks rolling green countryside, the hotel’s general manager, a stunning woman named Valentina Morriconi, personally welcomes us with double-cheeked kisses. Two days
later, after we’ve hunted for truffles, toured Perugia, and admired
the great cathedral of Assisi, we transfer to Tuscany and eventually

Working with an Advisor
Seven tips for ensuring the perfect trip.
Before the Trip
• Be honest about your budget.
• Be candid about what everyone on
the trip desires and needs. Don’t feel
you have to impress your advisor.
• Consider all options and be flexible
to change.
During the Trip
• If something is bothering you,
speak up at the time – not days after.
• Make changes to the itinerary

r
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Iconic Assisi: Basilica of Saint
Francis of Assisi and (below)
window shopping in town.

fa lco

Colin Dutton

M on te fa lco

if you want. Your advisor knows
changes are not unexpected (though
they may incur an additional cost).
After the Trip
• Contact your advisor and review
the trip in person. Your insights
regarding guides, drivers, hotels, and
restaurants are invaluable.
• Discuss your future travel plans.
Get the advisor – and yourself –
thinking about the next trip.

bria
ra no va, Um
Palazzo Ter
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to the Four Seasons in Florence, where the gregarious general manhotel rates include breakfast, and he often secures free room upgrades,
ager, Patrizio Cipollini, gives me a hug. Never before this trip have I
discounts to the hotel spas, and other perks. As he likes to point out,
been kissed or hugged by a general manager upon check-in.
“That’s the power of going Virtuoso.”
He leads us to the restaurant for lunch as I look around, stunned.
That power becomes even more clear on my last night in Rome, at
The Four Seasons is literally a former Medici palace, with the original
the famed Waldorf Astoria Cavalieri, built on one of the seven hills
frescoes still on the ceilings. It is half hotel and half museum, set in
overlooking the city. After I check in, I receive word from my advisor
the midst of a private 11-acre garthat my trip home is delayed beden, with fountains, little classical
cause of the volcanic ash floating
FLORENCE
temples, a large outdoor swimin from Iceland. Despite the fact
DA Ys
Day six: Check into your accomming pool, and a headily scented
that the hotel is filling up with
modations at the spectacular
spa. The hotel’s Royal Suite, with
other stranded travelers, he says
Four Seasons Hotel F irenze.
its glazed tile floors and gallery of
not to worry, there will be room
tall arched windows overlooking
for me.
Day seven: Meet your guide for a stroll
the garden, leaves me speechless.
He isn’t kidding. The hotel’s
over the Ponte Vecchio to the south
“Just say it dazzles,” says Cigeneral manager, the debonair
side of the Arno River, through the
pollini, laughing out loud.
Serge Ethuin, tells me I’ve been
streets of a lesser-known part of
A bottle of Champagne and an
upgraded to a nicer room. He
antipasto plate wait in our room
takes me to the Planetarium
Florence where tradition survives. The
with a handwritten note from my
Suite, which goes for a cool
workshops, small boutiques, and little
advisor. “Have a good day explor$10,000 a night and features a
squares make this one of the most
ing Florence,” it says. Right on cue,
private terrace with a hot tub
delightful quarters of the city.
the phone rings and the concierge
that gazes out on Saint Peter’s.
says our guide is waiting.
For three days, I live the life of a
Angela, a beautiful Florentine with a wild mane of hair, not only
king. I work out in the gym with a trainer cut like a modern-day gladileads us to the Duomo, the museums, and the statue of David –
ator. I take Turkish baths. I dine on the hotel’s excellent cuisine. Alas,
her explanation of David’s contemplative gaze, by the way, is pure
my advisor works his magic and gets me home. As soon as I walk into
poetry – but also takes us down a tiny street where, by chance, we
my house, I see a package in the mail. Inside is a photo of me with the
walk into a musty workshop to meet a stooped-over 73-year-old man
Cavalieri’s general manager, chatting on my suite terrace. “Thank
who restores Renaissance paintings and sculptures. He tells us that
you for the opportunity to create a lifetime of memories on this trip
there are only a handful of old men left who do what he does and then
to Italy,” Jim writes on a card accompanying the photo. “Welcome
starts tapping away at a small sixteenth-century sculpture of a Virhome and keep the echo alive.”
gin Mary that he bought 40 years earlier. “I will always work on my
A few days later, I drop by his office. He strides toward me as he
Virgin Mary,” he says, studying the face of the sculpture. “It is a pasalways does, smiles graciously as I gush about my trip, and walks over
sion that fills up my life.”
to the map. He gives me a look, his eyebrows raising expectantly.
Although my wife has to head back early to the United States, I take
“Now, about that trip to Vietnam,” he says.
another couple of days to explore Tuscany with Raffaele, who stops
in one town to introduce me to an elderly lady tending flowers in her
backyard garden. Every day, she says, she cuts some of
her flowers and takes them out
to her husband’s grave. There is a
long silence. She says something
else, and Raffaele translates: “She
says it is her honor to put flowers
on her husband’s grave.” I find
myself sighing. I’ve never used
a guide before, mainly because I
worried about feeling shackled.
But now I realize guides open up
these little worlds that tourists almost always miss.
Of course, guides don’t come
cheap. Still, my advisor does lots
of little things to reduce costs. My
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Four Seasons Hotel Firenze

(STATUE OF DAVID) ANDREA PISTOLESI
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LA DOLCE VITA
Seeing and staying in style.
GO Virtuoso advisors have on-the-ground
contacts around the world, such as IC Bellagio
in Italy, the on-site tour company that helped
arrange much of this trip, from transfers and
guides to insider access and exclusive excursions.
Customizable nine-day itinerary for Rome, Umbria,
and Florence, with private guides, transfers, exclusive
tours, and five-star accommodations, from $10,298.
STAY Accessible to both Tuscany’s major sights
as well as Umbria’s hidden medieval villages, the
Palazzo Terranova is a perfect base for exploring the Italian countryside. The eight guest suites
are outfitted with luxurious king-size beds, great
bathrooms (some with travertine tubs), and large
panoramic windows that look out over the layers
of hills. Doubles from $352, including breakfast
daily and dinner for two once during stay.

Set in a Florentine palace commissioned in 1490
and overflowing with serious Renaissance art,

Four Seasons Hotel Firenze took seven years
and $100 million to complete. No two of the
hotel’s 116 rooms are the same, and the suites are
impossibly beautiful. Lie in bed and contemplate
the frescoes on the ceiling. Doubles from $364,
including breakfast and a $100 spa credit.
Though all 103 rooms and suites were enlarged
in Regina Hotel Baglioni’s recent renovation, it’s
still the little touches that make this Rome hotel
a gem – such as the white roses or orchids placed
in the rooms every day. The updated Brunello
Lounge & Restaurant is one of the trendiest
addresses along Via Veneto. Doubles from $579,
including breakfast, welcome cocktails, and spa
and dining discounts.
It’s hard to imagine a better panoramic view of
the Eternal City than from the Waldorf Astoria
Cavalieri. After a $50 million renovation, the
370-room hotel is swank and classic, where
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beautiful people sun themselves at the swimming
pools and linger over cocktails in the lobby. Every
wealthy Roman (and tourist) seems to be on the
waiting list to get into its top-floor restaurant,
La Pergola, the city’s only Michelin three-star
establishment. When you’re not dining, there’s
a celebrated spa with magnificent Turkish baths,
red-clay tennis courts, and, if you’re feeling
bloodthirsty, a Roman gladiator school. Doubles
from $352, including breakfast and a $100 food and
beverage credit. 
Waldorf Astoria Cavalieri.

WHERE WILL YOUR DREAM VACATION TAKE YOU?

CAMBODIA

Phnom Penh

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

- 4.5-star
FROM $265
INCLUDES 3 nights, Raffles Hotel Le Royal.
FEATURES buffet breakfast daily & Mekong River
Sunset Cruise. EXCLUSIVE 3rd night free.

*

Abu Dhabi

MALDIVES

- 5-star
FROM $859
INCLUDES 4 nights, Emirates Palace Abu Dhabi &
private hotel transfers. FEATURES buffet breakfast
daily. EXCLUSIVE 4th night free.

*

Kunfunadhoo Island

- 5-star
FROM $1949
INCLUDES 5 nights, Soneva Fushi Resort &
Six Senses Spa & seaplane transfers. FEATURES full
breakfast daily. EXCLUSIVE 5th night free.

*

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE AIRFARE. ASK ABOUT SPECIAL AIR-INCLUSIVE RATES FROM YOUR CITY.

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
*Conditions Apply: Prices do not include airfare. Special promotions valid on new bookings only. Prices are per person, based on double occupancy accommodations. Tour and land packages do not include meals unless otherwise indicated.
Savings reflect land prices only and vary by resort and travel dates. Availability is limited. Package prices and tours are subject to holiday blackouts, peak period surcharges, and cancellation charges may be applicable of up to the full price
paid depending on the package and when it is cancelled. Cambodia valid for travel thru 9/30/10. Abu Dhabi valid for travel thru 9/30/10. Maldives valid for travel 10/12-12/19/10. CST#2007207-30 ADV#369 SS 5/10
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Ticket to Ride

Seven Space tourists prepare for liftoff.

PETE TURNER/GETTY IMAGES

The future is now. Not the“Let’s-all-zoom-around-in-jet-packs”
future. The one that says “You want to go to space? Here’s how.”
It’s official: In the next few years, the world’s citizen astronauts will
get their wings, care of Richard Branson’s Virgin Galactic – and
no matter who you are, in the Americas, you can only get a ticket
through Virtuoso’s accredited space agents. Virtuoso Life spoke
to seven eager space tourists about their upcoming voyages into
suborbit. INTERVIEWED BY DAVID HOCHMAN
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Rob Nixon received his space ticket
as a gift from his wife on his 40th birthday.
“I’m a difficult person to shop for, but this
one I liked,” he laughs. As a consultant for
top accounting firms and a motivational
speaker, the Aussie native frequently
talks up risk and reward. Now he’s putting
his money where his mouth is.
On a 1 to 10 scale, how much
of a risk taker are you?
“I’d say 9. I’m a risk taker in business, definitely. I’ve skydived 16 times. I’ve bungeed.
I’ve ridden a boogie board through Grade III
rapids in New Zealand. You don’t get anywhere if you don’t take risks.”
Why is this worth the
price of admission?
“I’ve always seen myself as a leader in everything I do. This is something very few
people are taking the punt on, and I think it’s
historic. I was born in 1969. Neil Armstrong
landed on the moon two months before I was
born. So I’ve always felt a call to space. But
what’s wonderful is, I can still call myself a
pioneer and a space explorer. Plus, while it’s
only a two-hour adventure, the story will
last a lifetime.”
What do your kids think?
“They’re ecstatic. When they told their
friends, however, nobody believed them.”

Running this year’s
London Marathon with
team Virgin Galactic.
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What’s been the
trip of your life
so far?
“When my wife and I
celebrated 15 years of
marriage, we did 15 days
around the world firstclass in five different
countries, staying at five
of the best hotels in the
world. It was ridiculous

ROB NIXON

BRISBANE,
AUSTRALIA
TICKET NO. 293
and over the top. At the Burj Al Arab hotel
in Dubai, we had two spiral staircases in
our suite and butler service on both floors.
I don’t live like that normally.”
How will this trip change you?
“It’s made me a more interesting person
already. This trip involves a lot of other

AGE 41
Entrepreneur, speaker,
consultant
Married, three
children, ages 10, 12, and 14

Virgin experiences. We’ve been invited
to Necker Island, to the unveiling of the
spaceship in the American desert, to Sir
Richard’s private retreat in Morocco. I also
ran in the London Marathon this year on
the Virgin Galactic team. These are all outof-this-world experiences, and we haven’t
even taken off yet.”

(PORTRAIT) GEORGE FETTING

Anything special planned for
zero gs?
“If they let me, I’d love to bring a satellite
phone that works out there. I can’t think of
a better way to inspire my clients than by doing a teleconference call
from space. I’d also like to
get in some backflips.”

December 7, 2009,
at the spaceship
Enterprise’s debut.

Josh Resnick made his fortune
creating best-selling video games like
Star Wars Battlefront and The Lord of
the Rings: Conquest. His travel tastes are
more erudite than adventurous, but for
this trip, he decided to up the ante. He’s
also bringing along a special companion.

You have young children.
Are they excited?
“They are pretty anxious, actually. I don’t
talk about it in front of them. My daughter
tells me to drive safe every time I get in the
car. I’m a single parent, so they’re nervous
about me not coming back.”

Any music you’d like
to listen to in space?
“I love ‘One’ by U2.”

How does this compare to your
usual travel experience?
“It’s unlike anything I have ever done. I’m
a city guy. A vacation for me is Paris and

What will you do
during zero gravity?
“Oh, I think I’m just going to stare with my
mouth open, taking it all in.”

Prague and London or Rome. This year, I
want to go to Turkey or Morocco and sink in
the rich culture.”

josh resnick
LOS ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

TICKET NOs. 115, 116

AGE 43
VIDEO GAME DESIGNER
SINGLE FATHER,
THREE CHILDREN,
AGES 9, 11, AND 13

Two tickets?
“Yes. I’m taking my mom [Rheta Resnick,
75, a Virtuoso travel advisor in Pacific Palisades, California]. I hadn’t planned on it, but
when I told her I was taking my best friend
and cousin, she said, ‘Oh, no. Take me.’ We
should be on the 19th flight.”
What made you say,
“I have to do this”?
“It’s not a midlife crisis. But I did hit age 40
and I was purposely looking for something
unique and life changing. Mainly because
I’m a wimp and don’t do shark cages, bungee
jump, or jump out of planes. I was fortunate
enough to have the funds, though, and this
experience fits the bill for being exciting
and different enough.”

(PORTRAIT) JOE SCHMELZER

Were you always a space buff?
“One of my earliest memories was watching
the first men walk on the moon. I remember
the whole family gathering around, though
I was very young. That didn’t lead to a particular interest in space, but I do cherish
that memory.”
How does it feel to be
called Astronaut Resnick?
“Anyone who travels above 50 miles gets
that title, but I hardly feel qualified. I would
never want to take away from real astronauts who train a lifetime for this. No, this is
just a wild adventure.”
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The minute Joe Hollingsworth
starts talking, it’s clear he’s enjoying life. “I
love to do original things,” he says in a big
Tennessee drawl. In addition to his achievements as a property developer, Hollingsworth has a long list of done-that’s, from
hang gliding and Formula One auto racing
to deep-sea fishing off the Great Barrier
Reef. Space? No problem.
Why is this worth
$200,000 to you?
“If it was just about the money, I wouldn’t
have done it. It’s for the adventure, for the
sheer joy. This is the ultimate trip. Fewer
than 1,000 humans have been into space. Just
thinking about that gives me chill bumps!”
Were you always interested
in space travel?
“I’ve always been intrigued by flight, certainly. I do hang gliding, mostly on tandem
kites. We landed on the beach in Ipanema
once. Boy, that was fun! I’ve taken flights
on biwings that did some flips. But I always
dreamed of seeing a major part of Earth’s surface from space. When I first read about Sir
Richard’s program, I flew out to Albuquerque
and signed up right there on the spot.”

What was it like meeting
Richard Branson?
“I spent a week on Necker Island as part
of this, and let me tell you, that is one funloving, humble guy for a billionaire several
times over. He’s terribly inquisitive and
kind. I was extremely impressed by him.”
What will you pack in
your carry-on bag?
“I haven’t thought about that. But, hey, I just
flashed on a vial of dirt I have. It’s from the
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joe hollingsworth JR.

clinton,

AGE 59

tennessee

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPER,
ENTREPRENEUR

TICKET NO. 177

DIVORCED, TWO CHILDREN

plot in England where the name Hollingsworth originates way back in the Norman
Conquest. Heck, I’ll bring that.”
How are your children
reacting to having an
astronaut for a dad?
“They’ve been remarkably positive and have,
I think, a real sense of pride.”

How will this trip change you?
“Every trip changes me a little. As an entrepreneur, I’m always on the lookout for experiences to draw focus and inspiration from,
whether it’s a camel ride through the Sinai
Desert or rounding a curve in a Formula One
Dodge at 130 miles an hour. I can’t imagine
what doing somersaults at 360,000 feet
will do.”

TAMARA REYNOLDS

What’s been the trip
of your life so far?
“I put together a 30-day cruise on a 118-foot
yacht with a crew of six for four couples.
We started at the bottom of the Caribbean
in Grenada and island-hopped our way
through 22 islands in a month. The fun part
was, three couples would get off every six
days, and three new couples would get on.
My personal highlight was the 11-mile pinksand beach in Barbuda. Jiminy!”

GLENYS AMBE

BRISBANE,
AUSTRALIA
TICKET NO. 521

AGE: 57
FASHION RETAILER
Single,
NO CHILDREN

school buses. Japan had just hosted the
Olympic Games, so there was excitement
there. Then it was on to Hong Kong and the
Philippines. I was 12 or 13 at the time, and
what stands out was a sign at a restaurant in
Manila that said, ‘Please leave your firearms
at the door.’ Funny how some things stick.”
Why is this worth
$200,000 to you?
“This was an early 60th-birthday present
to myself. I read about Virgin Galactic in the
newspaper one morning and noticed that my
friend Greg Wilkin was the local agent. How
cool, I thought. Then I bumped into Greg at
a local coffee shop and said, ‘Well, fancy
meeting you here. I think I’ll sign up.’ ”
What was your family’s
first reaction?
“I would love my parents to be alive to share
the thrill. I know that, if my dad had been
alive and able, we would have gone on the
same flight. That would have been a truly
fabulous experience to share. I am thinking
of taking his photo up with me. My mother
would have gone, ‘Why?’ But dear old Dad
would have been arm in arm with me signing up. He had a passion for travel.”
What’s been the best
part of this experience?
“You’re part of something momentous. For
so many years, something like this was an
absolute dream, a crazy idea. But to see a
pie-in-the-sky idea become very concrete
and very real, it’s sensational!”

GEORGE FETTING

Glenys Ambe was the first Australian
to buy a space ticket, but then, she’s always been an early adopter. She ran a
personal-fitness-training business before it was trendy, got out of radio before
times got tough, and now runs a pair of
chic boutiques in Brisbane, Australia.
“I’ve always been someone who kind of
treads my own path,” she says.
Were you always interested
in space travel?
“Always! I’m old enough to remember the

first monkeys and dogs going into space,
and the only day I ever wagged school was
the day they walked on the moon in 1969. It’s
always been a dream.”
What’s been the trip of
your life so far?
“I’ve done a lot of travel. My dad used to love
going on cruises. In 1965, we did a cherry
blossom cruise to Japan out of Sydney. We
were the first passenger ship to visit Guam
since World War II, and they declared it a
school holiday so we could use the island

Are you looking forward
to weightlessness?
“I was a dancer for a long time, and you always strive to give that illusion of weightlessness. In those giant leaps, there’s a moment on the parabolic curve where you can
just about fake it. But to have about four
minutes of that! That will be awesome.”
What sort of snack would
you like to have in space?
“Jaffas! They’re like Maltesers. The inside
is chocolate, the outside is orange. You have
to throw them in the air and catch them in
your mouth. All the professional astronauts
do it.”
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The miracle isn’t that Sheila Kessler
is going to space. It’s that she’s still alive.
After she was diagnosed in September 2008 with aggressive Stage IV lung
cancer, doctors gave her three months
to live. But treatment, coupled with her
raw determination to join this adventure,
keeps this management coach and consultant looking ahead – and up.
What does this trip mean to you?
“When I came out of the hospital, I already
had my race-to-space goal outlined. I knew
I needed a great big audacious goal. So while
the $200,000 was definitely a stretch for me, I
thought it was worth it. I’m on borrowed time.”
What kind of reaction
did you get?
“In my condition, nobody’s going to make a
fuss and say, ‘Don’t go.’ Everyone wants me
to do this. I only wish I could bring my husband along.”

What’s been the best part
about signing up so far?
“Richard Branson has staged several aweinspiring events. The rocket rollout last December in the Mojave was so cool. We got to
fly the simulator. They served drinks on a bar
made out of ice. There was a drumroll and
hoopla for the birth of this rocket. It’s just so
exciting. It’s the best of mankind, the best of
creativity, of people fighting uphill battles
and being persistent. A commercialized space
program! That’s no easy deal.”
On a scale of 1 to 10, how
do you rate as a risk taker?
“Between a 6 and a 7. We recently returned
from Antarctica. Sounds adventurous, but we
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sheila kessler, ph.d.
SAN CLEMENtE,

CALIFORNIA
TICKET NO. 311
did it the wimpy way – on a Celebrity Cruise.
That’s not to say we didn’t face hurricaneforce winds at one point. But then we look out
and see the only other boat on the horizon – a
22-foot sailboat! Now, that person is a 10!”
How are you going to spend your
moments of weightlessness?
“My husband is also a pilot, and early on we
did a lot of aerobatics, where you achieve a
kind of weightlessness in small doses. It’s
fun but disorienting. I think the most interesting part will be dancing with the other
passengers in space to get those views of
Earth from the portals. I’m really looking
forward to that choreography.”

ORGANIZATIONAL CONSULTANT,
EXECUTIVE COACH
MARRIED, NO CHILDREN

DOING IT Virgin Galactic selected Virtuoso
accredited space agents as the exclusive providers in the Americas for its suborbital missions.
Flight testing is well under way, the runway has
been poured at Spaceport America, and some
335 passengers have reserved their spots so far.
Departures: Passenger flights are on track to take
off in the next few years; from $200,000, with a
minimum $20,000 deposit.

➥ Scan this tag to watch

the debut of Virgin Galactic’s
spaceship Enterprise, along
with a flight simulation, on your
smartphone. See page 16 for
complete instructions. If you are
viewing this issue electronically‚
to see the video.
click here

JOE SCHMELZER

When did you get interested
in space travel?
“My uncle took me up for a ride in an airplane
on his farm in Indiana at age 6. I had my pilot’s license in graduate school. Then I actually applied to become an astronaut. I made
it to the final 40 from 4,000, but that’s still a
long way to the final people that NASA chose.
Space remained a fascination. I spent a week
at Space Camp at the Cosmosphere in Kansas
about six years ago, but that was all simulation. I’m definitely ready for the real McCoy.”

SUITE DREAMS
The St. Regis New York, the city’s most cherished address, where magnificent guest rooms and suites set a gilded
stage for the St. Regis Butler, is heir to a hundred-year legacy of excellence, commitment and flawless precision.
A beloved landmark, forever at the intersection of timeless tradition and innovation, where epicurean delight
achieves new heights at Adour Alain Ducasse, one of Manhattan’s most celebrated culinary destinations.

2 east 55th street at fifth avenue
n e w y o r k , n e w y o r k 10 0 2 2

a heavy jolt. But 188 people will go before me,
so that gives me a measure of comfort.”
Sital Sal Jain is heading to space because he’s practically run out of destinations on Earth. After success in the construction business, Jain, who immigrated
from England 40 years ago, retired to
follow his college dreams of filmmaking
and extreme adventures. He’s since done
both, trekking to the North and South
poles, tenting his way through Mongolia,
and, this year, huffing his way to Everest
Base Camp. What’s next? Ah, yes.
What made you think,
“I have to do this”?
“The minute I heard about Virgin Galactic,
I knew. I always wanted to go to space but
couldn’t afford the $20 million the Russians
were charging. This is a bargain by comparison. I’m an extreme adventurist, and I
always wonder how I can top one adventure
with the next.”

What’s been the trip
of your life so far?
“The most adventurous certainly was the
South Pole in December 2007. You go from
the southern shore of Chile and then head

south for 1,000 long miles. We flew on the
world’s largest cargo plane. What I didn’t
know was that the South Pole is 9,000 feet
high. The thickness of ice at that level just
boggles the senses. My lasting memory is
of being on the top of the world where only
a few humans venture to go. So beautiful, so
enthralling – I felt privileged being there.”

sital sal jain

AGE 72

scarsdale,

civil engineer,
real estate developer

new york

TICKET NO. 189

married, two children,
one grandchild

How will you top space travel?
“I believe in ten years we will have a floating
hotel that will let us go even further. Someday, perhaps not in my lifetime, they will
have a station at the moon. There’s no end to
adventure. No end.”
What was your family’s
initial reaction?
“They’re used to me taking risks. We have an
established system: I go alone and do my best to
come back in one piece. Besides, my wife prefers sightseeing trips to Europe. I don’t want
to torture her with an extreme adventure.”
Virgin Galactic’s forces
may briefly peak at six gs.
Are you concerned?
“My fear is quite acute. You enter Earth’s atmosphere very quickly, and there’s apparently

Josh at the launch of
Spaceship2
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(PORTRAIT) Miki Duisterhof

Sital Sal Jain and
Richard Branson at the
spaceship Enterprise’s
rollout party.

®

VIRTU O SO
E X C L U SIVE
Receive up to $300
On Board Credit†
per stateroom

Be a part of the most celebrated legacy in travel
Segment & Liner World Voyages departing 22 February 2011 — Balcony Fares starting at:
Queen Elizabeth

TM

Sydney to Singapore — 25 Days

$7,940*
(Fare shown includes a fuel
supplement of $96.25)
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(Fare shown includes a fuel
supplement of $142.45)
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(Fare shown includes a fuel
supplement of $96.25)
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Sydney to Dubai — 40 Days

$10,673*
(Fare shown includes a fuel
supplement of $154)
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Passionate about travel and tourism
his entire life, Virtuoso’s enthusiastic globe-trotter-in-chief logs roughly
230 travel days a year. But it’s his upcoming two-hour space odyssey that
Matthew Upchurch is currently
most starry-eyed about.
When did you decide
to buy a space ticket?
“It’s a funny story. Literally 30 seconds before we first announced the exclusive alliance between Virtuoso and Virgin Galactic
in 2006 in New York, Stephen Attenborough,
the commercial director of Virgin Galactic,
turned to me and said, ‘So, if you’re thinking
about buying a ticket, now would be a good
time to tell me.’ I made a snap decision. Of
course I was going!”
Isn’t $200,000 expensive
for a two-hour flight?
“Let me put it in perspective: The last citizen
astronaut to go into space had to pay $35 million and train for nine months. From a value
standpoint, this is infinitely more practical.”

What’s been your trip
of a lifetime so far?
“From a sheer spectacle standpoint, I would
point to a four-day canoe trip through Mana
Pools National Park in Zimbabwe. The water is like glass. You have a canoe guide and
a walking safari guide who literally tracks
lions on foot for the most amazing encounters. At one point, you paddle to the middle
of the Zambezi. The guide jumps out, grabs
your paddle. Next thing you know you’re
sipping Champagne at lunch at a table on a
sandbar in the middle of the river with 20
hippos smiling at you. Unbelievable!”
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MATTHEW UPCHURCH
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
TICKET NO. As a Galactic

Founder, Upchurch is in the lottery for
a seat on flights 2 through 16.

How is your family reacting?
“They are beyond excited. I’ve got a 5-yearold who’s watched the DVD of the simulation at least 100 times.”
What’s been the best part
of this experience so far?

AGE 48
CEO OF VIRTUOSO
MARRIED,
FIVE CHILDREN

“I’m as passionate about entrepreneurialism as I am about travel, and this is the ultimate example of that spirit. Some of the
most talented, committed entrepreneurs
on Earth decided to take on the bureaucracies and push for change, to live the dream
of space flight.”

MANNY RODRIGUEZ

Are you an adventurer
by nature?
“Not at all! I’m not a thrill-seeker. I never
wanted to be an astronaut. But this trip is the
ultimate essence of what I love about travel.
It forces you to disconnect with the familiar
and see the world from a new perspective.
Everyone who has ever been to space says it
is a life-changing experience. Looking down
and seeing no borders, glimpsing the thin
blue line that keeps us safe – this is a pioneering trip.”

The Inca took giant blocks of stone and brought them to
life, raising them high up to the heavens. There, he made
his home with magnificent gardens and walls covered in
gold. At the Sun’s Gate the clouds part to unveil a mystery
that still today remains alive in the midst of one of the
most majestic masterpieces created ever by man.
This place exists. You can see it, feel it.

Out of
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Joe McDonald/Visuals Unlimited, Inc.

Rarest breed: About 700 mountain gorillas, like this
juvenile in Volcanoes National Park, exist in the wild.

THE

T
D
SURVEY

the Mist

Unforgettable people, a wrenching past, and majestic mountain gorillas:
Rwanda leaves a powerful impression. by kim brown seely
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harles weighed 400 pounds, stood

nearly six feet when fully upright, and was 100
percent alpha male. His massive black head was
luxuriantly hairy, and our eyes met daringly as he reclined in a bamboo thicket as big as a Barcalounger.
Charles, I’d been told, had trouble with authority. As a younger
male he couldn’t stand being given orders and staged a fight with
his group’s dominant silverback. The fight went on for weeks,
then months. Finally, Charles managed to snatch a few females.
He formed his own “start-up” group and is now the successful
leader of the Umubano clan, one of seven mountain gorilla families in Rwanda’s northern Volcanoes National Park.
I was crouched about 15 feet away from Charles, who was stuffing leaves in his mouth. It had taken us – nine travelers, two armed
guards, several local porters, and two guides – about 40 minutes
of hiking to reach the hangout of the world’s most critically endangered primate. Fidel, our head guide, greeted Charles with a
low-pitched grumble, which translates in gorilla-speak as something like “How’s it going, dude?” Charles grumbled back. Then
he yawned and surveyed his territory.
“Wow,” the woman behind me whispered. “As amazing as the
safaris I’ve been on were, nothing comes close to this.” She was right.
We weren’t sitting in a Land Cruiser competing with other vehicles
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for the closest view of a lion’s kill. We’d trekked into the gorillas’
domain, met them on their own terms, and all that separated us
was a few feet of air.
When the opportunity arose to travel to Rwanda
and see the world’s only mountain gorillas living in the wild, I immediately cleared my calendar. I dug out my copy of Dian Fossey’s
Gorillas in the Mist. And then I got nervous.
My apprehension had nothing to do with meeting Gorilla
beringei beringei, the rarest of the great apes. I knew from decades
as a travel writer that a close encounter with a silverback is one of
the world’s most singular travel experiences. Rather, my unease
was a vague, unsettling fear that grew every time I mentioned the
trip to friends and family.
“Rwanda?” they’d squeak. “Is that safe?”
I wondered. Sixteen years after the genocide that killed nearly
a million people – a tenth of the population in just 100 days – the
country’s name still brings to mind death. It was the fastest rate
of genocide in recorded history, and the horror of those images
endures; in the world’s collective memory, this was a place where
humanity was utterly betrayed.
At the same time, I’d recently had the chance to meet the
country’s charismatic 52-year-old president, Paul Kagame, at a

K. Sahai/Karim Sahai.com
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A silverback with a female companion in Volcanoes National Park.
Silverbacks can weigh upward of 400 pounds and live for 40 years or more.

Wolfgang Kaehler/Picade

Grace and power: A Virunga-area dance troupe.

reception hosted by two Seattle friends building a school for girls
in Rwanda. Kagame led the rebel force – the Rwandan Patriotic
Front – that stopped the genocide, and has come to be regarded
as one of the most formidable political figures of our time. A proponent of entrepreneurial self-reliance, he’s frequently out in
the world trying to recruit private investors to help jump-start
the Vermont-size country’s economy and wean it off foreign
aid. Today his supporters include former British Prime Minister Tony Blair, Google CEO Eric Schmidt, and Starbucks’ and
Costco’s CEOs, Howard Schultz and Jim Sinegal. As a result,
Starbucks and Costco are now the two top buyers of Rwanda’s
premium coffee, and there is a buzz about the place, whether it’s
the surprising number of people headed there for philanthropy
and gorilla tracking – or articles aimed at adventuresome travelers, touting its travel riches.
“Is it true that tourism recently surpassed coffee as Rwanda’s
biggest export?” someone asked the president, as we were introduced. “Yes, that is true,” the rail-thin Kagame noted. “So far, so
good.” And that made me want to see the place for myself.
It was dusk when I finally reached Rwanda, after
crossing many, many time zones. “Ah, I wondered what you
would be like!” a tall, broadly smiling man dressed in jeans and

we weren’t sitting in a land cruiser
competing with vehicles for the
closest view of a lion’s kill. we’d
trekked into the gorillas’ domain,
met them on their own terms, and
all that separated us was a few
feet of air.

a yellow-striped polo shirt cried out, greeting me at Kigali International. I breathed a sigh of relief at this friendly face so far
from home; Nzigye Wilson would be my private guide and driver
for the whole trip. “Just call me ‘Wilson,’ ” he grinned.
I’d be traveling with Volcanoes Safaris, the first upscale safari
company to take clients to see gorillas in post-conflict Rwanda,
and my eight-day adventure would begin and end in Kigali, Rwanda’s modern capital. Over the course of the week, Wilson and I
would hopscotch between three Volcanoes lodges, three national
parks, and two countries – all of which meet in what I’d come to
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Sobering stop: Kigali’s
Genocide Memorial Centre.
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Virunga Lodge overlooks lakes Ruhondo and Bulera.

Education has become our way forward, I read. We need to learn
about the past. We also need to learn from it.
When I emerged into the sunlight, there was a garden of mass
graves. In the distance, thankfully, were sounds of everyday life:
cars honking, children’s voices rising from a hive of clay-colored
shacks with flat tin roofs. Wilson was waiting. We drove.
Wilson shared his own story as we neared the Virunga Mountains, a chain of eight volcanoes thrusting nearly 15,000 feet above
sea level in a tremendous arc. His father is Ugandan; his mother, a
Rwandan Tutsi whose immediate family had fled to Uganda. Wilson grew up in Uganda. All his mother’s Tutsi relatives who remained in Rwanda were killed. When Wilson’s mother returned
to look for her family and learned that all 60 of them were gone,
she was so devastated that she died a year later.
“It became a situation where you do or die,” Wilson told me.
“Everyone was involved, right from the top. And me personally?
It’s on those grounds that I forgive.”
As Wilson was relating this matter-of-factly, the jeep mounted
a rise between two winding valleys, then continued up along
the precipitous spine of a lush, steeply terraced mountain. The
windshield filled with purple clouds. It was hard to reconcile the
physical beauty of the landscape, the grace of the women walking
alongside us, the kids running along calling “Muzungu!” with the
brutal reality of what happened here.
“It becomes easier with time,” Wilson said. And with that we
pulled into Virunga Lodge, where Volcanoes’ gentle staff awaited
our arrival.

(MUSEUM) PETER STUCKINGS

think of as “the gorilla triangle,” the misty mountainous region
where Rwanda borders both Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo.
By the next afternoon, Wilson and I were bumping along a reddirt road en route to Volcanoes’ Virunga Lodge. It’s a three-hour
drive from Kigali and immediately clarifies why, in French, the
country is known as pays des mille collines – the land of a thousand
hills. Steep terraced slopes rose from small roadside settlements;
nearly every inch was cultivated with bananas, beans, cassava,
coffee, tea. A steady stream of humanity walked along the shoulders of the hilly road: barefoot women shouldering picks and hoes,
teenage girls with babies tied to their backs, 6-year-olds lugging
enormous yellow plastic water jugs.
“Muzungu, muzungu!” the kids called out, smiling and waving.
Muzungu translates as “white person” – I smiled from the jeep’s
passenger seat and waved back, vaguely wondering what they
must be saying to each other …
“She sure is white.”
“Yes, that one’s really white!”
This being Rwanda, thoughts about the genocide are immediate,
and I also couldn’t help speculating I wonder what happened to him,
or I wonder how she survived. Wilson is used to this. “You can ask me
any questions you want,” he offered sweetly as we bounced along.
Our first stop that morning had been Kigali’s Genocide Memorial Centre. The museum’s exhibits trace the political roots of the
massacre – the country’s history of colonization by first the Germans, then the Belgians; the disastrous influence of the Catholic
Church. The walls of an inner memorial chamber are hung with
hundreds of victims’ portraits. The final chambers are even more
personal and, therefore, most heartbreaking:
There is a photograph of Bernardin, Age: 17. Favorite Sport:
Football. Favorite Food: Rice. Cause of Death: Killed by machete
at Nyamata church.
Francine, Age: 12. Favorite Food: Chips. Cause of Death: Hacked
by machete. And so on … How does one process this?

A young gorilla snacks on leaves in Bwindi.
Mountain gorillas are mostly herbivorous.

Ugandan life.

Bwindi Impenetrable
National Park.

don’t Miss

(GORILLA) ANNIE MARIE MUSSELMAN, (WOMEN) Pavan Aldo/SIME,
(BWINDI) Doug Allan/GETTY IMAGES

More gorilla tracking in Uganda, good deeds in Rwanda.
Uganda. Most people come to Rwanda to see the mountain gorillas and
then add another country or safari
to their itinerary. Wilson and I drove
across the border into Uganda, where
I spent two nights at Volcanoes’
charming Mount Gahinga Lodge;
tracked golden monkeys in Mgahinga
Gorilla National Park; hiked mountain
trails winding past remote farms and
pygmy huts; tracked more gorillas in
a rarely visited group reached by a
treacherous, mud-sucking scramble
through Bwindi Impenetrable National
Park; took a private tour of the Bwindi
Community Hospital (which cares for
farmers and herders living without

running water or electricity, most on
less than $1 a day); met the proud
women running the Bwindi Women’s
Cooperative; and visited the Bwindi
Orphanage, where some 40 kids
ranging from age 4 to 16 danced and
drummed and sang for me.
Rwanda’s Bugesera District. On
my last day in Rwanda I made a memorable side trip from Kigali, the capital,
to the Bugesera District, one of the
hardest hit during the genocide. The
region is particularly worth visiting as
it has come to symbolize the energy
and hope for Rwanda moving forward,
but also contains some of the most

haunting reminders of the genocide.
If you go, plan to visit both Nyamata
church and the Gashora Girls Academy. Both are well worth it. Nyamata
church is where an estimated 10,000
Tutsis took shelter in 1994 before
their neighbors killed them. Today,
the victims’ dried clothes are all that
remain, scattered about the pews, and
the church serves as a powerful silent
memorial, open to the public.
The Gashora Girls Academy is, by
contrast, a wonderful example of
the kind of philanthropic work taking place throughout the country,
much of it focused on education.

Founded by two young American
women as part of the ongoing
Rwanda Girls Initiative, this new
school provides secondary education for 270 girls, grades 10 through
12. (Although close to 90 percent
of Rwandan kids are enrolled in
school until the age of 12, only
about 17 percent of the country’s
girls continue beyond that.) The
academy, on 30 acres overlooking Lake Milayi, serves as a pilot
for others like it in Rwanda, with a
community center and agricultural
demonstration farm. The trip is an
easy hour from Kigali via a brandnew paved superhighway.
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In their living room: Front row with the gorillas.

Only about 700 mountain gorillas exist in the
wild, more than half of them in the Virunga Mountains. In Rwanda and Uganda, tourists play a big part in their survival. When my
Virunga Lodge friends and I jumped into our separate jeeps and
showed up at the headquarters of Volcanoes National Park the next
morning shortly after dawn, about 50 people were already there.
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They had each paid $500 for a one-hour visit. Although the independent traveler in me was disappointed to see them at first, I got over
it. The revenue is not only vital for Rwanda’s fledgling economy but
also funds antipoaching patrols and brings money into neighboring communities, giving locals a stake in the gorillas’ well-being.
Most travelers to Rwanda these days are fairly adventurous,
and that’s probably a good thing. After encountering Charles,
the rebellious young silverback, we followed his gorilla family at
a distance, pushing our way through thickets of stinging nettles
and ferns. I’d lagged behind, crouched in a reverie, mesmerized by
a pair of toddler-size gorilla brothers, when the larger of the two
suddenly scurried over, reached out his long padded forefinger,
tapped me teasingly on the shoulder, and scampered back.
I was too astonished to faint. So I froze, small as a chimp.
“You were touched by a gorilla! Do you know how lucky you are?”
an Australian woman, who’d also lingered, whispered fiercely.
And in that single E.T.-like moment, I did – beyond a doubt.
I’d read that gorillas share about 97.7 percent of our DNA. But
now I understood, viscerally, what that meant. Just hanging out in
the forest with this mischievous pair, whose wrestling reminded
me of my own two young sons, I realized that Africa is one of those
rare places that reaches out, grabs you, and wakes you up.
It doesn’t matter whether you are touched by a playful primate or not. You can’t help being reminded that, ultimately, we
are all connected.

➥ Scan this tag to watch the writer’s video of two gorilla
brothers – No Problem and Hope – on your smartphone.
See page 16 for complete instructions. If you are viewing this
to see the video.
issue electronically‚ click here

Joe McDonald/photoshelter

Virunga lodge’s eight stone huts perch on the
crest of a spectacular ridgetop setting, with views tumbling down
to Lake Bulera on one side, Lake Ruhondo on the other, and mistshrouded volcanoes in the distance. Inside my hut, or banda, two
staff boys led me on a tour of my adjacent bath hut, which had
a stone sink, wood-framed windows, a bush shower (the staff
brings hot water), and a composting toilet. The seat cleverly disguised the “compost” below, and guests were instructed to scoop
in a wooden paddle full of ash after each use. Designed to leave
an extra-light eco-footprint, these toilets were used at all Volcanoes lodges. (Since my visit to Virunga they were converted to
flush in order to accommodate more-traditional travelers.) The
lovely rustic rooms are also solar powered, so the lights are dim,
although there are plenty of strategically placed candles. It goes
without saying, you don’t even think of plugging in your hair
dryer or laptop here.
While Volcanoes’ lodges might be tough for travelers keen on
electricity, there’s delightful connectivity – of the human kind –
in the main lodge, where guests meet for cocktails and dinner.
The food is terrific: The chef makes the rounds personally each
afternoon, taking your order for that night’s dinner, and meals
are served family style around a candlelit farm table where my
fellow guests and I – three Brits, two Americans, and a couple
from Denmark, ranging from their mid-30s to 60s – quickly
bonded, comparing our private safari itineraries.

PRIMATE PRIORITIES
How to see the mountain gorillas.

Volcanoes Safaris’
Mount Gahinga Lodge.

GO It’s said that most people come to Africa for
the animals but stay for the people, and I saw just
how that could happen. One of the greatest luxuries of my private trip with Volcanoes Safaris
was having a guide as capable as mine. In addition to navigating Rwanda and Uganda’s bumpy
roads with aplomb, Wilson was able to shape the
itinerary to meet my interests (which included
several detours) as the trip progressed. Volcanoes’ eight-day private sojourn takes travelers
through the Virungas and Bwindi with two nights
in Rwanda in Volcanoes National Park and the
remainder of the trip split between the company’s
Gahinga and Bwindi lodges in Uganda. Travelers can add experiences such as a visit to the
Gashora Girls Academy as they wish. Departures:
Any day through 2010; from $6,081.

15-day expedition through the country that can
include forays to Queen Elizabeth National Park
(home to tree-climbing lions), Semliki Wildlife
Reserve, and Murchison Falls. Add four days
in Rwanda for a chance to commune with the
mountain gorillas. Departures: Any day through
2010; from $10,100. Rwanda extension from $3,510.

MORE WAYS TO GO Lions and hippos and gorillas, oh my: Absolute Travel immerses adventurers in Uganda’s wild places during a customizable

Natural Habitat Adventures runs ten-day
primate-centric expeditions in Uganda, which put
adventurers on the trails of monkeys in Kibale

During eight days in Uganda, with an optional
four days in Rwanda, African Travel, Inc. takes
wildlife seekers to Kibale Forest National Park,
Bwindi, Queen Elizabeth National Park, and
Dian Fossey’s Karisoke Research Center, the
preeminent facility for mountain gorilla research
and preservation. The private trip is completely
customizable. Departures: Any day through 2010;
from $3,575. Rwanda extension from $2,797.

Forest National Park, baboons along the Kazinga
Channel, and gorillas in Bwindi. Travelers can also
arrange to add an independent Rwanda excursion to the trip. Departures: Multiple dates through
2011; from $8,795.

Where in Our World would you like to go?
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Pampered Adventure
by ladatco tours

· Rediscover The Warm th ·

Magical Moments are Everywhere. The Possibilities, Endless.
What is the Mexico of your imagination? Perhaps it’s
watching a heavenly sunset over “the City of Angels.”
Relaxing in the graceful lifestyle of Yucatan’s famed
land barons. Exploring pre-Hispanic temple ruins in
Morelos. Or listening to musicians stroll along ancient
cobbled streets in Guanajuato.
When you’re in Mexico, magic waits for you at every
turn. You can learn Spanish at the famed international
learning center in Cuernavaca, capital of the state
of Morelos. Then again, you might take a Spanish
cooking class in San Miguel de Allende, a delightful
Highlands town noted for its colonial architecture,
natural hot springs, and more museums than anyplace else in the country.

Discover Chichén Itzá and
other Mayan sites located
throughout Yucatan, and
stay at an intimate, inviting hacienda that was
once an 18th-century sisal
estate. Or wander the World
Heritage-designated city of
Puebla — then head back to
your serene hotel, located next
to one of its most historic churches. As always, we’ll
enhance your experience with expert knowledge and
an array of exclusive amenities. Because when you
travel to Mexico with Virtuoso, anything is possible.

Discover

the

Magic of Yucatan

World-famous archaeological sites, enchanting colonial
cities, beautiful beaches, and distinct cuisine make
Yucatán one of México’s favorite travel destinations.
Admire the sacred Mayan pyramids of Chichén Itzá,
one of the New Seven Wonders of the World.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor for reservations.

www. me rida .yuca ta n .t ra ve l

•

www.yuca ta n .t ra ve l

· Rediscover The History ·

Experience

Michoacan
the soul of

Mexico

Experience Michoacán, a spectacular travel treasure, home to the Monarch Butterfly
Sanctuary, pristine Pacific coastline, and archeological wonders. Morelia, the capital city, is a
UNESCO Heritage of Humanity Site and features more than 200 majestic historical
buildings, ongoing festivals and cultural events. Known also for its colorful handicrafts and
unique cuisine, Michoacán offers some of the most varied experiences in all of México.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor for reservations.

www.visi
n . com
www. l e tt m
sgichoaca
og ua najua
to. com

· Rediscover The Adventure ·

Rich history
and culture in Morelos

discover mexico’s

Morelos has eight world-class spas and beautiful weather
year-round. Located only 45 minutes from México
City, this small state is packed full of unique boutique
hotels. Don’t miss the Xochicalco archaeological site,
deemed a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor for reservations.

www. more l ost ra ve l . com

explore the

heart of Mexico

in San Miguel de Allende
A favorite city in Guanajuato, San Miguel de Allende
was just voted a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.
With its cobbled streets, colonial architecture, natural
hot springs, and mild clime, San Miguel de Allende
attracts expatriate artists, writers, and musicians.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor for reservations.

www.turismosa nm ig ue l . com . mx

· Rediscover The Culture ·

Secrets
of Puebla

Reveal the

Cantona, also known as the House of the Sun,
is a spectacular archeological site, and one of the
greatest in all México. Visit these ancient ruins near
Tepeyahualco, Puebla, believed to be the largest
urban center yet discovered in Mesoamerica.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor for reservations.

www.visi t me xico. com

CANTONA, Puebla

Your experience

historyin
Guanajuato
becomes

Guanajuato state is one of the richest mineral regions in
México. The city by the same name rests on hillsides with
narrow twisting streets disappearing into winding tunnels.
Guanajuato was named a UNESCO World Heritage Site in
1988 and includes the city of San Miguel de Allende.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor for reservations.

www. l e t sg og uanajua to. com
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ECO-Travel, Outdoor Adventures, and More

GO GREEN

Eco-Stars

Competing for the world’s most coveted sustainable-travel awards,
these companies take center stage. BY COSTAS CHRIST

W

hen the World

Travel & Tourism
Council launched
the Tourism for
Tomorrow Awards in 2004 to celebrate giving back to local people,
places, and the planet, there wasn’t
a single nation in the running – just
a handful of travel companies. Fast
forward: Entire countries (Montenegro, Botswana, and Belize among
them) have emerged as sustainable
tourism destinations, and nearly 150
hotels and tour operators across six
continents vied for the spotlight at
this year’s Oscars of tourism. As the
chairman of these awards, leading
an international team of 20 expert
judges, I can attest that these companies offer a green travel dream – a
great vacation that also makes the
world a better place.
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Nearly a quarter
of you heralded
“earth-friendly”
as one of the
most appealing
type of travel
experiences.

And the prize goes
to: Travelers, who
can feel good about
giving their business
to green operators.

Laura Johansen/GETTY IMAGES

Hotels That Help
The Tourism for Tomorrow global
tourism business award recognizes companies that support everything from environmentally
sensitive practices to poverty alleviation. Accor Hotels, whose
portfolio includes the Sofitel Fès

Ecuador
Home of the Galápagos, and
a Country of Four Worlds.
Straddling the equator in southwest South America,
Ecuador is more than a small country — it’s four worlds in
one, with dazzling scenery and astounding biodiversity.
Come experience the legendary Galápagos, the extraordinary
Coast, the vast Andes, and the amazing Amazon.
It is truly the most diverse country on the earth —
four worlds in one.

Connecting with nature
under the sea.

Kayaking at Santa Cruz Island

(KAYAKING MAN) FRANCISCO CAIZAPANTA
(COTOPAXI VOLCANO) QUITO VISITORS BUREAU
(MALECON) CRISTÓBAL CORRAL
(NAPO WILDLIFE CENTER) MURRAY COOPER

The Galápagos islands are a living
laboratory of animal species that
do not exist anywhere else on earth.

Malecón 2000 at Sunset
Guayaquil

Enjoy beautiful beaches alongside charming
ports, fishing villages, modern cities, and
protected mangroves.

Admiring the 17,347 ft of pure nature
Cotopaxi Volcano — Cotopaxi National Park

Hike the Andes mountain range to discover
impressive valleys, lakes, rivers, waterfalls,
hot springs, and cloud forests.

Canoeing on
the Napo River
in Napo Province

Visit with local tribes people or relax in the
comfort of sumptuous hotels and lodges.

For a one-of-a-kind
travel itinerary,
please contact your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

Life at its purest
www.ecuador.travel

CORE PURSUITS GO GREEN

Nature, Revisited
Nominated in the same category, Banyan
Tree Hotels and Resorts’ Asian retreats are

Sofitel Legend Metropole Hanoi.

as renowned for their spas (the company
owns a spa academy in Thailand) as they are
for their gentle hospitality. Banyan walks
the talk when it comes to healing the planet
and guests, which propelled the company
to finalist status in the global tourism business category. Case in point: Banyan Tree
Phuket encompasses an abandoned tin
mine once considered too polluted for development. Rehabilitated as a haven for bio-
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diversity, it’s now a thriving mangrove lagoon, alongside lush tropical gardens where
wildlife has returned. It’s one thing to help
save a natural habitat from destruction, but
quite another to bring it back to life again.
What’s Next: Banyan Tree plans to expand
its conservation activities, including those
that involve guests, such as joining marine
scientists in the Maldives to learn about
coral reefs and planting trees with Tibetan
villagers in Yunnan, China.

Win and Repeat
Former winner Wilderness Safaris has
set a Tourism for Tomorrow Award record
as the only travel company to reach finalist status three times. “Our goal is to create
sustainable conservation economies,” says
Chris Roche, managing director of Wilderness’ environmental division. The South
Africa-based company helped pioneer conservation through tourism 26 years ago and
has remained at the forefront ever since.
Its collection of 70 safari camps protects
nearly 7 million acres of wildlife habitat, and
the company’s commitment doesn’t stop
Every year Wilderness Safaris
opens its camps to local children.

with helping to save endangered species:
Almost all of the 1,800 camp staff come from
rural villages and are trained by Wilderness
Safaris as top guides, gourmet bush chefs, and
talented campfire bartenders (try the Mombo
Elephantini – chilled vodka with Champagne
and a splash of cranberry). Its Children in the
Wilderness program, launched with the late
actor Paul Newman, welcomes some 450 local
children annually in the camps, giving young

Get involved: Learning about
coral reefs in the Maldives.

Africans a chance to experience what tourists
pay top dollar for and fly thousands of miles
to enjoy. The result? Local people benefiting
directly from tourism and putting a higher
value on protecting nature.
What’s Next: In Namibia, another Wilderness outpost, “giving back” means partnering with indigenous tribes like the Himba
at Serra Cafema, a posh camp perched on
the banks of the Cunene River, empowering them to eventually own and operate the
business themselves.

Conservation Chic
If it seems difficult to imagine Dubai as a
world leader in sustainability, consider Al
Maha Desert Resort & Spa, less than an
hour’s drive from the city. Al Maha won the
conservation award for helping protect the
desert from Dubai’s expanding urban development, while also preserving traditional
bedouin culture. In a region known more for
pumping oil than conserving it, this resort
was the first to use energy-reducing and recycling technology, providing an example
for others to follow. While many resorts in
the world locate next to national parks as
an added guest attraction, Al Maha went
about it differently, identifying a unique
desert habitat, campaigning to protect it,
then establishing the first national park in
the United Arab Emirates. Helping safeguard bedouin heritage, the resort maintains one of the largest private collections of
early Arab antiquities, and activities include

(Wilderness SafariS) Caroline Culbert

Palais Jamaï, Sofitel Le Faubourg in
Paris, and Sofitel Legend Metropole Hanoi, won for its Earth Guest program, in
partnership with the International Union
for Conservation of Nature. From fighting
global epidemics like HIV/AIDS and malaria to rolling out a nutritional program to
stop childhood obesity, there may not be
another company of this size and scale
(4,000 hotels in 90 countries) doing more
to benefit people and the planet. That’s not
the first thing that comes to mind, say, when
you’re relaxing in a Moroccan hammam spa
overlooking Fès’ old city, savoring the finest North Vietnamese cuisine, or uncorking a bottle of Marquis de Joncry brut in Le
Faubourg’s new Couture Apartment. The
greater good is good indeed.
What’s Next: Accor’s new five-star hotel
brand, Sofitel Legend, will marry cultural
heritage preservation, farm-to-table cuisine, and environmental best practices.

Art and artifacts at Al Maha
Desert Resort & Spa.
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Serengeti’s Singita Grumeti Reserves.

FAST FACTS
148: Number of award applications.
54: Countries represented.
Africa: Region with the most candidates
(36, followed by Latin America with 27 and
Asia with 26).
10: Number of applications from the
United States.
Montenegro: The only country in the world
to officially declare itself an “Eco-State.”

3URIHVVLRQDO6WDQGDUGV
3RZHUIXO6ROXWLRQV
3HUVRQDO6HUYLFH

6HQWLHQW&KDUWHU SURYLGHVZRUOG
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MHW H[SHULHQFH EH\RQG \RXU
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Fatu Hiva in the
Marquesas Islands.

Secrets of the South Pacific
Remote islands, ancient mysteries, and jungle temples beckon thrill seekers.
By joe yogerst
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far off the beaten track that no one has ever lived here and few ships have
ever dropped anchor. Two facts of which I am very well aware as I slip over
the side of a Zodiac onto a crushed-coral beach on the island’s eastern
fringe. I hover near the water, waiting to see where the others in my party are striking off. And then I head in the opposite direction, through flocks of fairy terns and
masked boobies nesting in the island’s scrublike vegThis Pacific paradise is a
etation. It’s not that I’m antisocial, but I came ashore
top travel dream: On our
survey, the South Pacific is a
with a specific goal in mind.
favorite cruise itinerary, and
Reaching the atoll’s north side, I wade through tide
French Polynesia ranks high
pools filled with crabs and small tropical fish to a
as your top island escape
and dream destination.
coral shelf about 30 yards offshore. And there I stand

mark downey/Alamy

D

ucie Island is no more than a pinprick in the South Pacific, so

“Go confidently in the direction of your dreams.
Live the life you have imagined.”
- Henry David Thoreau

Five-night vacations at

five-star

resorts
at prices that turn

dreams

into reality.

O‘AHU
7KH.DKDOD+RWHO 5HVRUW from$952

KAUA‘I
7KH6W5HJLV3ULQFHYLOOH5HVRUW from$970

Kids 17 & younger stay FREE. Virtuoso amenities include room upgrade,
daily buffet breakfast for two at Plumeria Beach House, late check out,
complimentary parking, logo bag and beach towel.

Kids 12 & younger stay FREE. Virtuoso amenities include room upgrade;
daily breakfast for two; $100 resort credit; St. Regis champagne & truffle
amenity; lei, cool towel and welcome beverage; late check out; complimentary
access to fitness club & spa; and orchid turndown service.

;YH]LS+H[LZ!1\S`¶+LJLTILY

;YH]LS+H[LZ!1\S`¶+LJLTILY

+DOHNXODQL from$1404
PARTIAL OCEAN VIEW • Kids 17 & younger stay FREE. Virtuoso amenities include

complimentary room upgrade, daily buffet breakfast for two, complimentary daily
parking, daily newspaper and local telephone calls, internet access, welcome
amenity upon arrival, and complimentary admission to Bishop Museum,
Honolulu Academy of Arts, Contemporary Museum of Art, and ‘Iolani Palace.

HAWAI‘I’S BIG ISLAND
0DXQD.HD%HDFK+RWHO from$854
Kids 17 & younger stay FREE. Virtuoso amenities include complimentary
room upgrade, daily breakfast for two and $25 Pro Shop credit.
;YH]LS+H[LZ!:LW[LTILY¶+LJLTILY

;YH]LS+H[LZ!1\S`¶+LJLTILY

MAUI
7KH5LW]&DUOWRQ.DSDOXD from$854
Kids 17 & younger stay FREE. Virtuoso amenity includes complimentary
room upgrade.
;YH]LS+H[LZ!(\N\Z[¶+LJLTILY

LANA‘I
)RXU6HDVRQV5HVRUW/DQDLDW0DQHOH%D\ from$837

Virtuoso amenities include complimentary room upgradedaily buffet
breakfast for two, complimentary lunch for two, chocolate-dipped
shortbread cookies and chocolate-covered brownie.
;YH]LS+H[LZ!1\S`¶+LJLTILY

)DLUPRQW.HD/DQL0DXL from$1053
Kids 18 & younger stay FREE. Virtuoso amenity includes a welcome basket.
;YH]LS+H[LZ!1\S`¶5V]LTILY 5V]LTILY+LJLTILY

VACATIONS INCLUDE
UPNO[Z»HJJVTTVKH[PVU(SSOV[LS[H_LZHUKTVYL

For reservations, please call your

Virtuoso travel advisor.

Rates quoted are per person, land only, based on double occupancy unless otherwise stated. Rates valid for select travel dates shown. Rates, terms, conditions, availability and itinerary are subject to change without notice. Certain restrictions may apply.
Taxes, gratuities, transfers, airfare and excursions are additional unless otherwise indicated. Not responsible for errors or omission. [Pleasant Holidays acts only as an agent for the various travel providers above.] CST# 1007939-10. UBI# 601 915 263.
Copyright © 2010 Pleasant Holidays, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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EGYPT

Pitcairn Islands – of Mutiny
on the Bounty fame.

EXCLUSIVELY
YOURS,EGYPT!
8 DAYS from $5,495
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3 Nights Cairo, 1 Night Luxor,
3 Nights Nile River Cruise

A fairy tern prepares to take flight.

Adventure-bound Clipper Odyssey.

Your personal Egyptologist guide
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for 1/2-page ad pages.
Wing to Lake Nasser to view
the prodigious monuments at
Abu Simbel.
Relax on your private balcony,
observing life along the Nile as
you cruise from Luxor to Aswan.

Call your Virtuoso travel advisor
to book this trip or design a
personalized Egyptian experience
that is “Exclusively Yours!”
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2QdN_Q`.YYaU_RRUNcRORR[V[aVZNaRYfV[
c\YcRQ S\_ QRPNQR` V[ _R`a\_V[T aUR V`YN[Q´`
ZN``VcR Z\NV URNQ` N[Q QRPV]UR_V[T aUR
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LEAVING EASTER ISLAND, THE CLIPPER
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(PITCAIRN AND FAIRY TERN) DOUGLAS PEEBLES/AURORA PHOTOS
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Local color.

Nothing prepares you
for that first morning
on Fatu Hiva, the
savage beauty that
lured Gauguin,
Melville, Heyerdahl.
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Easter Island’s
mysterious moai.
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ANCHORS AWEIGH
Three adventurous ways to sail the
South Pacific.
Zegrahm Expeditions specializes in littlevisited and exotic places; its 110-passenger
Clipper Odyssey cruises call on Fiji, the Cook
Islands, Tonga, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon
Islands, Vanuatu, Micronesia, and, of course,
Easter Island and Tahiti. Departures: Multiple
dates, August 26 through December 2, 2010;
14-day trips from $8,980.
Orion Expedition Cruises explores islands in
the western Pacific; itineraries take in Papua
New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, Vanuatu,
New Caledonia, and New Zealand on the
106-passenger Orion. Departure: March 7, 2011;
17-day cruise from $10,105.
Based in Tahiti, the 332-passenger Paul Gauguin
calls on many of the same islands, including
the Tuamotus, Marquesas, Society Islands, Fiji,
Tonga, and the Cook Islands. Departures: Multiple
dates through October 30, 2010; seven-day cruises
from $3,145.

ANDERS HAGLUND/NATURBILD/CORBIS
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AUSTRIA.
A JOURNEY DISCOVERY.

PHOTOGRAPHS: [A] © WienTourismus / Karl Thomas; [B] © WienTourismus / Lois Lammerhuber;
[C] © Tourismus Salzburg GmbH; [D] © Lech Zürs Tourismus GmbH / Bernd Fischer

From imperial glamour to cutting-edge art and cuisine, Austria
entices visitors with an unforgettable blend of old and new.

Vienna intrigues its visitors with exquisite food and wine experiences as it is the only major
city with extensive vineyards within the city limits. You can enjoy fine local vintages at the
city’s many elegant wine bars, such as the exclusive Palais Coburg wine bar or Unger & Klein.
Wine goes best, however, with the new Viennese cuisine served at the elegant Steirereck im
Stadtpark, the Hansen or Zum Schwarzen Kameel.
Part of any travel experience is finding items not available back home. In Vienna, elegant
shops abound on the Graben, Kohlmarkt and Kärntner Strasse. Visit one of the former purveyors
to the imperial court, such as Lobmeyr for unique glass wares or Demel’s for finest chocolate.
Explore contemporary shops, such as Mühlbauer for fashionable hats and the new Swarovski
Crystallized boutique, an interactive store and art gallery.
Baroque Salzburg is one of the most romantic cities in the world. Music lovers can experience
over 4,000 cultural events, including a candlelit dinner concert in the Stiftskeller St. Peter,
Europe’s oldest restaurant. Explore the medieval Hohensalzburg Fortress or the Museum of
Modern Art—which, in addition to art, offers incredible city views. Mozart’s birth city is both
timeless and contemporary, with trendy shops tucked away in arcaded passageways.
One of the most elegant and upscale ski areas in Europe, Lech Zürs am Arlberg is a dream
come true for sophisticated travelers who seek luxurious accommodations and “more time and
more space” for thought and inspiration. There is no better way to sooth the mind and body than
a walk in the Arlberg mountains. Lech is surrounded by many interesting themed walks and
unique opportunities to experience nature.
For reservations to Austria, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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PHOTO DESCRIPTIONS:
[A] The Palmenhaus (palm house) in Vienna’s Burggarten
is considered one of the most beautiful art nouveau
structures of its kind. Inside the former greenhouse, guests
dine in style and relax over a glass of excellent wine.
[B] Vienna is the only capital city in Europe which
encompasses over 1,700 acres of vineyards.
[C] Salzburg, the city of Mozart and “The Sound of Music”,
boasts an international format.
[D] With its breathtaking landscapes, Lech am Arlberg is a
great walking- and hiking destination in summer.

Become a fan of “Austria.Official Travel Info”

austria.info

Finishing Touch

Steep
Dreams
Na Pali Coast, KauaI

The experience:
Reveling in Kauai’s lush
and rugged coastline.
WHAT The 15-mile-long Na
Pali Coast, where Kauai’s
north shore dips its 3,000foot green fingers into the
Pacific. Intrepid hikers hug
basalt cliffs for 11 miles along
this roadless stretch of coastline. Want the view without
the vertigo (or the blisters)?
Charter a catamaran or hop
a helicopter for an equally
impressive look. WHERE The
jumping-off point for the Na
Pali Coast trail is Ke’e Beach,
15 miles west of Princeville
on the Kuhio Highway.
INSIDER’S ADVANTAGE For
five-star comfort a seashell’s
throw from the Na Pali Coast,
check into one of the 252
rooms at the glittering St.
Regis Princeville Resort.
Travelers who book four nights
or more through a Virtuoso
travel advisor get some exclusive perks: a room upgrade, a
$100 resort credit, breakfast, a
fruit basket on arrival, and an
invite to the general manager’s
weekly cocktail reception.
Doubles from $850.

SURVEY

Hawaii makes three survey
appearances: It’s your #1 pick
for a family vacation, #3 for
an island escape, and #6 for
an outdoor adventure.
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Fiery past: During kava ceremonies,
indigenous Hawaiians hurled flaming
spears from the coast’s highest cliff.

Masa Ushioda/CoolWaterPhoto.com
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What’s your
RETURN on LIFE ?
TM

Ask the advisors at any
Virtuoso afﬁliated travel agency.
Now, more than ever, the time you spend with family, friends, and even yourself is your most valuable
investment. To ensure you’re spending it wisely, take advantage of our personal knowledge, expertise,
and connections around the globe to design your custom travel experiences.
There’s never been a better time to invest in your life.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.
Rely on one of Virtuoso’s 300+ travel agencies to transform all of your
trips into truly extraordinary experiences. If you do not currently work
with a Virtuoso affiliated travel advisor, contact us at (800) 401-4274
or travel@virtuoso.com, and we’ll introduce you to one.
www.virtuoso.com

Virtuoso

®

Expert Advice. Extraordinary Experiences.

Virtuoso affiliated advisors specialize in transforming do-it-yourself trips into extraordinary
customized travel experiences. For everything from weekend getaways to trips of a lifetime, count on us.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.
Rely on one of Virtuoso’s 300+ travel agencies to transform all of your trips into truly
extraordinary experiences. If you do not currently work with a Virtuoso affiliated travel advisor,
contact us at (800) 401-4274 or travel@virtuoso.com, and we’ll introduce you to one.

